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Abstract 
 
A novel protease assay for both in vitro and in vivo applications has been developed, that 
exclusively relies on fluorescent proteins and highly sensitive readout by Fluorescence 
Correlation Spectroscopy (FCS). Since fluorescent proteins and their fusions were 
expressed within cells and FCS allowed for non-invasive intracellular online analysis a 
truly endogenous experimental system has been established. 
Mutants of green fluorescent avGFP and red fluorescent DsRed have been combined to 
design various protease substrates and inert fusion proteins that not only allow for FRET 
(fluorescence resonance energy transfer) studies but also for dual-color cross-correlation 
analysis. The measurement principle is based on a spectrally resolved detection of single 
molecules diffusing in and out of a diffraction-limited laser focus. Double-labeled 
substrate molecules were turned into red and green single-labeled products by proteolytic 
cleavage at a target site between the two flanking tags, disrupting joint fluctuations in the 
two detection channels. Consequently FCS unlike FRET does not depend on an 
appropriate distance between fluorophores for energy transfer to occur and presents a 
more versatile tool with respect to possible substrate structures. Moreover simultaneously 
assessing multiple dynamic particle parameters FCS proved to provide important internal 
calibration and helped to avoid measurement artifacts in spite of high resolution.  
To simplify the measurement setup also two-photon excitation was employed, allowing 
for simultaneous excitation of GFP and DsRed tags with a single IR laser wavelength.  
The general concept was initially experimentally verified in vitro with an rsGFP-peptide-
DsRed1 construct containing the cleavage site for recombinant TEV (Tobacco Etch 
Virus) protease. Proteolysis could be monitored after two-photon excitation in an online 
fashion at high resolution detecting already slight changes in substrate concentrations. 
Intracellular studies were performed based on expressing fusions of rsGFP or EGFP and 
the improved red fluorescent proteins mRFP1 and tdimer2(12) connected by either inert 
or Caspase-3 sensitive protein linkers. Hence this intracellular assay was put into the 
context of apoptosis assays for the activity of cellular key proteases. The stability of 
different protein linkers in part could be correlated with their composition.  
Finally fusion protein persistence and degradation could be monitored online within 
individual cells for 5h to ~23h hours. Dual-color cross-correlation analysis proved to 
perform in cells at high resolution tolerating for the heterogeneous intracellular 
environment and also for non-ideal properties of fluorescent proteins.   
Consequently the extension of the presented approach to the study of reversible 
intracellular protein-protein interactions is readily conceivable and holds big promise for 
the elucidation of  protein function and high-throughput applications. 
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1.  Introduction 

1.1 General Outline  
Biological research in the post-genomic era has so far been particularly concerned with 
predicting and studying protein function, particularly protein-protein interactions.  
Well established in vitro assays performed with purified and labeled proteins still present 
an important approach to elucidate enzyme activity and protein features. Nevertheless 
monitoring protein action under truly physiological conditions has emerged as the 
primary goal for studying protein function. Accordingly, sensitive biochemical 
techniques have allowed for the analysis of cellular extracts and intracellular approaches 
like two-hybrid assays offered high sensitivity based on intrinsic signal amplifications.  
More recently, with an ever increasing number of novel proteins, new technologies have 
been developed for in vivo applications and high-throughput-screening (HTS). Confocal 
detection coupled with analysis of sparse or single fluorescent molecules in an aqueous 
environment is currently considered one of the most promising approaches due to its high 
sensitivity, relative non-invasiveness and low sample consumption [1-3].  

Accordingly, experiments are increasingly performed in the live cell environment, taking 
advantage of fluorescence-based microscopic techniques that allow for real-time data 
acquisition, instead of employing cell extracts or purified recombinant proteins in 
biochemical assays. These in vivo methods rely on fluorescent reporter systems 
consisting of the protein of interest labeled with a fluorescent dye molecule. 

Fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) is one of these versatile fluorescence-based 
techniques and operating at the single-molecule level, it successfully meets many 
challenges of modern biological research [4]. Based on the detection of single mobile 
fluorescent molecules diffusing in and out of a laser focus, the method allows to resolve 
particle dynamics within cells and their compartments in a non-invasive manner. Since 
FCS can simultaneously observe differently coloured fluorophores it also resolves 
dissociation and association of spectrally different particles, by a procedure called dual 
colour fluorescence cross-correlation spectroscopy (dcFCCS).  

Recent progress in the application of FCS to intracellular systems has particularly taken 
advantage of detecting autofluorescent proteins like GFP or DsRed and their genetically 
encoded fusions to cellular proteins [5]. Intracellular expression of fluorescent fusion 
proteins allows for truly endogenous systems and avoids the disadvantages of in vitro 
protein labelling and delivery to cells. In parallel, autofluorescent proteins are subject to 
intense efforts to vary their spectral properties for microscopic applications and optimize 
their biochemical behaviour [6,7].  
 
Consequently, combining state of the art FCS with the intracellular expression of protein 
fluorophore fusion proteins promises a powerful and new approach for monitoring 
intracellular association/ dissociation reactions. The first cross-correlation studies in vivo 
based on external uptake of fluorescent molecules have been reported recently [8,9]. 
Thus, the next step of setting up an online cross-correlation application solely based on 
fluorescent proteins in vivo will be presented in this study in the context of apoptosis 
research.  
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1.2 Goal of this study 

Dissociation of genetically fused red and green fluorescent proteins, GFP and DsRed 
mutants, respectively, should be monitored upon proteolysis of fusion protein linkers 
applying dcFCCS (figure 1). 
 

Design of a model system 
This study was devoted to the development of a novel experimental system to analyse   
intracellular enzyme activity and dissociation/association reactions on the protein level in 
an online fashion. In order to avoid loading cells exogenously with any reagents and 
reporter molecules, the experimental readout should exclusively rely on detecting 
fluorescent proteins expressed intracellularly. 
Currently, one of the most popular fluorescence-based approaches available for studying 
dissociation and association events is the detection of FRET (fluorescence resonance 
energy transfer), which unfortunately faces structural limitations for a successful energy 
transfer to occur between two fluorescent dye molecules bound in close proximity 
(compare comparison of FRET and FCS; chapter 1.6). Consequently, the alternative 
application of FCS to the experimental situation defined above should be analysed, since 
FCS is insensitive to structural limitations. In principle, both autocorrelation and cross-
correlation analysis, i.e. single and dual color applications, could have been used for this 
intracellular assay. Though, in the context of association/dissociation reactions it is 
readily conceivable that dual colour cross-correlation analysis offers better experimental 
resolution than single colour FCS, since more information about particle behaviour can 
be obtained in a two colour-system (compare following introduction to FCS, chapter 1.5 
& 2.1). DsRed and its mutants display emission spectra that seemed sufficiently red-
shifted to allow for efficient spectral signal separation in two-colour applications also 
including GFP mutants. 

Monitoring protease reactions was chosen as the model system to be examined in this 
study. The analysis of an irreversible dissociation reaction was preferred over 
(reversible) association reactions for these initial proof of principle experiments. A 
truly endogenous experimental system has been realized applying fluorescent proteins 
to be analysed by online fluorescence cross-correlation spectroscopy. 

The application of two-photon excitation of two spectrally different fluorescent proteins 
with one infra-red laser line should be evaluated in parallel. After starting with an in vitro 
model system the experimental approach should be transferred to in vivo situations. In 
parallel the most promising protein fluorophores known to date were tested for favorable 
combinations with regard to intracellular dual-color FCS analysis.  

Implications of a model system 
The potential of a truly endogenous system for dcFCCS applications in fundamental 
research and biotechnology should be analysed. The study presented here in part was put 
into context of protease reactions of the apoptotic signal cascade triggering cell death. 
Apoptosis research presents a field of intense experimental effort that might benefit from 
highly sensitive and accurate FCS assays. Therefore, intracellular experiments were 
designed to prepare the analysis of caspase-3 activity during cellular apoptosis. The 
performance of the complete experimental system including cellular protein substrates 
should thoroughly be analysed and important milestones for analogous attempts be 
defined.  
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Figure 1: A protease digest 
monitored by cross-
correlation analysis 
Proteolytic cleavage of  GFP-
DsRed fusion proteins results 
in separation of the protein 
fluorophores. While red and 
green fluorophores were 
diffusing concomitantly as 
part of one protein they diffuse 
independently after cleavage. 
This process is quantified 
based on the degree of cross-
correlation of signals 
(indicated by arrows) from 
spectrally different detection 
channels. 

GFP - protease sensitive linker – DsRed (fusion protein)
signals show cross-correlation

seperated fluorophores  (GFP and DsRed mutants)
signals show no cross-correlation

t

t

GFP - protease sensitive linker – DsRed (fusion protein)
signals show cross-correlation

seperated fluorophores  (GFP and DsRed mutants)
signals show no cross-correlation
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1.3 Experimental approach and structure of this work 
Proteolytic digestion of fusion proteins was successfully monitored in vitro and in vivo by 
cross-correlation analysis. A stable and reproducible assay system resulted from 
consecutively evolving individual system components.  

A) A family of fusion proteins with variable constituents was designed and genetically 
engineered. These fusions consisted of different red and green fluorescent protein 
fluorophores, mutants of GFP and DsRed, respectively, and various protein linkers, 
with either inert or Casp-3 (caspase-3) or rTEV (recombinant tobacco etch virus 
protease) sensitive sequences. (Chapter 4.1).  

B) A thorough in vitro analysis of protease reactions could be successfully performed 
(chapter 4.2 ). Two-photon excitation was successfully applied in the introduction of 
this new measurement system. 

C) The experimental system was consecutively adapted for its transfer to cells. In initial 
experiments different red fluorophores were tested for their intracellular behaviour 
(chapter 4.4) and purified fusion protein was exogenously delivered to cells (Chapter 
4.3). Exogenous delivery was applied as an intermediate step to account for 
disadvantageous properties of initially applied protein fluorophores and helped to 
gain important practical experience with the experimental setup. 

D) Based on endogenous expression of fusion proteins in cells different fusion constructs 
were compared for their intracellular stability (chapter 4.5). Protein persistence and 
degradation inside untreated cells was also monitored online within individual cells as 
a prerequisite for studying exogenously induced proteolysis (chapter 4.6). Particular 
attention was paid to the discussion of the experimental resolution. Dual colour 
excitation of red and green fluorophores in vivo was achieved with two separate 
488nm and 543nm laser lines.   

The theoretical framework of FCS analysis will be presented in Chapter 2 along with a 
presentation of well-established scientific prerequisites for the application of protein 
fluorophores to FCS. 
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1.4 Choice of the biological system 
Dissociation reactions based on proteolytic degradation of dual colored fusion proteins 
were preferred for this proof of principle study. It seems that the case of decreasing cross-
correlation amplitudes for degradation events, starting at a typical maximum, is 
somewhat easier to address, since maximum amplitudes of reversible interactions at 
equilibrium are primarily unknown and require proper functioning of the fluorescently 
tagged binding partners. 
Monitoring association reactions thus appeared to feature too many additional pitfalls for 
initial intracellular applications. In contrast the experimental range expected for 
fluorophore fusion proteins and their proteolytic degradation primarily depends on the 
stability of applied protein linkers and their sensitivity to proteolysis. Consequently larger 
effects and also more information about the applied protein fluorophores were expected 
for the latter system.  
Applied protein linkers showed either proteolytically inert sequences or included target 
sites for Casp-3 and rTEV protease. The viral protease was applied for the in vitro proof 
of principle experiments. Casp-3 sensitive or inert linkers were applied in cells. The 
intended assay perfectly fitted the requirements of current research on cellular apoptosis.   
Apoptosis presents a very exciting field of cell biological research and is based upon tight 
regulation of caspases, cellular cysteine proteases, that can trigger cell death upon 
activation. With regard to the intense efforts for assaying and analyzing in vivo caspase 
activities during the last decade the attempted cross-correlation assay promised to 
contribute a uniquely sensitive measurement system to this field [10-16]. 
‘Apoptosis’ guaranties controlled elimination of cells during development and 
homeostasis of multi-cellular organisms. Two major signaling pathways resulting in 
programmed cell death have been identified so far and converge in activating ‘effector’ 
caspases, particularly caspase-3 and caspase-7, both sharing the optimal recognition motif 
DEVD [17]. These executioner caspases in return activate or inactivate a multitude of 
specific target proteins by limited proteolysis and thus irreversibly initiate the stepwise 
disassembly of the cell. The extrinsic pathway of caspase activation is receptor-mediated 
while the intrinsic pathway occurs as a consequence of cellular stress mediated by 
cytochrome c release from mitochondria [18].  
Like in analogous assays for monitoring caspase activation, staurosporine originally 
isolated from Streptomyces sp. was selected for inducing apoptosis by the intrinsic 
pathway. Staurosporine is a nonselective inhibitor of different kinases and capable of 
efficiently inducing caspase-3 activity within only several hours of application to cell 
cultures [10,12,19]. 

1.5 Properties and advantages of FCS 
FCS analyses minute fluctuations in the fluorescence emission of only small molecular 
ensembles. Its basic principles are introduced in figure 2, a more detailed and formal 
description is presented in Chapter 2. Upon excitation within a focused laser beam 
spontaneous fluorescence fluctuations are collected from a confocal volume element 
(figure 2 A and B): Fluctuations depend on multiple molecular parameters, namely 
particle concentration and -mobility into and out of the volume element, intramolecular 
dynamics and binding reactions. Autocorrelation analysis of these fluctuations combines 
single molecule sensitivity with large statistical averaging over several to thousands of 
particles and allows for precise and simultaneous quantification of several particle 
parameters (figure 2 C). Autocorrelation amplitudes are inversely proportional to the 
number of particles within the focus.  
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Figure 2: Priniple of dual-
colour cross-correlation 
analysis  
A) Fluorescent particles diffuse 
through a focused laser beam.  
B) Particle diffusion results in 
fluorescence fluctuations 
recorded from within the focal 
volume.  
C) After correlation of 
fluctuations three correlation 
curves are obtained, two 
autocorrelations (red and green) 
and a cross-correlation curve. A 
decrease in cross-correlation 
amplitudes due to proteolysis is 
indicated by grey curves. 

In addition to single-colour applications, dual-colour cross-correlation analysis (dcFCCS)  
has been established to study association and dissociation events [20]: concomitant 
movement of spectrally different and chemically (or physically) linked dyes also results 
in simultaneous signals in spectrally distinct detection channels and is quantified by 
cross-correlation analysis: cross-correlation amplitudes are proportional to the amount of 
double-labelled molecules and present a direct and precise measure for particle 
interactions. 
The application of two spectrally distinct fluorophore tags within a given system allows 
for a much more detailed study of molecular interactions and molecule behavior in 
general, than in one-color fluorescence experiments. 
Simultaneously obtaining two autocorrelation functions provides data about particle 
numbers and mobility that present important internal reference and calibration 
parameters. Starting with the analysis of DNA hybridization, the technique has been 
further evaluated in model systems addressing real-time enzyme kinetics and has been 
successfully applied in vivo [8,20-22].  
Studying events at the single protein level holds the biggest promise for in vivo 
applications in contrast to bulk analysis, only observing the average signal from a big 
particle population. Since FCS observes fluorescent molecules at nanomolar or even 
lower concentrations, it is well suited to collect quantitative data under physiological 
conditions and monitor dynamic equilibria in vivo [4].  While bulk studies are typically 
performed at fairly high fluorophore concentrations (≥500nM) subtle regulatory 
processes or cellular background activities might only be resolved at low molecule 
concentrations detecting single molecules.  
Degradation processes such as protease or nuclease reactions will be typically described 
by decreasing cross-correlation amplitudes. Specific and reversible protein-protein 
interactions can be illustrated by both decreasing and increasing cross-correlation 
amplitudes.  
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Cross-correlation analysis also can be applied to address phenomena of indirect particle 
interactions within complex aggregates and colocalization within small diffusing 
compartments, such as active transport or co-localization in endocytic vesicles.  
Finally, fluorescence correlation spectroscopy can be combined with two-photon 
excitation (TPE) conferring further advantages. In particular, excitation of two or more 
spectrally different dyes with one infrared laser line can be accomplished and reduces cell 
damage and sample consumption by photobleaching [23-25]. Moreover TPE often leads 
to a significant reduction of cellular autofluorescence ([24,26]. 
 

1.6 Comparison of FRET to FCS 
Fluorescence Resonance Engergy Transfer (FRET) presents a popular approach to study 
molecular interactions and conformational changes both in vitro and in vivo and also 
emerged as a promising spectroscopic tool to study single-molecule dynamics [2,2,27-
29]. In FRET studies, molecular processes can be evidenced by spectral changes of the 
emission signal because of distance-dependent energy transfer from an excited donor dye 
to a long-wavelength acceptor (figure 3), and additionally by determining decreased 
donor lifetimes in Fluorescence Lifetime Microscopy (FLIM) [30]. Hence, FRET has 
been used for the development of efficient 
intracellular ligand-binding and protease assays and 
also probed for protein-protein interactions and 
conformational changes in live cells, in part relying on 
autofluorescent proteins [12,27,31-34]. However, 
FRET requires spatial distances between donor and 
acceptor dyes of typically 20-60 Å and thus faces a 
fundamental sterical limit reducing its versatility. 
Dual-colour fluorescence cross-correlation 
spectroscopy evades this limitation by only depending 
on concomitant signal fluctuations from a confocal 
detection volume in two spectrally distinct emission 
channels. In contrast to FCS, FRET analysis itself 
provides no intrinsic calibration parameters like 
particle concentrations and dynamic particle properties 
which makes experimental artefacts more likely to 
remain unnoticed.  
Consequently FCS appears to be a universal tool to 
study association and dissociation events. FRET 
apparently is the method of choice to study intra-
molecular dynamics and also rather immobile 
molecules and their interactions in imaging approaches, 
since FCS cannot be applied on immobile structures. 

Figure 3: Schematic 
presentation of FRET  
Energy transfer occurs from 
the green excited donor to 
the red dye, resulting in red 
and no or only decreased 
green fluorescence emission 

+

20-60 Å

+

20-60 Å
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2. Scientific background and prerequisites to this study 
A short formal description of Fluorescence Correlation Spectroscopy (FCS) shall be 
given, to lay the grounds for the experimental evaluations following in this work. For 
more specificity, the interested reader can be referred to a number of recent reviews and 
articles covering FCS in much more detail, addressing theoretical framework, technical 
setups, reported applications and practical aspects [35,36].  

2.1 Introduction to FCS  
FCS analysis can be readily described based on four significant experimental features: 

1. Fluorescence light can be detected specifically and allows for high signal to noise 
ratios in confocal setups. 

2. Based on objectives with high numerical aperture (≥0.9) signals are collected 
from diffraction limited detection volumes in the fl size range and imaged onto 
detectors. For particle concentrations in the nM range or below, signal 
fluctuations resulting from the dynamic behaviour of individual particles can be 
recorded. (In contrast, traditional bulk analysis, like fluorometry, relies on the 
statistical average signal and doesn’t consider individual particles.) 

3. These fluctuations can be resolved based on high temporal resolution of applied 
detectors, APDs (Avalanche Photo Diodes). 

4. Fluorescence signals are normally correlated online by correlator cards and 
correlation functions analysed on the basis of the formal FCS framework.    

2.1.1 Autocorrelation Analysis 
FCS is based on the universal formalism of correlation analysis: fluorescence signals are 
compared for series of lag times τ. The resulting correlation function G(τ) is a decay 
function describing the average fluctuation signal of all detected particles.  
The normalized fluorescence autocorrelation function is generally defined by 

2)()()()( tFtFtFG τδδτ +=  (1). 
While 〈F(t)〉 corresponds to the average temporal fluorescence signal,  〈δF(t)〉 and 
〈δF(t+τ)〉 represent the deviation of a signal from the average value at time point t and 
t+τ .      
In the common case, signals are obtained after fluorescence excitation and detection 
within a confocal volume [22]. Veff constitutes the detection volume element  

0
2
0

2
3

zVeff ωπ=    (for one-photon excitation) (2) 
that largely overlaps with the laser focus (compare figure 2b, dotted line) and is 
approximated as an ellipsoid. In the applied setups Veff is additionally limited by the 
diameter and position of a glass fibre in the image plane that collects the imaged 
fluorescence signals and transfers them to the detectors. ω0 and z0 describe the lateral and 
axial radius of Veff and define the form parameter S of Veff: 

0

0

ω
zS = ; (3) 

Fluctuation amplitudes and their duration and frequency are characteristic for the particle 
number within Veff, the mode and speed of particle movement and the presence of fast 
photodynamic processes inducing additional fluctuations.  

Fluorescence fluctuations within solutions typically result from fluorescing particles 
freely diffusing (Brownian motion) into and out of Veff with a typical diffusion 
coefficient Di. 
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idiff D
i

4/2
0ωτ =  (4) 

 is the resulting fluctuation decay time τ for a species i and describes the average particle 
residence time within Veff.  
These contributions are formally represented in equation 5. It serves as the fit-model for 
autocorrelation functions describing free 3-D diffusion. When applied successfully on an 
autocorrelation curve, its parameters  N (particle number, see below), S (form parameter) 
and τdiff will be determined:      
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Diff(τ) refers to the mobility of detected particles. The particle number N is proportional 
to inverse autocorrelation amplitudes G(0)-1 ( Diff(0)=1, extrapolated for τ→ 0) and can 
be simply determined from G(0) values. N is defined by the size of Veff and the local 
particle concentration 〈Ci〉: 

effi VCN ⋅=  (6) 
Accordingly, particle concentration can be precisely determined from correlation-curve 
amplitudes G(0) and Veff. Based on the average particle number, the average molecular 
brightness η of single fluorophores can be calculated:  

N
tF 〉〈

=
)(η  (7). 

η is normally presented as ‘cpm’ values, counts per molecule in kHz, and characterizes 
the quality of the measurement. 

Frequently, fluorescent dyes partition into two (or more) particle subpopulations of 
different mobility. For example, upon binding to a large and slowly moving binding 
partner two different residence times τdiff can be observed. For globular particles τdiff 
scales with the molecular weight M  according to equation 8: 

3 Mdiff ∞τ   (8)  
Consequently equation 5 has to be modified for two components by introducing a second 
mobility term: 

( ) ( )( )τττ 2211
1)( DiffFDiffF
N

G ⋅+⋅⋅= ;   (9)    

F1 and F2 denote the fractions of slow and fast particles. Including a second component is 
frequently necessary in particular, when free dye contaminates the solution, and for 
intracellular measurements where it indicates unspecific fluorophore binding to cellular 
components. On the other hand this quantitative distinction of 2 or more components of 
the same fluorophore species can also be applied to analyse interactions of fluorescent 
reporter molecules with other molecules. Unfortunatley, due to the 3rd cube relation of M 
and τDiff (equation 8) this approach offers a fairly bad resolution: e.g. twice the molecular 
weight results in 0.8 times the diffusion time. Consequently autocorrelation analysis can 
detect binding for some cases but is not the method of choice for analogous in vivo 
applications. 

If particles show a non-Brownian diffusion due to corralling or particle interaction with 
fixed structures, as has been described within membranes (2D) and also the nucleus, an 
anomalous diffusion model can be applied to fit the data [37-39]. The autocorrelation 
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function for anomalous 3D diffusion is modified by introducing an anomaly coefficient α 

to ⎟
⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜
⎜
⎝

⎛

diffτ
τ , resulting in 

α

τ
τ

⎟
⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜
⎜
⎝

⎛

diff

with α<0 indicating the degree of obstruction. 

 
Intramolecular (photodynamic) processes         
Intramolecular photodynamic processes can result in rapidly alternating ‘on’(bright) and 
‘off’ (dark) states of fluorophores while they diffuse through Veff.  Typical sources of fast 
intramolecular fluctuations are excitation intensity dependent transitions of the dye to the 
long-living first excited triplet state and other less well-defined dark states, but also 
fluorophore isomerization, and reversible protonation [40-43].  
An exponential decay factor ( DDeD ττ /1 −+− ) with the relaxation time τD corresponding 
to the dark-state relaxation time and the dark fraction D of dark molecules has to be 
introduced to account for these additional fluorescence fluctuations:  

( )
D

DeDDiff
N

G
D

−
+−

⋅⋅=
−

1
11)(

/ττ

ττ ; (10)  

 
If a dye simultaneously shows two (or 
more) distinct intramolecular 
phototransitions on different time 
scales an exponential decay term has 
to be included into G(τ) for each 
transition. While ‘T’ has been 
assigned to the triplett-transition, ‘D’ 
has been assigned to other less well-
defined dark states in this work.  
Figure 4 illustrates how 
autocorrelation curves change their 
shape due to intramolecular 
transitions. The autocorrelation 
amplitude G(0) according to equation 
10 refers to only bright particles 
(temporally dark fraction of particles 
not included) while the part of G(0) 
describing only diffusion (black curves, 
figure 4) refers to all particles detected 
in Veff,, including the temporally dark 
fraction.  
Fit-functions typically used for 
intracellular measurements in this work 
are listed below and for easy reference numbered consecutively: 

components/ dark states equation (compare above)  fit-model 

one diffusing component ‘5’    #1 
 + triplet-transition  ‘10’    #2 
 + second dark-state ‘10’ ×  (dark state decay term)  #3 
two diffusing components  ‘9’ 
 + triplet-transition  ‘9’   ×  (triplet state decay term) #4 
 + second dark-state  ‘9’   ×  (triplet state decay term)  
         × (2nd dark state decay term) #5 

1E-3 0.01 0.1 1 10 100

0

1

0

1

2
Nbright
decreases

1/Neff
(all particles)

1/Nbright
(bright particles)

 no blinking
 50  µs blinking, 30%
 150µs blinking, 30% 
 500µs blinking, 30%

τ [ms]

 

 blinking diffusion

G(τ)   no blinking
  150µs blinking, 5% 
  150µs blinking, 20%
  150µs blinking, 50%

 

 

Figure 4: Autocorrelation curves 
change shapes upon dark state 
transitions 
Autocorrelation curves normalized to N=1 
change their curve shape for increasing 
fractions of dark states D (top) and 
increasing  dark times τD (bottom).  
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Fits to correlation curves were performed with the ‘Origin’ software (Microcal), applying 
a Marquardt nonlinear least square routine. 

2.1.2 Cross-Correlation Analysis 
Instead of auto-correlating a single signal trace, different signal traces originating from at 
least two spectrally different dyes can be compared at high temporal resolution in a cross-
correlation mode (figure 2). Different dyes are either excited with two overlapping laser 
beams or TPE (see below) while fluorescence is collected in overlapping detection 
volumes of two spectrally separate detection pathways [20]. This way of analysis 
quantifies the degree of similarity between fluorescence fluctuations obtained from 
different dyes, and relies on fluorescence events that take place simultaneously. Only 
concomitant movement of spectrally different dyes accounts for cross-correlating 
fluctuation signals. Phenomena constricted to each individual fluorophore, like triplet-
induced blinking, occur independently in each detection channel and do not contribute to 
the cross-correlation curve. For this reason cross-correlation functions can typically be 
fitted with fit model #1. 
The cross-correlation function for two diffusing species “i” and “j” of different colours is 
defined as  

{ })()()()()( tFtFtFtFG jijiij τδδτ +=     (11). 

Analogously to the autocorrelation function, fluorescence fluctuations δF and temporal 
fluorescence average values 〈F(t)〉 contribute to Gij(τ), although signals originate from 
two spectrally different fluorescent dyes, “i” and “j”. 
The theory and interpretation of cross-correlation functions will be briefly outlined and 
exemplified referring to a simple reaction system of ‘green’ (g), ‘red’(r) and ‘red-green’ 
(rg) particles: 
 

〈Cg, total〉 = 〈Cg〉 + 〈Crg〉 
〈Cr, total〉 = 〈Cr〉 + 〈Crg〉              

A mixed system consisting of 3 species is present. Accordingly the auto and cross-
correlation functions read:  

Red (green) autocorrelation function 
 

   (12) 
 

 
 

Cross-correlation function 

 
       (13) 

 
 
 
For τ=0, equations 12 and 13 present the relation between correlation amplitudes and 
particle concentrations:  
 
 
           (14) 
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           (15) 
 
 
The cross-correlation amplitude is directly proportional to the number of double-labeled 
particles in Veff (equation 15).  

 The concentration of double-labeled substrate molecules 〈Crg〉 can be easily 
determined by substituting the concentration terms in equation 13 with equation 14 and 
results in equation 16: 

 
)0()0(

)0(

greff

rg
rg GGV

G
C =        (16) 

 
 The total concentration of red and green particles is determined from equation 13 for 

     τ 0: 

)0(
1

)(
)),(

greff
totgr GV

C =        (17) 

 
Based on equations 16 and 17 absolute particle concentration for all 3 species can be 
calculated from correlation function amplitudes.  
Moreover, the percentage of ‘red-green’ particles among the red (or green) species  
(〈Crg〉 / 〈Cr(g),total〉) can be derived from the ratio of the cross-correlation amplitude and 
green (or red) autocorrelation amplitude (equation 18, resulting from dividing Eq. 16 by 
Eq.17):   

)0(
)0(

)(),( rg

rg

totgr

rg

G
G

C
C

=         (18) 

This ratio can be called ‘relative cross-correlation’, CCrel, and will frequently be referred 
to in this work. 
The percentage of double-labeled particles among a given species is given by the 
ratio of the cross-correlation amplitude and the other species’ autocorrelation 
amplitude. 
The maximum cross-correlation amplitude possible is defined by the lower 
autocorrelation amplitude. It appears reasonable to determine relative cross-correlation 
for the less abundant particle species, thus to determine CCrel based on the lower 
autocorrelation amplitude. It’s important to note that also the triplet- or blinking-fraction 
of a dye contributes to the cross-correlation curve since only common diffusional 
properties are decisive for cross-correlation.  
Within this study the presented concept of relative cross-correlation was preferred over 
the determination of concentrations of dually coloured particles for intracellular 
applications. 

The presented evaluation of cross-correlation only applies to perfectly adjusted, ideal 
setups with completely overlapping detection volumes. For not completely overlapping 
volumes the concentration of cross-correlating species appears to be reduced as was 
shown by Schwille [44]. 
 
 

( ) ( )rggrgreff CCCCV +⋅+

rg
rg

C
G =)0(
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2.1.3 TPE 
Two-photon excitation requires quasisimultaneous (within 10-15s) absorption of two 
photons of approximately double the wavelength as usual and thus is limited to a small 
self-confined volume element displaying sufficiently high photon flux densities [23]. 
High photon flux rates are usually provided by employing pulsed laser systems. TPE 
confers particular advantages to intracellular applications, since both cell damage and 
sample depletion by photobleaching are significantly reduced and limited to a small focal 
spot compared to one-photon excitation taking place throughout the created light cone 
[24]. 
Intersystem crossing to intensity-dependent dark state is typically much less likely since 
different photophysical transitions are involved in TPE. Due to these different selection 
rules for excited fluorophores, TPE spectra of different dyes can show significant overlap 
in contrast to their one-photon excitation spectra [45]. This allowed for simultaneously 
exciting two spectrally distinct dyes like Rhodamine Green and Texas Red or GFP and 
DsRed with one wavelength [25,46]. 

2.1.4 Dealing With Background Fluorescence In Buffers And Cells 
Based on the analysis of negative controls it was shown that FCS can accommodate a 
certain amount of fluorescent background quite well [24]. Moreover a formal 
mathematical treatment and inclusion into analytical formulas has been proposed. 
Fluorescent background can be found within buffers including fluorescent components 
such as Triton-X 100 and cells. Cellular autofluorescent molecules constitute a 
heterogeneous group including NADH, flavins and flavoproteins, collagen and elastin, 
lipofuscin and can be found throughout the cell. Its properties seem to depend on normal 
and transformed cellular conditions and metabolic activity [47].  
Immobile or slow sources of autofluorescence will contribute an uncorrelated 
fluorescence signal and can easily be photobleached or corrected for mathematically [24]. 
The concentration of diffusible components contributing correlated fluorescent signals 
has been estimated to range between 0.3-15nM in the cytosol of mammalian cells and 
23nM in the nucleus, and also average molecular brightness values were determined in 
studies using different cell lines and modes of excitation [24,48,49]. Obviously, the 
collected cellular background is strongly dependent on chosen excitation/emission 
parameters, e.g. typically is a factor of 2 higher at 488nm compared to 543nm, and 
significantly lower for 2PE [24,26,45]. Particularly flavins exhibit strong fluorescence 
emission within the detection range of EGFP and EYFP. As a rough estimate, Schwille et 
al. proposed to introduce background fluorescence into the autocorrelation function for 
fluorescence Fbackground > 0.1⋅Ftotal and high molecular brightness ηBackground [24]. Strong 
background fluorescence otherwise could lead to an overestimation of the actual particle 
number and underestimation of molecular brightness values and also affect cross-
correlation amplitudes. 
 ‘Signal to noise’ considerations are particularly important with regard to the application 
of non-ideal dyes. They help to design appropriate negative controls and optimize the 
measurement system with regard to fluorophore excitation/emission maxima and dye 
concentrations. Theoretical brightness comparisons of different dyes can be readily 
accomplished for known absorption coefficients and quantum yields. Nevertheless, 
experimentally obtained molecular brightness values η depend dramatically on 
excitation, used emission filters, and Veff. They can be low even for bright dyes if spectral 
crosstalk has to be minimized in multicolour applications. 
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2.2 FCS setup  
Three different experimental setups were applied for this study.  
The homebuilt setup based on one-photon excitation with two separate laser lines was 
applied for all in vivo measurements and will be introduced in detail.  
The analogous commercial FCS setup ‘ConfoCor2’ (Zeiss, Jena) also based on one-
photon excitation has been initially applied for FCS analysis. 
The home built TPE-based setup applied for in vitro proof of principles analysis has been 
applied in cooperation with Dr. Katrin Heinze and is described in detail in Kohl et al. 
[46]. 

Dual-colour cross-correlation setup with two lasers  
The setup is schematically presented in figure 6. Simultaneous fluorescence excitation of 
green and red protein fluorophores with 488nm and 543nm, respectively, was 
accomplished with two laser lines from distinct lasers (488nm: Ar-Ion (Ar+) laser, 
Laserlight-Showdesign, Berlin plus a 488nm clean-up filter; 543nm: Helium-Neon 
(HeNe) laser, JDS Uniphase Corporation, San Jose, CA, USA). Superimposition of both 
laser beams was accomplished applying a LP535 dichroic mirror (#2) (AHF Tübingen, 
Germany) that reflects 488nm light but can be passed by wavelengths above 535nm. The 
beams were coupled into an inverted microscope (IX 71, Olympus) by a dichroic mirror 
D488/543 (#6, AHF) within the microscope filter wheel (figure 7).  
D488/543 reflects 488nm and 543nm light and is traversed by fluorescence emission light 
with 500-530nm and ≥560nm wavelength. The laser beams fill the back aperture of the 
applied objective (#5) (Apochromat 63, 1.3, water; Zeiss, Jena) and are focused into the 
object plane (#10). The resulting light cone has a beamwaist of ω0 ≈ 350nm as 
determined in calibration measurements. Fluorescence light emitted by dye molecules 
from within Veff is collected by the objective and traverses dichroic mirror #6 (AHF). The 
emitted fluorescence light is split into green and red light by dichroic mirror D565 (#10, 
AHF) and passed by emission filters (11a: HQ515/30; 11b: HQ 625/50; AHF) (figure 6). 
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Figure 5: Schematic presentation of the 
dual-colour setup applied for 
intracellular dcFCCS 
Excitation and emission beampaths are 
indicated schematically. A description of 
all applied components is provided in the 
text.    
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Photons were imaged onto 100µm ∅ glass fibres (#9) connected to photon detectors, 
avalanche photodiodes (SPCM-CD 3017, PerkinElmer Optoelectronics).  
The endings of these fibres can be adjusted in 3 dimensions – their position finally 
defines shape and size of Veff. APDs were connected to a Flex01/3ch Correlator 
(correlator.com, NJ, USA) that processed and time correlated digital impulses from 
photodiodes. 
Laser intensities were adjusted by OD filters positioned in front of LP535 (488nm) and 
the microscope (488nm and 543nm). The spectral properties of applied protein 
fluorophores relative to applied filter settings are visualized in figure 6. Spectral crosstalk 
of green dyes into the red detection channel leads to an overestimation of cross-
correlation. To minimize this effect, filters were chosen to significantly reduce spectral 
crosstalk of green dyes into the red channel and simultaneously allow for similar particle 
brightness of green and red fluorophores. 
Applied laser intensities were determined with a powermeter in front of the objective and 
divided by the area of the confocal plane (π⋅ω0

2) to yield the energy density within the 
excitation focus [kW/cm2]. Standard filter sets for EGFP, DsRed and Hoechst 33258 
(AHF Analysentechnik, Tübingen) were applied for fluorescence microscopy.   
Figure 7 presents photographies of the setup; laser and fluorescence light beams have 
been indicated schematically.    
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 6: Filter settings 
Spectral characteristics of the 
applied filters and dye system 
are plotted. Properties of 
dichroic mirror D488/543 and 
emission filters for the 
dcFCCS setup were adjusted 
to the applied dyes and laser 
lines (top). Emission spectra of 
applied protein fluorophores 
were examined prior to filter 
choice (bottom). 
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Figure 7: Realization of 
the dual-colour FCS 
setup  
The actual setup applied for 
superimposing laser beams 
and coupling them into the 
microscope is shown (A). 
The directions of beampaths 
within the microscope are 
indicated schematically (B). 
The over glass chamber 
containing cells has been 
magnified in a schematic 
image. 
The detection unit with its fine-
adjustable fibres and the 
microscope filter wheel 
carrying dichroic mirror #6 
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2.3 Measurement setup calibration  
The measurement setup had to be readjusted prior to each individual measurement 
session, followed by an analysis of setup performance in calibration measurements. 
Beam adjustment  
Overlap of laser beams was accomplished by mirrors (figure 5) while the laser focus was 
observed in the object plane within a concentrated dye solution containing TMR 
(tetramethylrhodamine, figure 12) or A488 (Alexa fluor 488, figure 12)  after an emission 
filter had been fixed onto the ocular. Laser foci were positioned consecutively in the 
centre of a cross hair fixed within the ocular. The same cross hair served to position cells 
and determine the intracellular measurement spot. 

Adjusting the detection unit  
The inputs of the glass fibres collecting fluorescent emission were positioned with 
micrometer screws. The success of this process was controlled in calibration 
measurements followed by correlation function analysis based on fit models, quantifying 
the fit parameters: 

1) A rough adjustment for a maximum fluorescence signal from a dye solution [nM 
range] was performed in the x-y plane (perpendicular to the incoming light). 

2) Precise adjustment including the z-direction (parallel to the incoming light) served 
to optimize the shape of the detection volume Veff  to values of S=4 to 6 (compare 
Eq. 3). Also the maximum particle brightness possible (Eq. 7), 70-90 kHz for 
A488 and  50-70 kHz for TMR, served as an important control for successful 
fibre adjustment. 

At first the green detection channel was adjusted for excitation with 488nm. The red 
detection channel then was also adjusted for excitation with 488nm on basis of the 
spectral crosstalk of A488 into the red detection channel. This combination served to 
adjust the red detection channel for cross-correlation measurements resulting in 
maximum overlap of green and red detection volumes. Finally the 543nm laser line was 
positionend to yield a maximum countrate in the already ‘adjusted’ red detection channel. 
Form parameters of S=5 to S=6 were obtained for the red and green detection channels 
and were fixed for further analysis. Figure 8a shows representative autocorrelation curves 
from calibration measurements.  
Effective volume elements were calculated based on the Di of TMR and A488 
(Di=2.8*10-6cm2/s). The large diameter of applied fibres (100µm) typically resulted in 
effective volume elements Veff of 1.3 to 1.4 femtoliters. Due to chromatic effects the red 
almost diffraction-limited detection volume (emission 600-660nm) normally was larger 
than the green detection volume (excitation 488nm, emission 500-530nm) by a factor of 
1.1 to 1.4.  
Accordingly, typically 70-75% green particles compared to 100% red particles were 
detected for spectral crosstalk of A488 and indicated the difference in sizes of the red and 
green detection volume (figure 8b). In reverse, apparently every particle detected in the 
green channel was also detected in the red channel.  
Thus, an underestimation of relative cross-correlation (referring to the red species) by 
approximately 0.7 to 0.9 generally resulted from Veff, rg ≈ Veff,g  and 

 1.1≤ 
geff

reff

V
V

,

, ≤1.4 [44].  This underestimation was not further considered for the analysis of 

relative changes in cross-correlation amplitudes within this study – imperfectly 
overlapping detection volumes only show an insignificant effect on experimental 
resolution.   
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Positive controls for cross-correlation 
In order to directly compare and evaluate adjustment procedures, dual-coloured positive 
controls for cross-correlation were analysed (figure 9): A DNA-oligomer labelled with 
the fluorophores A488 (-5’) and Cy3(-3’) and a purified GFP-DsRed fusion protein (#1) 
served as positive controls ‘pc1’ and ‘pc2’, respectively (compare chapter 3.2.1 and 4.1). 
Positive controls were stored in aliquots at –20°C in low nM concentration and thawed 
immediately prior to measurements.  
Values obtained for CCrel ranged between 65% and 75% for pc2 and 45% to 55% for pc1 
and reflected small variations in setup performance among different sessions. The errors 
indicated for CCrel in Fig 9 were determined from fitting errors and in average were ≤2% 
for pc1 and 1-2% for pc2. The concept of relative cross-correlation has been visualized in 
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Figure 9: Calibration with cross-
correlation positive controls 
A) Fusion protein #1 showed 77% CCrel in 
the  presented measurement that has  been 
plotted in normalized curves in  B.  
C) In the presented calibration 
measurement,  the DNA-sample ‘pc1’ 
showed 44% CCrel. 

Figure 8: Calibration measurements after detector adjustment 
A) Veff, red  and Veff, green  were defined by autocorrelation analysis of A488 and TMR.. 
B) Detector crosstalk was applied to adjust for cross-correlation analysis.     
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Figure 9b: Gred(τ) and Gxx(τ) were normalized to Nred=1. Gcc(0) directly corresponds to 
CCrel. The diffusion curve of DsRed shows a large blinking fraction (56%) - the diffusion 
curve of DsRed without blinking (pink curve) has been added to the plot to allow for a 
visualization of the diffusion part of the actual curve.  
 
Table 1 summarizes the most essential calibration parameters and their typical values as 
determined in calibration measurements:  
Parameters/data/ 
samples 

Information calibration measurement of required for: 

ηmax   = 
maximum particle 
brightness  

 TMR (red),  50-70 kHz 
Alexa488 (green), 70-90 kHz 

judging the quality of fibre adjustment;  
control of complete system; 
 

S 
(form parameter) 

shape of Veff   
(extension in z) 

5 to 6 fitting procedures of experimental data; 
S is fixed on the value determined in 
calibration measurements. 

τdiff 
(diffusion time) 

diameter of Veff   
(extension in x-y) 

~100µs for A488 
~120µs for TMR 

determination of diffusion coefficients 
Di; determination of excitation intensities 
per area [kW/cm2]; 

S & τdiff  
 

Veff  
 

green channel:  ~1.3 fl 
red channel:     ~1.4 fl 

determination of concentrations from 
particle numbers N; 

cross-correlation 
amplitudes 

overlap of exciting 
laser beams & 
detection volumes 

positive controls for cross-
correlation: 
pc1: 65% to 75%  
pc2: 45% to 55% 

comparison of different measurement 
sessions; control of setup performance 
during measurements; 

 Table1: Parameters from calibration measurements 
 

2.4 Introduction to fluorescent proteins 
2.4.1 Choice of a dye system: synthetic dyes or protein fluorophores 
Single-molecule optical analysis relying on fluorescent dye molecules imposes stringent 
requirements such as high signal-to-noise ratios and steady photon fluxes for each 
observed molecule. It has been assumed that a conventional dye molecule emits about 105 
to 106 photons before being irreversily bleached [50] which corresponds to a maximum 
of several seconds of continuous excitation/emission for intensities up to several 
100kW/cm2

 applied with most single-molecule based techniques. Due to the high 
temporal resolution of modern optical methods, ideal dyes should also show a weak 
tendency for fast intra-molecular photophysical transitions to dark states, singlet-to-triplet 
state transitions and on-off blinking phenomena.  
The selection of a suitable dye system crucially depends on the particle to be labeled (e.g. 
lipids, DNA, RNA, proteins) and whether in vitro or in vivo systems are to be examined. 
Among the synthetic dyes that can be covalently linked to biological molecules and have 
been successfully applied in single-molecule based applications are rhodamine, cyanine, 
Bodipy and Alexa dyes. The expected chemical environment in a given application 
further specifies a dye’s suitability, since either hydrophobic or hydrophilic dye 
properties have to be taken into account [51]. In contrast, a major disadvantage of 
applying synthetic dyes on biological molecules, particularly proteins, is the difficulty of 
labeling at a certain site and at a fixed molar ratio. Moreover, if to be applied in vivo, the 
labeled molecule has to be delivered into cells by microinjection, loading reagents, or 
electroporation, all of which introduce additional experimental handicaps and pitfalls.  
Fluorescent proteins help to evade several of these limitations: proteins that may be hard 
to purify can be expressed intracellularly as fusions to fluorescent proteins, and also 
readily be targeted to sub-cellular compartments. In addition, fluorescent proteins like 
EGFP are at least for time scales of several hours considered more or less inert in the 
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cytosol, and so far only few reports have indicated photodynamic toxicity [7,51,52,90-
93]. 
Taken together, these advantages render protein fluorophores superior to synthetic dyes 
for most intracellular applications. New fluorophores have been developed applying 
mutagensis strategies to known species, and have also been newly discovered in reef 
organisms. Naturally, not all fluorophores known to date are equally suited for single-
molecule based approaches, and display common and individual advantages and 
limitations that have already been discussed in more detail [5]. 

2.4.2 Fluorescent Proteins 
Until recently, the green fluorescent protein (avGFP, 238 aa, 27 kDa) from the jellyfish 
Aequorea victoria was the only fluorescent protein to be widely mutated and altered for 
biological applications. Meanwhile, a family of GFP-like proteins from different 
organisms has emerged that all share the common β-barrel fold structure and intrinsic 
chromophores as presented in figure 10 (based on structural data fluorophores had been 
visualized using the ‘rasMol’ program [53-56]).   

This family of GFP-like protein covers a vast spectral range, with enhanced green 
fluorescent protein, EGFP, and Discosoma sp. ‘red’ fluorescent protein, DsRed (225 aa, 
25.9 kDa), being the most prominent representatives [57]. 
After wild-type avGFP had been optimized for proper folding at 37°C and efficient 
expression within cells, efforts were directed to the design of spectral variants to allow 
for multi-colour applications of fluorescent proteins [53,58]. When the protein has 
acquired its β-can fold, chromophore formation occurs autocatalytically by cyclization 
and dehydration of Ser-65, Tyr-66 and Gly-67 to a colourless and non-fluorescent 
imidazolone ring followed by oxidation to an extended conjugated system giving rise to 
fluorescence (figure11).  

~180°                     ~80°                      ~60°~180°                     ~80°                      ~60°

A) B)                         C)             D)

E)  F)                             G)

~180°                     ~80°                      ~60°~180°                     ~80°                      ~60°

A) B)                         C)             D)

E)  F)                             G)

Figure 10: 3-D view of protein fluorophores GFP and DsRed 
The ß-barrel architecture of  fluorescent protein monomers is presented in figures 
A to E, showing avGFP from different perspectives. The yellow colour indicates  
all protein portions belonging to the ß-barrel structure. The position of the 
chromophore inside the barrel is indicated in green colour (E). Figures G and H 
show the tetrameric DsRed, consisting of four DsRed monomers bound by 
electrostatic surface-surface interactions 
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Mutations have been inserted in 
and around the chromophore to 
alter spectral properties, being 
grouped into 7 classes [53]. 
Depending on its composition and 
neighboring amino acids, the 
chromophore predominantly exists 
in either a protonated or 
deprotonated form, e.g. with a Tyr-
66 phenol group or a phenolate, 
respectively. Although effectively 
shielded by the β-can, external pH 
shifts can lead to reversible 
chromophore protonation/ 
deprotonation in most GFP variants 
and shift their spectral properties. 
As shown in table 2, spectral 
variants with blue, cyan and yellow-green emission characteristics have been developed 
out of wtGFP and are now commercially available. So far, no mutant of Aequorea GFP 
exhibits emission maxima longer than 529 nm although there is a tremendous need for 
red-shifted fluorescent indicators: Multi-colour applications require efficient spectral 
separation of fluorescence from different maximally bright fluorophores, and longer 
wavelength excitation/emission properties of the red-shifted dyes move them further 
away from cellular autofluorescence.   
The discovery of a naturally red fluorescent protein in Discosoma sp. named DsRed 
(drFP583) suddenly made red-shifted protein tags available, and started analogous 
intense efforts to optimize DsRed [59]. While only sparse dimerization of wtGFP could 
be observed and easily be eliminated, DsRed is considered an obligate tetramer [60,61]. 
Therefore, DsRed is likely to tetramerize any of its fusion partners and also shows the 
tendency to form aggregates possibly conferring cellular toxicity [7]. To eliminate this 
problem, both non-aggregating tetrameric mutants, tandem-fusions and also a dim 
monomeric version of DsRed, named mRFP1 (Monomeric Red Fluorescent Protein 1) 
have been generated, reducing basic-acidic surface interactions between monomers 
[62,63]. As a further drawback, native DsRed also exhibits slow and complex 
fluorophore maturation due to an additional autocatalytic modification, extending the 
chromophore’s conjugation system and allowing for red fluorescence [56,64]. Non-
mature protein with 475-nm excitation/500-nm emission maxima transforms into mature 
protein with 558-nm excitation/585-nm emission maxima and requires >48h to reach 
90% of maximal fluorescence [60]. Fluorophore maturation has been significantly 
accelerated in a number of mutants, e.g. T1, mRFP1 and E57 and was proposed to 
depend upon the space around the fluorophore [65,66].  
Unfortunately, no monomeric bright red fluorescent protein with photophysical properties 
similar to GFP mutants exists. Applying RFPs thus still requests one of three possible 
compromises: 1) using bright obligate tetramers with accelerated maturation and reduced 
tendency for higher aggregation, 2) applying comparatively dark monomers, 3) applying 
RFP tandem fusions.  
Apparently, strategies developed to abolish tetramerization and enhance brightness will 
have to be combined to yield the ultimate red protein tag, since all Anthozoan GFP-like 
proteins known to date seem to form obligate tetramers [57].  
The presented drawbacks of red fluorescent proteins do not categorically preclude their 
use in intracellular applications and single-molecule based technologies. Two indirect 

Figure 11: GFP chromophore as part of the 
polypeptide chain 
The GFP chromophore is formed by an 
autocatalytic oxidation resulting in an extended 
π–electron system. 

Ser65 Tyr66 Gly67 

(α-C atoms indicated by circles)

peptide chain

peptide chain

Ser65 Tyr66 Gly67 

(α-C atoms indicated by circles)

peptide chain

peptide chain
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strategies have been proposed to improve DsRed applications: pulsed expression of 
DsRed enriched mature DsRed within cells and reduced spectral ambiguities, while co-
expression of dark DsRed mutants titrated bright DsRed tags and reduced oligomerisation 
of tagged proteins [67,68].  
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EBFP* 383/445 31,000 25 • no FCS reports 
• low photostability 

• dim dye 
• candidate protein for three-photon 

excitation bl
ue

 

[[69]] 

ECFP* 434/477 26,000 40 
• no FCS reports 
• Tested less suitable for 

single-molecule microscopy 
• low photostability bl

ue
 [26,6

9]] 
 

T-Sapphire 399/511 44,000 60 

• no FCS reports 
• largest Stokes shift reported 

for protein fluorophore 
• no pH-sensitivity 

• new  variant of the 
• ‘Sapphire’ GFP mutant 
• candidate protein for three-photon 

excitation 
• fluorescence process involves an 

internal proton transfer 

gr
ee

n 

[70]] 

EGFP* 489/508 55,000 60 
• FCS 
• single-molecule microspopy 
• (pH-dependent) blinking 

• most widely applied label due to its 
brightness and photostability gr

ee
n 

[[69]] 

MAG 492/505 41,800 80  • reported monomeric mutant of AG 
• native AG is a tetramer gr

ee
n 

[71] 

EYFP* 514/527 84,000 61 

• FCS 
• single-molecule microspopy 
• (pH- and intensity-

dependent) blinking 

• ‘Citrine’ and ‘Venus’ are improved 
versions with regard to photostability, 
reduced pH- and chloride-sensitivity gr

ee
n-

ye
llo

w
 

[69] 

PAGFP 505/525 - -  • photo-activable (413nm) mutant of 
EYFP gr

ee
n-

ye
llo

w
 

[[72] 

DsRed = 
drFP583 558/583 72,500# 68# 

• FCS 
• interesting for single-

molecule microscopy 
• intensity-dependent blinking 
• no pH sensitivity 
• remarkably photostable in 

FCS 

• commercially available as DsRed1* 
• >20-30h maturation time# 
• obligate tetramer and aggregation 

tendency 
• DsRed2*: 3 fold maturation speed,  68% 

brightness relative to DsRed1 
• aggregation tendency can be easily 

reduced. 
or

an
ge

-re
d 

[26,4
2,60] 

T1 554/586 30,100 42  

• DsRed- Express* 
• maturation half-time 0.7 h 
• 36% brightness relative to DsRed1 
• tetramer like DsRed1 or

an
ge

-
re

d [[65] 

tdimer2(12) 
(tandem)$ 552/579 120,000 68 

• FCS (see this review, 
intensity-dependent 
blinking) 

• DsRed-mutant 
• Maturation half-time 2 h 
• improved brightness 

or
an

ge
-re

d 

mRFP1 
(monomer) 584/607 44,000 25 

• FCS (see this review, 
intensity-dependent 
blinking); 

• decreased photostability 

• Monomeric, dim DsRed-mutant 
• Maturation half-time <1 h 
• Red-shifted compared to DsRed 

re
d 

[[73] 

HcRed1* 
(dimer) 

 
t-HcRed1 
(tandem) 

588/618 
 

590/637 

20,000 
 

160,000 

1.5 
 

4 

• FCS (see this review, 
intensity-dependent 
blinking) 

• dim mutants of tetramer HcRed 
• t-HcRed1 similarly bright as mRFP1 
• source for optimized far-red proteins 

re
d [74,7

5] 

EqFP611 559/611 78,000 45 
• FCS 
• Intensity-dependent blinking 
• large Stokes shift 

• tetramer, dissociates at high dilution 
• intracellular maturation: ~6h at 28°C; 

none at 37°C 

re
d [76] 

KAEDE 
508/518 

 
572/582 

98,800 
 

60,4000 

80 
 

33 
 

 

• emission switch from green to red after 
UV illumination 

• tetramer 
• quantum yield is pH resistant gr

ee
n

 
re

d [77] 

(EBFP: Enhanced Blue Fluorescent Protein; ECFP: Enhanced Cyan Fluorescent Protein; EGFP: Enhanced Green Fluorescent 
Protein; EYFP: Enhanced Yellow Fluorescent Protein)  
* available from Clontech, Palo Alto, USA  
# Reported values show large discrepancies probably due to different protein purity and maturation  
$ ‘tandem’ indicates that two monomers have been fused to produce a one peptide chain dimer, while ‘dimer’ or ‘tetramer’ 
   indicates that the protein is an obligate oligomer. 

 
Table 2: A Selection of fluorescent proteins and their properties 
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Tetramerization of protein reporter constructs like protease substrates devoid of any 
physiological role probably won’t affect their function while presenting a delicate issue 
for protein-protein interactions in signaling. Remarkably, DsRed has been applied as the 
acceptor dye in several intracellular FRET studies addressing both conformational and 
protein interaction processes [31,33]. Tetramerization only partly interfered with protein 
function, mainly by affecting cellular distribution. Nevertheless, DsRed fusions and 
DsRed alone were found to show variable behavior in different cells, ranging from no 
detectable aggregation to punctate localization [67].  
 
In summary, DsRed and its mutants represent interesting fusion partners for in vivo cross-
correlation analysis although drawbacks cannot be excluded. 
Consequently compromises such as monomeric but rather dark (mRFP1) or bright but 
bulky dimeric tags such as tdimer2(12) have to be evaluated to allow for the application 
of highly sensitive technologies as FCS. 
 

2.4.3 Properties Of Fluorescent Proteins in FCS analysis 
Photodynamic Processes Affect The Applied Method   
Nearly all protein fluoro-phores analysed at the single molecule level unveiled reversible 
photobleaching and on/off blinking in microseconds to seconds time ranges [40,78,79]. 
These characteristics have important implications for  single-molecule techniques 
working at high temporal resolution. In contrast to monitoring one molecule at a time in 
single-molecule microscopy, fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) combines 
single molecule sensitivity with averaging over a larger number of dye molecules. 
Consequently it is less sensitive to the long-living dark states reported for GFP or 
blinking-phenomena typically observed for red fluorescent proteins [40,42,42,78-80]. 
Recent publications on FCS have documented its capability of tolerating blinking 
phenomena, and their quantitative inclusion in data evaluation [24,40-42]. 

EGFP   
The EGFP chromophore shows a complex protonation equilibrium between 3 
chromophore species. Due to characteristic (de-) protonation time constants, the 
chromophore exhibits blinking particularly for low pH values (≈80% at pH 5). FCS 
applications in the cytosol take place at pH ~7 and thus face practically no pH dependent 
blinking [81]. Apparently a fitting function including only one exponential decay term 
was sufficient to describe these blinking phenomena for most reported applications.  

DsRed   
In FCS, its strong light-dependent blinking seems to involve 3 different fluorophore 
states, at least 2 of which are fluorescent. Two characteristic fluctuation time scales 
reaching from several tens to several hundreds of microseconds with intensity dependent 
dark fractions were assigned to conformational rearrangements of the chromophore. 
Upon two-photon excitation, the light-dependent flickering was much reduced and 
DsRed seemed to be remarkably photostable. The high complexity and heterogeneity of 
DsRed emission behaviour implies that FCS analysis offers a phenomenological 
description of DsRed fluorescence and is therefore well suited to analyse particle 
numbers and mobilities [5]. No similar blinking phenomena as reported for DsRed has 
been described for monomeric GFP mutants. 

A new red protein eqFP611 from Entacmaea quadricolour displayed both monomeric 
and tetrameric features in initial studies and seems to be a promising substrate for 
mutational optimization [76]. FCS analysis at low nM concentrations reveiled a diffusion 
coefficient similar to monomeric GFP while size-exclusion chromatography and the 
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crystal structure of eqFP611 indicated tetramers formation [82]. Interestingly, 6 mutated 
residues in the monomeric DsRed variant mRFP1 can also be observed at the 
corresponding positions of eqFP611.  

On-Off Blinking Of Protein Fluorophores In FCS    
Because dark fractions of blinking protein fluorophores appear in steady state 
fluorescence measurements as a reduced quantum yield and efficiency, they can reduce a 
fluorophore’s potential as a fluorescent marker. If the blinking decay time τdark gets too 
close to the diffusional decay times τdiff or even larger, the number of fluorophores 
present in Veff could be significantly underestimated in the case of large dark fractions. 
This effect would also decrease the maximum cross-correlation amplitude to be expected 
in dual colour cross-correlation analysis. Thus, blinking can set a lower limit for Veff and 
resulting diffusion times, unless underestimation of particle numbers can be tolerated. 
The application of TPE seemingly eliminates intensity-dependent blinking in most 
fluorescent proteins, due to different selection rules. In summary, it was shown that FCS 
can quantitatively account for blinking phenomena that proved to be common to 
frequently used fluorophores.  
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3. Materials and Methods 

3.1 Materials 
3.1.1 Bacterial strains, cell lines and plasmids 
E.coli-K12 derivates ‘XL1-blue’ and ‘BL21(DE3)’ were applied for this study. XL1-blue 
(Stratagene, Heidelberg) was applied for transformation and plasmid propagation while 
BL21(DE3) was used for overexpression of proteins. 
Intracellular expression in mammalian cells was performed within the ER-293 cell line 
(human embryonic kidney cells, stably transfected with receptor plasmid pERV; 
Stratagene, Heidelberg) 

Table 3: Genotypes of applied E.coli strains 
 
Table 4 summerizes all plasmids encoding protein fluorophores that were applied as PCR 
templates for fusion protein creation. 

protein 
fluorophore 

plasmid source reference 

RsGFP  
(red-shifted GFP) 

pQBI63 Q-BIOgene,  
San Diego 

[83] 

EGFP  
(enhanced GFP) 

pEGFP-N1 [69] 

DsRed1 pDsRed1 [59] 
DsRed2 pDsRed2-N1 (Clontech) 
HcRed pHcRed-N1 

 
 

Clontech, 
Palo Atlo, USA 

 [75] 
mRFP1 pPRSETB-

mFP1 
tdimer2(12) pPRSETB-

tdimer2(12) 

Gift of R. Campbell; 
University of 
California, San Diego 

[73] 

Table 4: Protein fluorophore gene sources 
 
Table 5 displays all bacterial and mammalian expression vectors applied. 
Plasmid Source comment 
pASK3 IBA GmbH, Göttingen bacterial expression plasmid, 

with C-terminal StrepTagII; 
inducer: Anhydrotetracyclin 
(AHT) 

pEGSH Stratagene (Heidelberg): 
‘Complete Control Inducible 
Mammalian Expression 
System’ 

mammalian expression vektor, 
inducer: Ponasteron A (Pon A) 

Table 5: Expression plasmids 

Name Genotype comments 
XL1-blue RecA1 endA1 gyurA96 thi1 

hs-dR17 supE44 relA1 lac 
[F’ pro-AB laclq Z ∆M15 
TN10 (Tetr)] 

tetracycline resistance 

BL21 (DE3) E. coliB F- dcm ompT 
hsdS(rb

- mb
-) gal λ (DE3) 

Expresses T7-RNA 
polymerase under control of 
the lacUV5 promoter 
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3.1.2 Enzymes, Biochemical reagents, Kits and plastic equipment 
Agarose (electrophoresis) Roth, Karlsruhe 
AHT (anhydrotetracycline) IBA GmbH, Göttingen 
Alexa488 (A488)  Molecular Probes, Leiden (NL) 
Alkaline Phosphatase, shrimp (SAP) 1 U/µl Boehringer, Mannheim 
Amicon Spin Concentrators, Yellow, 500µl  Millipore, Schwalbach 
Benchmark Protein ladder Gibco BRL, Karlsruhe 
Caspase-3, human, recombinant, E.coli Calbiochem 
Cell culture flasks Sigma-Aldrich GmbH, 
 Schnelldorf 
Coomassie Protein Assay Reagent Pierce, Bonn 
D-Desthiobiotin IBA GmbH, Göttingen 
DMEM  GibcoBRL, Karlsruhe 
DMEM (without phenol-red) GibcoBRL, Karlsruhe 
Effectene Transfection reagent Qiagen Hilden 
DNA-Marker, 1kb, 100bp GibcoBRL, Karlsruhe 
Expand High Fidelity PCR System Roche, Mannheim 
G418 (Geneticin, 50mg/ml) GibcoBRL, Karlsruhe 
Glutamine 200mM GibcoBRL, Karlsruhe 
Hoechst 33258 Molecular Probes,  
4-hydrosylazobenzene-2-carbosylic acid (HABA) Sigma-Aldrich Chem.GmbH, 

Schnelldorf 
5x-loading dye (DNA, electrophoresis) NEB, Frankfurt 
InfluxTM Pinocytic Cell-Loading Reagent Molecular Probes, Leiden (NL)  
MatTek glass bottom cell culture dishes  MatTek Corporation, MA, USA 
MiniElute PCR-Purification Kit Qiagen, Hilden 
M-PER™ Mammalian Protein Extraction Reagent Pierce, Bonn 
Mycoplex Foetal Calf Serum PAA Laboratories GmbH, Cölbe 
Nunc over-glass cell chambers  Nunc; Wiesbaden 
oligonucleotides, costum synthesis IBA GmbH, Göttingen 
pipette tips Gilson Abimed, Langenfeld  
PenStrep 100x GibcobRL, Karlsruhe 
PBSM (Dulbecco’s Phosphate buffered saline) GibcoBRL, Karlsruhe 
PonasteronA Stratagene, Heidelberg 
Protease Inhibitor Cocktail Set III Calbiochem 
Strep-Tactin sepharose column (gravity flow, 2ml) IBA GmbH, Göttingen 
QiaFilter Plasmid Midi and Maxi Kits Qiagen Hilden 
QiaPrep Spin Miniprep Kit Qiagen Hilden 
Qiaquick Gel-Extraction Kit Qiagen Hilden 
Qiaquick PCR-Purification Kit Qiagen Hilden 
restriction enzymes GibcoBRL, Karlsruhe;  

NEB, Frankfurt 
SimplyBlue-Safestaine (for protein gels) Invitrogen, Heidelberg 
Staurosporine from Streptomyces sp. Sigma-Aldrich Chem.GmbH, 

Schnelldorf 
Strep-Tactin POROS 20 IBA GmbH, Göttingen 
0.05% Trypsin-EDTA (incl. 0.5mM EDTA) GibcoBRL, Karlsruhe 
T4-DNA Ligase 400.000 U/ml NEB, Frankfurt 
TEMED (N,N,N’,N’-Tetramethyl-ethylendiamin) Fluka, Deisenhofen 
TAMRA (TMR) (table X) Molecular Probes, Leiden (NL) 
z-VAD-fmk (Caspase Inhibitor I) Calbiochem 
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Vivascience Cutoff Spin-Concentrators Sartorius, Göttingen 
 

 

Table 6 presents basic features of all synthetic dyes applied for FCS.  

Dye λmax abs  
[nm] 

λmax em  
[nm] 

λex  [nm] 

Alexa488 
(Alexa Fluor® 488 carboxylic acid, succinimidyl ester, 
Molecular Probes) 

493 516 488 

TAMRA 
(5-/6-carboxytetramethylrhodamine)  
 

547 576 543 

Cy-3 550 570 543 
Table 6: Fluorophores applied for calibration measurements 
Absorption and emission maxima next to the applied excitation laser lines are indicated. 
 
 

 

 

Figure 12: Synthetic fluorescent dyes 
TAMRA and Alexa Fluor 488 were  purchased as mixed 5-/6-
isomers. Cy-3 is shown bound to a ssDNA oligonucleotide. 

 

Cy-3-5’-Oligomer 5-TAMRA 

Alexa Fluor 488
(succinimidyl-ester)

Cy-3-5’-Oligomer 5-TAMRA 

Alexa Fluor 488
(succinimidyl-ester)
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3.1.3 Buffers, solutions and growth media 
In general deionized water was applied for stock solutions and dilutions. Enzymatic 
reations were set up in HPLC-grade water (LichroSolv, Merck).  
All chemicals and solvents were purchased at ‘p.a.’ purity from Sigma/Fluka, Deishofen; 
Merck, Darmstadt; Serva, Heidelberg; Roth, Karlsruhe; Baker, Deventer; PAA 
Laboratories GmbH, Cölbe. 
 
Ampicillin 100 mg/ml Na-Ampicillin in H2O 
(1000x fold) storage in aliqots, -20°C 
 
annealing buffer 30mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0 
(3x fold) 150 mM Na CL 
  3 mM Na-EDTA 
 
APS 40% (w/v) ammonium-

peroxodisulfat in 
  H2O, storage in aliquots, -20°C 
 
Buffer A 50mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.1 at 4°C 
  150mM NaCl 
  12mM imidazole 
 
Buffer B like Buffer A, with 300mM 

imidazole 
 
ER293 growth medium (200ml) 20ml Mycoplex Foetal Calf Serum 
(8.5% CO2) 2ml Glutamine 200mM 
  2ml PenStrep 100x 
  1.2 ml G418 50mg/ml  
  174.8 ml DMEM 
 
ethidiumbromide 1 µg/ml H2O 
 
HPPS (HEPES buffered physiological KCl   5.4mM 
saline solution, [84]) MgSO4 0.8mM 
  CaCl2  1.8mM 
  HEPES 20mM 
  Glucose 10mM  
  NaCl  116mM 
  (filtered steril)  
 
Kanamycin 30mg/ml Kanamycin in H2O, 
(1000x fold) storage at –20°C 
 
LB medium 5g/L yeast-exract 
  10g/L NaCl 
  10 g/L bacto-trypton 
  (for agar plates: + 20 g/L Agar) 

   
PMSF  100mM PMSF in Ethanol 
  Storage –20°C 
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PAGE running buffer 10x 0.1% (w/v) SDS 
  25mM Tris 
  192 mM glycin 
  
protein-loading buffer 2x (SDS) 0.1 M Tris-HCl pH 6.8  
  4% (w(v) SDS 
  20% (v/v) glycerol  
  0.04% bromphenol-blue 
  
protein-loading buffer 2x (native PAGE) 5mM Tris-HCl pH 8.6  
  39mM glycin 
  300mM NaCl 
  60% (v/v) glycerol 
  
TAE-buffer 2 M Tris-acetat  
(50x, agarose gel-electrophoresis) 50 mM EDTA 
  

Stacking gel buffer 10x 0.5 M Tris-HCl pH 6.8 
  
Seperating gel buffer 10x 1.5M Tris-HCl pH 8.8    
 
W150  100 mM Tris/HCl pH 8.0 at 4°C 
  150 mM NaCl 
  1 mM MgCl2  
 
W500  100 mM Tris/HCl pH 8.0 at 4°C 
  500 mM NaCl 
  1 mM MgCl2  
 
z-VAD-fmk 50mM in DMSO 
 
PonA 0.5mg/ml in ethanol 
 

3.1.4 Technical devices 
absorption-photometer DU 7400 Beckmann-Coulter, 

Unterschleißheim 
avalanche photo diodes SPCM-CD 3017  PerkinElmer Optoelectronics 
CCD camera  Apogee Instruments Inc., 
 Auburn, USA 
Varioklav (autoklave) H+P Labortechnik, München 
Matachana (autoklave) Rettberg, Göttingen 
Zeiss LSM 510 confocal microscope &  Carl Zeiss, Jena 
ConfoCor2 unit  
Flex01/3ch Correlator correlator.com, NJ, USA 
cuvettes (absorbance and fluorescence)  Hellma, Müllheim 
Electroporator 1000 Stratagene, Heidelberg 
electrophoresis chamber (agarose) AGS, Heidelberg 
electrophoresis chamber (PAGE) GibcoRBL, Karlsruhe 
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electrophoresis powersupply ECPS 3000/150 Amersham Pharmacia Biotech,  
 Freiburg 
fluorescence spectrometer, LS-50 PE Biosystems, Weiterstadt 
optical filters and mirrors  AHF Analysentechnik, Tübingen 
FPLC station Amersham Pharmacia Biotech, 

Freiburg 
french-press Sim Aminco, Rochester, USA 
incubators Infors HT, Bottmingen, CH; 
 Kendro, Hanau 
IX71 Olympus, Hamburg 
Apochromat 63x, 1.2, water immersion objective Zeiss, Jena 
PCR-Cycler, TRIO Biometra, Göttingen 
PCR-Cycler, Robocycler 40 gradient Stratagene, Heidelberg 
pH-Meter Microprozessor 535  WTW, Weilheim 
table centrifuge Eppendorf 5415 Eppendorf, Hamburg 
Tecan Plate reader  Tecan GmbH. Crailsheim 
centrifuge Sorvall RC-5B DuPont Instruments, Bod Homburg 
 

3.1.5 Software 
DNAsis V2.1 for Windows Hitachi Software Engineering 
FL-Winlab (LS-50 Software) PE Biosystems, Weiterstadt 
Magellan2 (plate reader) Tecan, Crailsheim 
Oligo 6.44 (primer design) MedProbe, Oslo, Norwegen 
Origin 4.1/6.1 (data analysis) Microcal, Northampton, MA, USA 
ReferenceManager 9 ISI ResearchSoft, Carlsbad, CA, 

USA 
PMIS(r) Image Processing Software   KR Computer Consulting, 
  Boulder, USA 
Staden-Package Rodger Staden, MRC, Cambridge, 

UK 
Flex6.exe (Flex01/3ch correlator software) correlator.com, NJ, USA 
 

3.2 Biochemical methods 
3.2.1 Oligonucleotides 
Synthesis Oligonucleotides, including fluorescently labelled oligomers, were 
custom- made by IBA GmbH, Göttingen. Oligonucleotides were obtained in purity 
grades molecular biology, HPLC-grade or Page-grade at 100µM concentrations. 
Hybridization  Annealing of complementary oligomers was performed on the 
Biometra cycler within ‘annealing buffer’, starting with a 2 min denaturation at 95°C 
followed by slow cooling (-1.2°C/min) to RT (23°C, 10 min). Annealing was performed 
at equimolar and high oligomer concentrations (µM range). 
Annealing of complementary oligonucleotides was applied to create DNA fragments 
encoding protein linker sequences and a cross-correlation positive control:  
As a cross-correlation positive control complementary ssDNA 30-mers (sequence 
corresponds to first 10 aa of fusion#1-linker, chapter 4.2.1) labelled with Alexa488 (3’–
label) and Cy-3 (5’–label, figure 11) were annealed.  

3.2.2 PCR 
Preparative polymerase-chain-reactions were performed applying the ‘Expand High 
Fidelity PCR System’ with 0.4ng/µl template, 300nM of each primer, 200µM dNTP, 
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1.5mM MgCl2 and 0.028U/µl HiFi-Polymerase Mix within 25µl to several hundred µl of 
reaction volume. Reactions were upscaled for low yields resulting e.g. from by-products. 
When applying the Robocyler, reaction volumes per vial were restricted to 25µl. 
Analytical polymerase-chain-reactions were performed in 10 to 25 µl volumes including 
100 µM dNTPs, 250nM of each primer and 0.025 U/µl Taq-Polymerase along with 
~0.5nM DNA template.  
A typical PCR-programm relied on 25-30 cycles: 

initial melting step 95°C  3-4min 
melting 
annealing 
elongation 

95°C;  30 sec 
50-60°C;  30 sec 
68°C or 72°C;  30 sec – 3.5 min 

final elongation 
reaction stop 

68°C or 72°C;  4 min 
4°C 

 
For ‘HiFi-Polymerase Mix’ ~90s elongation time at 68°C had to be applied for 1000bp, 
while 60s for 1000bp with Taq-Polymerase at 72°C. 

3.2.3 Elektrophoresis of DNA 
Agarose-gels were prepared in TAE-buffer with different agarose concentrations 
according to the sizes of DNA fragments:  
0.8% (w/v) >2000bp 
1.0% (w/v) 1000-2000bp 
1.5% (w/v) <1000bp 
DNA samples were loaded after addition of 1/5 volume loading buffer and gels run at 80-
100V. DNA fragments were visualized on the UV-screen after gel staining with 
ethidium-bromide. 

3.2.4 Preperation and Purification of DNA plasmids and fragments    

Plasmids 
Plasmids were purified from E.coli XL1-blue overnight cultures on different preparative 
scales applying Quiagen-Kits (Mini, Midi, Maxi) based on alkaline lysis and 
hydroxyapatite-columns. DNA elution was performed applying 1mM to 2 mM Tris-HCl, 
pH 8.5; the original ‘elution buffer’ (10 mM Tris-HCl) had been diluted with deionized 
water to reduce salt-concentrations for further DNA usage in sequencing or 
transformation. DNA solutions were stored at –20°C. 

Gel Extraction  
Agarose gels were stained in ethidium-bromide and desired DNA fragments cut out of 
the gel on the UV-screen. dsDNA was extracted from agarose gels applying ‘Qiaquick 
Gel-Extraction Spin Kit’. Elution from columns was performed as described above. For 
low amounts of DNA mini-elute columns and the original elution buffer were applied to 
increase yields. 

Purification  
DNA was purified after enzymatic reactions (PCR, restriction digest, ligation, 
dephosphorylization) applying Qiagen PCR Purification Kit as recommended by the 
manufacturer. Though final elution was performed with 1-2mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.5. 
Determination of DNA concentrations  
DNA concentrations were determined depending on UV-absorption at 260nm. 
Calculations were based on OD260=1 (1cm of liquid) corresponding to 50 µg/ml dsDNA. 
Molecular weight was transformed into molar amounts by applying a molecular weight of 
330 Daltons per base. 
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3.2.5 Enzymatic Modification of DNA 
Restriction digests  
Endonucleolytic cleavage of nucleic acids was performed with 2-4U restriction 
endonuclease for 1µg DNA under the conditions (temperature, buffer) recommended by 
the manufacturer. 
For preparative digests DNA concentrations of ~1µg/50µl were chosen to assure 
complete digests. Preperative digests were run for at least 5h while analytical digests 
lasted 1h. 

Ligation  
Ligation reactions were set up with molar ratios 1:3 and 1:5 of linearized vektor to insert, 
respectively. This insert to plasmid ratio was also applied for three-piece ligations. 
Successful vector preparation was tested by an additional ‘re-ligation’ reaction including 
only vector. 20µl reactions contained ~100fmol of plasmid and ~400 U T4-DNA Ligase 
along with the recommended buffer system including ATP. Ligation reactions were either 
incubated over night at 16°C or for 1h at RT. DNA was purified following ligation 
applying Qiagen PCR Purification Kit. 

Dephosphorylization   
Dephosphorylization of linearized plasmids prior to ligation was performed with SAP 
(shrimp alkaline phosphatase) under the conditions recommended by the manufacturer. 
Phosphorylation was not applied in this study, since overlapping phosporylated ends on 
annealed oligonucleotides were created by restriction digests. 
Sequencing Sequencing reactions were prepared by mixing 600ng plasmid DNA and 
20 pmol Primer in 7µl and sent to SeqLab (Göttingen) for sequencing reactions and 
reaction analysis. Consensus sequences were created out of sequencing raw data applying 
the Staden-package. Obtained sequences were further analysed with DNasis. 
 

3.3 Microbiological Work 
3.3.1 Preparation of electrocompetent cells 
Preparing electrocompetent E. coli primarily is based on desalting cell suspensions and 
was accomplished in a multi-step procedure: 

1. 10ml LB were inoculated at 37°C with XL1-blue or BL21(DE3) overnight. For XL1-blue tetracyclin was 
added to a final concentration of 10µg/ml. 

2. 1L LB was inoculated with this 10ml overnight culture and growth monitored into the logarithmic phase up 
to an OD600nm of 0.6. 

3. The culture was cooled down to 4°C, incubated at 4° for 15min and centrifuged at 2700xg at 4°C for 15 min. 
4. The pellet was resuspended in 1 L icecold H2Odein. and centrifuged again. 
5. Step 4 was repeated with a 500ml volume. 
6. E.coli were resuspended in 20ml steril 10% (v/v) glycerol solution and centrifuged as above. 
7. E. coli were resupended in 2ml steril 10% (v/v) glycerol solution, aliquoted into 50 µl volumes and shock 

frozen in liquid nitrogen.  
8. Aliquots were stored at –80°C. 

 

3.3.2 Electroporation of E. coli  
Aliquots of electrocompetent cells were thawed on ice and 2 to 3µl of purified ligation 
reactions or ~5ng plasmid added. The mixture was transferred to icecold electroporation 
cuvettes (0.2 cm) and subjected to a 2500V pulse. Bacteria were transferred to 1ml of LB 
and shaken for 1h at 37°C. 10% and 90% E. coli were plated on LBAmp agar plates, 
respectively, and incubated over night at 37°C. 

3.3.3 Finding positive clones 
Positive clones were identified either by colony-PCR, PCR on purfied plasmids or 
analytical digests of purified plasmids. 
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Analytical PCR was performed according to 3.2.2 adding small amounts of single 
colonies or ~400ng plasmid DNA to each PCR reaction. 
Alternatively plasmid DNA preparations were performed after overnight inoculation of 
5ml LBAmp with single colonies and subsequently analytical digests set up with 10µl 
reaction volumes including 2µl DNA-solution. 
Analytical PCRs and digests were analysed on agarose gels, and wherever possible, 
positive and negative controls included into analytical reactions.  
Sequence identity was finally confirmed by sequencing reactions. 

3.3.4 Permanent cultures 
Permanent cultures were prepared by mixing equal amounts of glycerol and overnight 
cultures and stored at –80°C. 
 

3.4 Cell Culture Procedures 
3.4.1 Basic Procedures 
Starting the cells in culture 
Permanent cultures of ER293 cells were kept in solution of 50% (v/v) growth medium, 
40% (v/v) Foetal Calf Serum and 10% (v/v) DMSO and stored in liquid nitrogen. For 
seeding, cells were rapidly thawed at 37°C and transferred into an ice-cold centrifuge 
tube. Subsequently 10ml ice-cold growth medium were added in droplets and cells 
centrifuged at 200g for 10min at RT. Afterwards the growth medium was removed 
completely by aspiration. Cells were resuspended in 1.5 ml of fresh growth medium and 
cell concentrations determined in a Neubauer cell chamber. Cells were seeded at a 
densitiy of 1x105cells/ml in 10 ml ER293 growth medium within a T25 flask. and 
passaged after reaching a density of 80% to 90%. Cells were incubated at 37°C and 8.5% 
CO2. 

Passaging cells  
Cells were maintained in T25- (10ml growth medium) and T75-flasks (18ml growth 
medium) and split when the cell monolayer was ~80% confluent. For this purpose the 
medium was removed by aspiration, cells were washed with 5ml (T25) or 10ml (T75) 
PBSM and finally trypsinized with 1ml (T25) or 3ml (T75) of 0.05% (w/v) ‘trypsin-
EDTA’ solution (including 0.5mM EDTA). Cells were incubated in the trypsin-EDTA 
solution for the minimum time necessary for the adherent cells to release from the flask, 
normally ~1 min. ER293 growth medium was added up to the original volume onto 
trypsinized cells and the flask rinsed thoroughly. After transfer to a centrifuge tube cells 
were sedimented at 300g for 10 min at RT. The supernatant was removed carefully by 
aspiration and the cells resuspended in 2 to 4 ml growth medium. Following cell counting 
in a Neubauer cell chamber cells were seeded in ER293 growth medium at concentrations 
ranging from 1.5x to 6x 104cells/ml. In average ER293 cells required 4, 5 or 6 days to 
reach ~80%-90% confluence after seeding at 3x, 2x, or 1.5x 104cells/ml, respectively. 
Normally cells were split every 4 days. Individual cultures were normally split up to 20 
passages and then destroyed.  

Cells for FCS Analysis   
If cells were to be used for FCS analysis they were seeded and handled in ER293 growth 
medium based on phenolred-free DMEM to reduce fluorescence background signals. For 
FCS analysis cells had to be grown on a glass support, i.e. coverslips to be put into a self-
built waterproof chamber, Nunc-over glass chambers with 4 separate chambers (4x 
[5x13mm]) on one glass plate or ∅35mm Mattek-chambers with glass bottoms. 
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To ensure cell viability outside the incubator and in parallel reduce fluorescent 
background signals cells were washed once with HPPS [84] prior to measurements and 
covered with ~5mm of HPPS for FCS analysis. 

3.4.2 Transient Protein Expression 
Intracellular protein expression was performed as transient expression, i.e. inducing 
protein expression following transformation with expression plasmids.  

Plasmids  
Plasmids applied for intracellular protein expression were either derived from pEGSH, 
the expression plasmid of the ‘Complete Control Inducible Mammalian Expression 
System’ (Stratagene, Heidelberg), or purchased from Clontech (Palo Atlo, USA). 
Expression from pEGSH had to be induced by addition of PonasteroneA (PonA). All 
plasmids from Clontech had CMV-based constitutive promoters. 

Transfection   
Transfection of cells was performed with the ‘Effectene transfection reagent’, that relies 
on 1) bringing DNA into a densly packed configuration and 2) delivering it to cells based 
on micelle formation (Qiagen, Hilden). A basic protocoll was applied and scaled 
according to the surface area of applied culture dishes. For transfection within a ∅35mm 
dish 0.5µg of plasmid DNA were diluted in 100µl of buffer EC. Subsequently 4µl of the 
DNA binding reagent ‘Enhancer’ were added and the mixture incubated for 4 min after 
brief shaking on a vortex device. After addition of 5µl ‘Effectene’ reagent and 10s 
vortexing the mixture was incubated for 10 min at RT. The reaction was stopped by 
adding 500µl growth medium. The resulting solution (609µl) was pipetted in single 
droplets onto cells already covered by 1.6ml of fresh growth medium.   
To prevent the induction of cellular apoptosis by transfection procedures the caspase 
inhibitor z-VAD-fmk was added (to the 1.6 ml fresh growth medium) to yield a final 
concentration of 60µM in ~2.21ml [12].  
Transfection was allowed to proceed for 3h to 5h before transfection reagent was 
replaced by growth medium and resulted in transfection efficiences between 10% to 50%. 
No hygromycin, the resistance marker of pEGSH, was included into the growth medium, 
since only short and pulsed protein expression was intended. Protein expression was 
induced overnight (~10-16h) or for short time intervals (3-5h) applying PonA at final 
concentrations of 0.5 to 5 µg/ml. Transient expression was performed in ∅35mm and 
60mm dishes and within Nunc-chambers.  

3.4.3 Protein Delivery to Cells 
Purified proteins were exogenously delivered to ER293 cells applying the ‘Influx 
Pinocytic Cell-Loading Reagent’ (Molecular Probes) according to the manual provided 
by the manufacturer. Cultured cells were exposed to ‘Influx Hypertonic Loading 
Medium’ containing the material to be loaded, which is carried into the cells via 
pinocytic vesicles. When the cells were placed in ‘Hypotonic Lysis Medium’, the 
pinocytic vesicles burst, releasing their contents into the cytosol. 
Bevor running the delivery protocol cells were incubated over night within ER293 
growth medium devoid of PenStrep and G418. Purified and concentrated protein of at 
least 80µM concentration was mixed with the loading medium at a ratio of 1 to 6.5. The 
minimum amount of loading mixture applied onto cells was 15µl. The loading mixture 
was added onto cells grown on coverslips after growth medium had been removed 
carefully with a pipette. The coverslip was placed into a staining dish with a lid and 
incubated for 12’ to 14’ within the incubator. Afterwards the loading medium was 
carefully removed from the coverslip with a pipette. The coverslip was transferred into 
the hypotonic lysis medium (growth medium and water, mixed at a ratio of 3:2) for 
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excatly 2 min and transferred to ER293 growth medium for at least 30 min to allow for 
recovery of cells. A permanent temperature of 37°C was assured for all steps of this 
procedure. 

3.4.4 Preparation of Cell Lysates 
Cell lysates were prepared out of cells grown to 70%-95% confluence within ∅35mm 
and ∅60mm dishes. Cells had been overexpressing fusion proteins for at least 10h before 
harvesting. Cell lysis was performed after removal of growth medium by aspiration:  
300µl to 400µl ‘M-Per Mammalian Protein Extraction Reagent’ including 3 µl ‘Protease 
Inhibitor Cocktail Set III’ to inactivate cellular proteases were added either for 5 min at 
RT or 10 to 15 min at 4°C while dishes were put on a shaker. After additionally scraping 
the remaining cell debris off the plate with a cell scraper the lysate was transferred to an 
eppendorf cup and centrifuged for 10 min at 22,000 g and 4°C. The supernatant was 
transferred to a new eppendorf cup and stored at –20°C until FCS analysis. 

3.4.5 Staining  
To visualize fragmented apoptotic nucleii ‘Hoechst 33258’ was applied to stain DNA. 
The dye was applied directly to ER293 growth medium at a final concentration of 3µM. 
Cells were stained for 5 min to 10 min, washed with PBSM and covered with HPPS.  

3.4.6 Induction of Apoptosis  
Programmed cell death was induced by addition of Staurosporine to ER293 growth 
medium. A 430 µM stock solution of Staurosporine (SP) was prepared in DMSO and 1µl 
of stock solution added to 85 µl of growth medium resulting in 5µM SP concentration. 
Cells were treated with SP for 16h followed by lysis as described above. 

3.5 Protein-Biochemistry 
3.5.1 Polyacrylamid-Electrophoresis 
Polyacrylamid-gels were prepared and run with the Mini-V-Gelsystem (GibcoBRL) 
using 0.8mm spacers.  

SDS PAGE 
Stacking gels were prepared in 1x stacking gel buffer with an acrylamid concentration of 
5.7% (w/v), polymerization and linking was started with 0.2% (v/v) APS stock solution 
and TEMED. Seperating gels were prepared with an acrlyamid concentration of 12.5% 
(w/v), polymerization and linking was started with 0.14% (v/v) APS stock solution and 
TEMED. Both gels contained 0.1% (w/v) SDS. Acrylamid was purchased as a 30% 
acrlyamid/ 0.8% bisacrylamid mixture (Gel-30, Roth). Protein samples were mixed with 
2x sample loading buffer and either directly loaded onto the gel or heated at 90°C for 3 
min before loading. Electrophoresis was performed at RT and 120-150V. Gels were 
stained in Simply-Blue-Safestain solution and destained in water. 

Native PAGE   
Native gels were prepared without stacking gels in 1x seperating gel buffer with an 
acrylamid concentration of 8%, polymerization and linking was started with 0.14% (v/v) 
APS stock solution and TEMED. PAGE running buffer was prepared without SDS and 
after loading samples with native gel loading buffer gels were run at 4°C and constant 
voltage of 120V or 150V.  
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3.5.2 Protein purification 
Protein Expression   
Fusion proteins were purified after overexpression from pASK3-constructs within E. coli 
BL21(DE3) cultures.  
E. coli BL21(DE3) permanent cultures carrying the expression plasmid were plated on 
LBAmp agar plates over night. The next day 0.5 to 3 l of LBAmp medium were inoculated 
with cells washed from agar plates and shaken at 160rpm. The cultures were grown at 
37°C to an OD550 of 0.5, cooled down to 25°C on ice, and induced with 0.2 µg /ml 
anhydrotetracyclin (AHT). Only pPRSETB-plasmids were constitutively expressing 
mRFP1 and tdimer2(12). After protein expression for 3-5 hours at 25C°, cells were 
harvested at 4000xg for 15 min and resuspended in 15 to 50 mL of Buffer W500 including 
1mM PMSF. Cells were pelleted again and the pellet was shock-frozen in liquid nitrogen. 

Protein preperation  
After thawing the cell pellets on ice, cells were resuspended with 8 to 50ml of Buffer 
W500 including 1mM PMSF and passed through a syringe to destroy large aggregates. 
Cells were lysed using a french press run at ~6,000 PSI and the lysate collected in ice-
cooled centrifuge tubes. Lysates were clarified by centrifugation at 43,000 g and 4°C for 
45 min. The supernatant was passaged through a 0.45µm filter.  

Gravity Flow Chromatography  
The  filtered lysate containing the protein fusion STEV-ST was applied to Strep-Tactin 
sepharose columns (2 ml sepharose bed volume; gravity flow;) equilibrated in Buffer W. 
The loaded column was washed with 10 ml of Buffer W150, and the fusion protein eluted 
with Buffer W150 plus 2.5 mM desthiobiotin (IBA). Fractions (0.5 ml) containing both 
green and red fluorescence as assayed with the Tecan 96-well plate reader were pooled, 
concentrated by Vivaspin 50,000 molecular weight cutoff concentrators and incubated at 
room temperature for 48 h to allow for complete fluorophore maturation.  

FPLC Station   
Purification of Casp-3 sensitive and insensitive constructs along with the single 
fluorophores DsRed2, rsGFP, mRFP1 and tdimer2(12) was accomplished analogously to 
STEV-ST on a FPLC station at 4°C. The applied FPLC unit was coppled to a UV-
spectrometer simultaneously producing a chromatogramm of all purification steps. 
Elution was only started upon extensive washing, nearly reaching the baseline signal after 
protein load. All purification steps were performed at a flow rate of 1.5 ml/min. 
Elution procedure  Strep-Tag II fusions were eluted from a POROS 20 column (1ml 
bed volume) in a single elution step with 5mM D-Desthiobiotin in Buffer W150/500 after 
extensive washing with buffer W500 (for samples containing DsRed2) or W150 (for all 
other samples). His-tagged proteins were eluted with Buffer B from a 1ml HiTrap 
chelating column after extensive washing with Buffer A. Strep-Tactin colums were 
regenerated by washing with 10 column volumes of a HABA solution in buffer W150 and 
stored in 20% ethanol. From time to time these columns were additionally washed with 
3ml of 5M urea. 
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3.5.3 Determination of Protein Concentration 

Coomassie-Protein-Assay 
Protein concentration within solutions was determined with Coomassie-Protein-Assay 
reagent (no. 23200, Pierce, Bonn): Within a protein concentration range of 5 to 50µg/ml
 the assay system was calibrated with BSA solutions. In parallel the assay reagent 
was applied to different dilutions of samples. Absorption of 300µl reaction mixes at 
λ=590nm was assayed in 96-well microtiter plates with the TECAN-plate reader.  

Extinction coefficients  
Alternatively extinction coefficients ε [M-1cm-1] for the maximum absortpion wavelength 
of fluorescent proteins (table 2) served to determine fluorophore concentrations. This 
simple procedure allowed to determine the composition of dually colored samples.  

FCS analysis  
Based upon determination of Veff, particle numbers within Veff and applied dilution 
factors fluorophore concentrations were determined from FCS measurements. 
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4. Experiments, Results and Discussions 

4.1 Sample preparations 
4.1.1 Creating Dual coloured fusion proteins for FCS analysis  
Two priority goals for fusion protein design and cloning strategies were defined in 
advance and realized according to figure 13: 

1. A rapid and easy exchange of protein fluorophores and linker sequences within 
protein fusion-genes should be possible.  

 A modular cloning system analogous to multiple cloning sites, relying on the 
modules ‘GFP’, ‘linker’ and ‘DsRed’, was established for this purpose. 

2. The flexible determination of linker and linker-fluorophore boundary sequences 
should be independent of sequence requirements for endonuclease restriction 
sites. 

 Three-piece ligations made linker design more flexible, since only one 
restriction site had to be integrated into linker sequences.  

Figure 13: Cloning strategies for generation of dual coloured fusion proteins 
Fusion genes were either generated in a modular fashion (top) or by three-piece 
ligations, reducing the number of restriction sites. 

 
Fluorophore sequences were exclusively amplified and modified by PCR. Both PCR and 
annealing procedures were applied for the generation of artificial linker sequences. 
Assembly of the fusion-gene compounds was accomplished by ligation reactions 
following endonucleolytic cleavage reactions.  
The evolution of all fusion constructs applied in FCS analysis will be briefly outlined, 
pointing to alterations in linker sequences which will be referred to in later sections. 
Fusion proteins presenting Casp-3 target sites were also tested for proper proteolytic 
susceptibility after purification.  
 

4.1.2 Experimental procedures and results 

4.1.2.1 Sequence-design of fusion constructs 
The nature of the linker sequence connecting protein fluorophores was considered crucial 
to proper fusion protein function and stability. All linkers applied in this study are 
presented in figure 14.  
For in vitro proof of concept experiments a rsGFP-linker-DsRed1 fusion protein (STEV-
ST) had been designed. The protein linker sequence contained parts of the MCS of 
pDsRed1 (printed in grey) and the rTEV target site (indicated in grey), taken from the 
native sequence from the TEV polyprotein (aminoacids 2781 – 2797, NCBI accession 
number M11458).  
For all further experiments better defined linkers including only short invariable 
sequences at cloning sites were created. These linkers either included the Casp-3 target-

PCR                  PCR/                PCR
annealing

restriction sites 
plasmid
protease target site

PCR                  PCR/                PCR
annealing

restriction sites 
plasmid
protease target site
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site or no protease target site. Maximum linker stability for intracellular applications was 
the priority for linker design.  
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STEV-ST
rsGFP-MCS-DsRed2

rsGFP-inert30-DsRed2 rsGFP-linker24-DsRed2

rsGFP-linker48-DsRed2

rsGFP-linker48-tdimer2(12)

rsGFP-inert30-tdimer2(12)

rsGFP-inert30-mRFP1

EGFP-linker24mu-mRFP1
EGFP-inert23-mRFP1

EGFP-inert23-tdimer2(12)

modular system

three-piece ligations

STEV-ST
rsGFP-MCS-DsRed2

rsGFP-inert30-DsRed2 rsGFP-linker24-DsRed2

rsGFP-linker48-DsRed2

rsGFP-linker48-tdimer2(12)

rsGFP-inert30-tdimer2(12)

rsGFP-inert30-mRFP1

EGFP-linker24mu-mRFP1
EGFP-inert23-mRFP1

EGFP-inert23-tdimer2(12)

modular system

three-piece ligations

STEV-ST
rsGFP-MCS-DsRed2

rsGFP-inert30-DsRed2 rsGFP-linker24-DsRed2

rsGFP-linker48-DsRed2

rsGFP-linker48-tdimer2(12)

rsGFP-inert30-tdimer2(12)

rsGFP-inert30-mRFP1

EGFP-linker24mu-mRFP1
EGFP-inert23-mRFP1

EGFP-inert23-tdimer2(12)

modular system

three-piece ligations

STEV-ST
rsGFP-MCS-DsRed2

rsGFP-inert30-DsRed2 rsGFP-linker24-DsRed2

rsGFP-linker48-DsRed2

rsGFP-linker48-tdimer2(12)

rsGFP-inert30-tdimer2(12)

rsGFP-inert30-mRFP1

EGFP-linker24mu-mRFP1
EGFP-inert23-mRFP1

EGFP-inert23-tdimer2(12)

modular system

three-piece ligations

 
Alterations in linker length and composition have been found to affect the stability, 
oligomeric state, proteolytic resistance and solubility of single chain proteins [85]. Hence 
all Casp-3 sensitive and inert linkers were designed applying the sequence patterns AL11 
(A-G linker) and  SL7 (G-S linker) presented by Robinson and Sauer.  

The modular system   
All linkers created by insertion of small DNA fragments between already fused  
fluorophore sequences showed typical protein sequences at the linker-fluorophore joints 
(compare Figure 14): 

A) ’QDP’ at the GFP-boundary resulting from a BamHI restriction site;  
B) ‘(S/L)PV’ at the DsRed-boundary resulting from AgeI and XmaI/AgeI-ligation sites; 

Three piece-ligations 
When linker sequences were completely included into primers used for PCR 
amplification of protein fluorophores only one restriction site had to be integrated into 
linker sequences. The restriction site of NGOMIV contributed an ‘AG’ sequence that 
perfectly matched the ‘AL11’ linker sequence pattern.   

Figure 15 indicates the evolution of created fusion constructs and highlights the three 
most promising fusion proteins applied in this study. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 15:  Evolution of fusion proteins 
Fusion proteins were generated by consecutively exchanging individual components. 
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Table 7 summarizes essential fusion protein characteristics like linker length, proteolytic 
sensitivity and introduces a numerical nomenclature to simplify references to particular 
fusion proteins. 

Table 7: Fusion protein nomenclature 
 

4.1.2.2 Cloning of protein fusions 

Expression plasmids  
Except for fusions #7-9, fusion constructs were created in the bacterial expression vector 
pASK3 and transferred to the cellular expression vektor pEGSH. Figure 16 presents the 
MCS of both the bacterial and mammalian expression vecors with all restriction sites 
applied for fusion protein engineering. Also the sequence of the affinity tag StrepTagII is 
indicated. 
Table 8 summarizes the joint sequences of expression plasmids and inserted protein 
coding regions, indicating the applied restriction enzymes: 

Genes had to be inserted in frame into pASK and stop codons of fluorophores were 
deleted. Additional restriction sites for later application were included into the 5’-
sequences of pASK inserts ‘rsGFP’ and ‘DsRed2’.  
Upon transfer to pEGSH a ‘TAG’ stop codon was reintroduced at the 3’- end of fusion 
constructs or single fluorophores. At the ATG-start codon the Kozak consensus motif 
‘CC ACC ATG G’ necessary for successful initiation of protein translation was added to 
all inserted genes. 
All primers applied for these PCR-based cloning procedures are listed in table I 
(Appendix) along with an index of primer-pairs, templates and resulting fusion constructs 
(Appendix, table II). 
 
  

fusion construct/ 

linker names 

linker 
length 

proteolytic 
specificity 

nomenclature sequencing applications 

STEV-ST 32 rTEV - complete fusion in vitro substrate 

rsGFP-MCS-DsRed2 - - - complete fusion cloning plasmid 

rsGFP-linker24-DsRed2 24 Casp-3       Fusion #1 complete fusion in vitro/in vivo  

rsGFP-linker48-DsRed2 48 Casp-3  #2 complete fusion in vitro/in vivo  

rsGFP-inert30-DsRed2 30 -  #3 complete fusion in vitro/in vivo  

rsGFP-inert30-mRFP1 30 -  #4 complete fusion in vitro/in vivo  

rsGFP-inert30-tdimer2(12) 30   #5 complete fusion in vitro/in vivo  

rsGFP-linker48-tdimer2(12 48 Casp-3  #6 linker & joints in vivo  

EGFP-linker24mu-mRFP1) 23 Casp-3  #7 linker & joints in vivo  

EGFP-inert23-mRFP1 23 -  #8 linker & joints in vivo  

EGFP-inert23-tdimer2(12) 23 -  #9 linker & joints in vivo  

MCS pASK3 
 M   G   D   N   G   P   E   F   E   L   G   T   N   G   S   L   E   V   D   L   Q 
atg GGA GAC CGC GGT CCC GAA TTC TAT CTC GGT ACC CGG GGA TCC CTC GAG GTC GAC CTG CAG 
           SacII                         KpnI        BamHI   XhoI             PstI 
 
 G   D   H   G   L   S   A   W   S   H   P   Q   F   E   K  
GGG GAC CAT GGT CTC AGC GCT TGG AGC CAC CCG CAG TTC GAA AAA   
                                                                       Strep-tag II 
 
MCS pEGSH  
CAATTGGTACCGGATCCGATATCGATGCGGCCGCTCGAGAC 
     KpnI  BamHI                  XhoI 

Figure 16: MCS 
of expression 
plasmids 

Restriction sites and 
reading frame are 
indicated for applied 
expression vectors. 
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 Table 8:  Restriction sites applied for the insertion of 
fluorophore genes into expression plasmids 

  
 
Cloning procedures  
Basic cloning procedures will be outlined for:  
a) creation of pSTEV-ST, 
b) creation of  ‘rsGFP-MCS-DsRed2’ & three-piece ligations 
c) creation of linker sequences and their insertion into rsGFP-MCS-DsRed2 
All primers applied in this study were designed for annealing temperatures between 55°C 
to 65°C. Annealing temperatures were chosen 3°C to 5°C below melting temperatures as 
determined with ‘Oligo6.44’ software. Primer sequences included restriction sites, 
annealing and linker sequences according to table I (Appendix). To improve restriction 
reactions on PCR- and annealing-products manufacturer recommendations regarding the 
proximitiy of restriction sites to DNA ends were applied and 2-3 additional basepairs 
added for rather inefficient enzymes (<50% efficiency).  

Creation of pSTEV-ST 
The original plasmid pSTEV was created by Rene Kuhlemann and applied to create 
pSTEV-ST: the coding sequence of rsGFP had been amplified from pQBI 63 by PCR, 
cloned into pDsRed upstream of the DsRed coding sequence and a PCR fragment 
encoding the TEV polyprotein linker region was inserted into the BamHI restriction site 
between rsGFP and DsRed. The generated construct STEV was cloned into the 
expression vector pASK-IBA3 adding a C-terminal Strep-Tag II to the protein. The 
resulting gene (1554 bp) was termed STEV-ST, ‘S’ referring to the short linker length of 
32 aa,  ‘-ST’ referring to Strep-Tag II. Figure 17 displays the precise composition of the 
STEV-ST fusion protein including the TEV protease target site. 
 
 
 
 

pASK3- 
inserts 

5’- sequence 
 
upstream of ATG 

3’- downstream sequence 
 
fluorophore ⏐ restriction 
   site 

STEV  TTC CTT ⏐ CTG CAG 
                PstI 

GFP-MCS-DsRed; 
fusion #1-3 

 TTC CTG ⏐ CTC GAG 
                XhoI 

fusion #4  GGC CGG ⏐ CTC GAG 
                XhoI 

fusion #5 

 
 
 
GGC CGC GGT ATG 
    SacII 

TTC CTG TAC ⏐ CTC GAG 
                XhoI 

RsGFP     TAC AAC ⏐ GGA TCC 
               BamHI 

DsRed2 

  KpnI   XmaI  
GGT ACC CGG GTG  
 
AGA TCT ATG 
 BglII 

    TTC CTG ⏐ GGA TCC 
               BamHI 

pEGSH- 
inserts 

5’- sequence 
upstream of ATG 

3’- downstream sequence 
including ‘TAG’ 
 

fusion #6-9 
DsRed2 
RsGFP 

 Kozak-motif      
GGT ACC ACC ATG G 
 KpnI 
 

tdimer2(12) 
mRFP1 

Kozak-motif       
GGA TCC ACC ATG G 
 BamHI   

 
 
 

… TAG ⏐ CTG CAG 
Stop   XhoI 
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Figure 17: STEV-ST 
Position/size of protein components  are indicated by aa numbers. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Creation of the ’rsGFP-MCS-DsRed2’ fusion gene  
The coding sequence of rsGFP had been amplified from pQBI63 by PCR and cloned into 
pASK3 applying the SacII and BamHI restriction sites. Accordingly the coding sequence 
of DsRed2 had been amplified from pDsRed2 by PCR and cloned into the pASK3-rsGFP 
construct applying the BamHI and XhoI restriction sites. Based on the resulting construct 
defined by 4 restriction sites, SacII, BamHI, AgeI, XhoI (5’ to 3’ direction, compare table 
8) different DNA linker fragments and also fluorophores were introduced into fusion 
constructs (compare figure 15 and table II, Appendix). 
Three-piece ligations were analogously prepared with two PCRs. Though complete 
construct assembly could be accomplished with only one ligation reaction. 

Creation of linker sequences 
Alternative strategies were successfully applied to create short DNA linkers with 
artificial sequences. 

1. Annealing: ‘linker24’ was generated by annealing complementary 
oligonucleotides (75-mers).  

2. PCR on single-strand templates: ‘linker48’ was generated by running a 
preperative PCR on a HPLC purified 150-mer oligonucleotide obtained from IBA 
GmbH (Göttingen).  

3. PCR on two overlapping oligonucletides (‘fill up’): Linker ‘inert30’ was 
generated by running a PCR on two oligonucleotides overlapping with their 
3’termini (54- and 58-mer; 1min annealing instead of 30s).  

(4. linker sequences as part of fluorophore primers: were realized in 3-piece 
ligations.) 

  
After subsequent endonucleolytic digests the fragments were purified by gel extraction 
and inserted into prepared plasmids. In part linker fragments were designed with a XmaI 
site at their 3’-terminus (compatible ends with AgeI). 
Fusion constructs #1 to #6 were created within pASK3 and subsequently transferred to 
pEGSH. Table 7 indicates which fusion-genes sequences were completely confirmed by 
sequence analysis or only analysed for correct linker sequences. 
Only on clone could be obtained for the intended construct ‘EGFFP-linker24-mRFP1`, 
encoding fusion protein #7. This clone showed a deletion at the N-terminal fluorophore-
linker joint that resulted in a ‘K-G-S’ motif instead of a ‘N-Q-D-P’ joint and a 23 aa 
linker, termed “linker24mu”.   

4.1.2.3 Biochemical analysis of purified fusion proteins 

Motiviation  
Designed fusion proteins had to be purified in order to perform initial in vitro FCS 
experiments and proof their compatibility with two-photon excitation. Moreover protein 
linkers containing Casp-3 target sites were tested for their proteolytic susceptibility. 
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Delivery of fusion proteins to cells also required high amounts of concentrated fusion 
protein.   
Composition of concentrated fusion protein solutions 
All proteins were purified after protein overexpression in E. coli BL21(DE3) as described 
above. Purified fusion constructs containing DsRed2 or DsRed1 wee incubated at room 
temperature for 48 h to allow for complete fluorophore maturation.  
The concentration of fusion proteins was determined by using εDsRed=75,000/M⋅cm at 558 
nm and εrsGFP=42,933/M⋅cm at 490 nm along with a BCA protein assay, SDS-
polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis and FCS analysis. Protein yields for single 
fluorophores were: mRFP1-HT (His-Tag) 1.5µg/µl (53µM), tdimer2(12)-HT 4µg/µl 
(70µM), DsRed2-ST 0.5µg/µl (17µM), DsRed1 1µg/µl (35µM).  
Final concentrates of fusion proteins typically consisted of at least 80% functional fusions 
and their derivates, resulting from partial protein degradation and incomplete fluorophore 
maturation. A probably non-specific impurity of approximately 10% was observed in 
some samples after SDS-PAGE.  
Figure 18 presents a representative SDS-Page gel documenting the purification procedure 
of fusion protein #1 and an analytical digest. Comparing the lanes ‘cleared lysate’, ‘load’ 
and ‘eluate’ and the highlighted band reveals that apparently not all fusion proteins 
present in the lysate were bound by the column. Moreover the eluate displayed 3 strong 
bands: this observation was explained by two typical features well-known for DsRed (-
mutants) in SDS-Page analysis: a) SDS can break up the fluorophore resulting in a typical 
pattern; b) in spite of this sensitivity stable DsRed aggregates can persist in the presence 
of SDS and have also been observed in this study.  
Nevertheless the fusion protein 
identity of the major three bands in 
lane ‘eluate’ could be confirmed by 
their sensitivity to Casp-3 cleavage 
(right hand lanes). Whether the 
highlighted bands observed for 
concentrated and digested fusion 
protein #1 present an inspecific 
impurity or degradation products 
cannot be completely assured by 
PAGE analysis. Nevertheless native 
page analysis as presented below 
indicated a high puritiy of samples. 
Comparison of protein concentration 
measurements by FCS, fluorophore 
extinction coefficients and PAGE 
experiments allowed for precise 
determination of protein sample 
composition:   
A 3- to 7-fold excess of unpaired (only red) DsRed molecules over paired DsRed 
molecules was typically observed for purified fusion proteins. Accordingly ~25% to 
~50% (w/w) of purified proteins constituted intact fusion protein. Typically 10% to 20% 
of rsGFP fluorophores were unpaired.  
The excess of DsRed could be easily explained regarding the C-terminal affinity tag, 
resulting in purification of all abrogation and cleavage products. Moreover DsRed-
mutants exhibit incomplete fluorophore maturation resulting in a residual fraction of 
green DsRed fluorophores. Unpaired green fluorophores presented either immature 
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Fusion#1 purification
Benchmark   p ellet  clear ed                         Bench mark     fusion#1 
           XY     (ly sis) lysate          eluate                  XY    concentrate 
             ⏐         ⏐        ⏐     loa d     ⏐                       ⏐   +Casp -3     

Figure 18: Purification and analysis of 
fusion protein #1 
Successive purification steps were 
documented by SDS-PAGE analysis (left) 
and the identity of the fusion #1 confirmed 
with an analytical digest (right).   
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DsRed molecules or products of unspecific degradation during incubation at RT in spite 
of PMSF addition.  
Assaying sensitivity for specific proteases with native PAGE 
The sensitivity of purified fusion proteins to rTEV and Casp-3 was assayed in vitro. 
Analytical digests were performed in small volumes adding 0.5-1µl of protease to 0.5 to 
3µg of fusion proteins (1-5µl). After incubation for 1h (~37°C for Casp3, RT for rTEV) 
digest reactions were analysed in native 8% polyacrylamid gels. All fluorophore fusions 
sensitized for proteases could be split into single fluorophores in these test digests. Figure 
19 presents several examples of analytical digest reactions. Single fluorophores were also 
loaded onto gels to allow for comparison of generated protein fragments with single 
fluorophores. Lanes were made visible either by staining with ‘Native BlueStain’ reagent 
(Pierce) or by directly visualizing fluorescent proteins. The most unanimous analysis is 
presented in the coloured image since identity of protein bands is directly proven by their 
fluorescence.  

 
No significant impurity could be detected in native gels after protein staining. All gels 
impressively show the tendency of both free DsRed and also intact fusion proteins to 
form oligomers resulting in the observed protein ladders. 
 
Fusion proteins #3 to #5 featuring linker ‘inert30’ were not included into this analysis, 
since significant protein degradation had already occurred during purification procedures 
in all attempts to purify these proteins. 
 

4.1.3 Implications for FCS analysis 
A flexible cloning strategy could be established that allowed for rapid and flexible 
exchange of protein fluorophores and linker sequences. An alternative strategy for further 
optimization of linker sequences might include truncation or exchange of terminal 
fluorophore sequences adjacent to protein linkers. Presented attempts to protein 
purification and simple preliminary in vitro analysis already confirmed that protein 
fluorophores and their fusions do not necessarily present a trivial but rather 
heterogeneous experimental system. Delayed maturation, aggregation and preliminary 
degradation require consideration for biophysical applications and a highly quantitative 
readout. Based on already mentioned FCS applications it was reasonable to expect FCS 
to tolerate for heterogeneous protein samples and ‘eccentric’ fluorophore characteristics. 

rsGfp            STEV-ST             DsRed1  rsGFP   
d            d            -

1.5µg   1.0µg    0.5µg    1.0µg   0.75µg  0.75µg

fusion #2                fusion #1        DsRed     DsRed rsGfp        rsGfp  DsRed2     fusion #1 
d            - d            - 2              1 d -

------------- (1µg) ---------------- 0.6µg     0.6µg      1µg           0.8µg   1µg        --- 3µg ---

rsGfp            STEV-ST             DsRed1  rsGFP   
d            d            -

1.5µg   1.0µg    0.5µg    1.0µg   0.75µg  0.75µg

fusion #2                fusion #1        DsRed     DsRed rsGfp        rsGfp  DsRed2     fusion #1 
d            - d            - 2              1 d -

------------- (1µg) ---------------- 0.6µg     0.6µg      1µg           0.8µg   1µg        --- 3µg ---

Figure 19: Analytical digests of purified fusion proteins 
Migration patterns of digested (d) and untreated (-) fusion protein samples after 
staining and illumination are shown. 
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4.2 Cross-correlation analysis of a protease digest in vitro applying 
Two-Photon-Excitation 

4.2.1 Design of a cross-correlation analysis solely based on proteins 
First proof of concept experiments were attempted in order to show that kinetic enzyme 
analysis on the single molecule level can indeed be performed with cloneable fluorescent 
tags. This included employing state of the art dual-colour FCS technology with two-
photon excitation (TPE). DsRed and rsGFP have been connected by a short protein linker 
of 32 amino acid (aa) length, containing the target site of rTEV, a recombinant fragment 
from Tobacco Etch Virus protease [86]. The schematic principle is shown in figure 1. The 
release of fluorescent proteins from the reporter construct upon protease cleavage was 
monitored quantitatively by dual-colour cross-correlation analysis. The applied linker 
length also allowed for FRET from rsGFP to DsRed (figure 2) resulting in a combined 
FRET/cross-correlation enzyme assay.  

4.2.2 Performance of in vitro dcFCCS analysis 

4.2.2.1 Specification of the experimental system 

Experimental setup  
The experimental setup applied varied from the setup presented in chapter 2.2 since two-
photon excitation was applied for these experiments. Consequently only one laser line 
had to be coupled into the applied microscope using optical devices compatible with 
infrared light, while fluorescence detection was performed analogously.  
As described in detail for two-photon cross-correlation spectroscopy (TPCCS) analysis 
by Heinze et al. (10) the setup was realized using an 80-MHz 100-fs pulsed mode-locked 
tunable titanium/sapphire laser (Spectra Physics, Mountain View, CA), an inverted 
Olympus (Hamburg, Germany) IX-50 microscope and a fiber optics coupled detection 
system. The back aperture of the objective (UPlanApo 60x1.2, Olympus) is sligthly 
overfilled to create a diffraction limited focal spot. The size of the effective volume 
element in this setup was ~0.25 fl [25]. The emitted light of around 550 to 700nm from 
DsRed and 490 to 550 from rsGFP is collimated, split by a dichroic mirror (530 DCLP, 
AHF Tübingen, Germany), and detected by two optical fiber coupled avalanche 
photodiodes (SPCM-200, EG&G Optoelectronics, Vaudreuil, Canada) after passing a 
D620/100 (AHF) bandpass filter in the DsRed and a HQ525/50M (AHF) bandpass filter 
in the rsGFP detection channel. For single-colour calibration measurements, an emission 
filter 600DF200 (AHF) is sufficient for suppression of IR excitation light. Confocal 
spectra are taken with a fiber coupled spectrometer (Ocean Optics, Dunedin, FL) using an 
entrance fiber slit of 100 µm. The digital pulses of the avalanche photodiodes were 
processed and time correlated by an ALV-5000 multiple-τ correlator card (ALV, Langen, 
Germany).  

Calibration measurements of the assay under TPE  
The selection of suitable dye combinations for simultaneous two-photon excitation (TPE) 
with one laser line is predominantly governed by dyes’ quantum yields, two-photon 
absorption spectra and photostability, since excitation intensity cannot be tuned 
independently for each dye. The emission signals of rsGFP and DsRed were recorded 
after excitation at different wavelengths ranging from 800 to 1000 nm, respectively 
(figure 20). Upon excitation close to saturation but still safely below photobleaching, 
emissions peaked for excitation at 940 nm (rsGFP) and 960 nm (DsRed). The maximum 
photon yields were 20 kHz/molecule for rsGFP and 12 kHz/molecule for DsRed. Since 
rsGFP was employed as a FRET donor in the described protease assay, the excitation  
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conditions were tuned in favor of this dye. Thus excitation at 940 nm and a maximum 
intensity of 20mW was applied for efficient joint excitation of both fluorophores.  

Proteolytic Assay  
Proteolytic assays on purified fusion proteins were performed with rTEV. rTEV protease 
(29 kDa) was purchased with an activity of 10 U in 1 µl storage buffer as defined by the 
manufacturer; one unit corresponded to 100 ng or 3,5 pmol enzyme. According to Figure  
17, the rTEV cleavage reaction produces a 29,2 kDa rsGFP- and a 29,5 kDa DsRed-
fragment from the 58,2 kDa fusion protein. Reactions were carried out in 15 µl volumes 
in over-glass chambers (Nunc; Wiesbaden, Germany) in a reaction buffer according to 
rTEV Unit assay conditions.  

4.2.2.2 Spectral analysis of a protease digest reaction under TPE 
To analyse the spectral properties of the fusion protein substrate under the actual 
measurement conditions for TPE at 940 nm, the emission spectrum was recorded during a 
proteolytic digestion of STEV. For this purpose the FCS focal volume was projected 
directly onto the entrance slit of a fiber-coupled spectrometer after removing all emission 
filters (figure 21). The time course of this protease digest was monitored as an ensemble 
measurement in a 4,5 µM STEV-ST 
solution (15µl) after addition of 10U 
rTEV (1,7µM rTEV). Single 
measurements lasted 10s and were 
recorded over 5 min. At any stage of 
the reaction, the spectrum exhibits two 
distinctive peaks around 510nm and 
580 nm, corresponding to rsGFP and 
DsRed emission maxima. Proteolytic 
cleavage of STEV-ST resulted in a 
shift of the emission spectrum and 
unveiled significant FRET between 
rsGFP and DsRed. With respect to the 
spectrum of uncleaved substrate, 
rsGFP showed an almost 50% 
increase, while DsRed fluorescence 
decreased accordingly. Quantitatively 
analyzing the spectra of fusion protein 
and dyes alone, this corresponded to a 
FRET efficiency for the intact 
substrate of almost 40%. The linear 
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Figure 21: Emission spectra of STEV-ST 
during a protease digest  
Emission spectra were recorded under TPE 
during a protease digest. Due to the ending of 
FRET fluorescence intensity increased for 
rsGFP and decreased for DsRed (arrows). 
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Molecular brightness of rsGFP and 
DsRed1 with TPE was determined 
for different wavelengths applying 
intensities close to saturation. 
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extension of the protein linker between both fluorophores was estimated from the number 
of aminoacids (32aa) to range between 58 Å for an α-helical conformation and about 100 
Å for a nearly relaxed conformation [81]. 
 

4.2.2.3 Analysis of cleavage reactions based on combining FCS with FRET 
In a reaction mix containing 236nM rTEV 
and 110nM STEV, the protease digest was 
monitored over 10 minutes by recording 
continuous photon count-rates 
corresponding to rsGFP and DsRed 
emission, respectively, and in parallel the 
autocorrelation functions for both 
detection channels, at a rate of two 
measurements per minute. A clear increase 
in the green and a decrease in red count 
rate could be observed, while the 
corresponding autocorrelation functions 
stayed constant (Fig.22). Since the average 
molecular brightness per molecule η at 
any time can be easily determined by 
multiplying autocorrelation amplitudes 
and photon count rates, FCS allows for a 
very sensitive control over the emission 
properties in the presence and absence of 
FRET. As plotted in Fig. 22, the photon 
emission rate per single molecule increases for rsGFP by more than 50% from 4.6 kHz 
(ηGFP,FRET) at the beginning of the enzymatic reaction to 7 kHz (ηGFP,noFRET) at the end of 
it. This corresponds to approximately 35% of energy transfer in the intact substrate, 
which agrees reasonably well with the value of 40% as determined from analysis of the 
emission spectra. For the evaluation of ηDsRed, fluorescence contributions of unpaired 
DsRed moleucles had to be considered and revealed ηDsRed,FRET = 8.1 kHz/molecule [46].  

4.2.2.4 Cross-correlation analysis of a protease digest in the presence of FRET  
Cleavage of STEV-ST results in 
dissociation of the two fluorophores and 
consequently, in a decay of the cross-
correlation amplitude. Fig. 23 shows the 
time course of cross-correlation curves 
recorded from a sample initially 
containing 110 nM STEV-ST and 437 
nM rTEV, over 380 s. Green and red 
fluorescence were measured 
continuously, and cross-correlation 
analysis was carried out in intervals of 
40s and 20s. The decay of cross-
correlation amplitudes G×(0) closely 
resembles the decrease of intact 
substrate concentration Cij.  
However, in contrast to cross-correlation 
analysis in the absence of FRET, there 
exists no simple linear relationship 

Figure 22: FRET on a single 
molecule scale 
Autocorrelation functions and photon 
counts per molecule (Inset) for rsGFP and 
DsRed were determined in parallel during 
a digest reaction. 
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between cross-correlation amplitudes G×(0) and Cij. Thus for a precise analysis of intact 
substrate concentration, cross-correlation amplitudes have to be corrected for this non-
linear relationship. 

Theoretical consideration of FRET into cross-correlation analysis  
The determination of precise and absolute substrate concentrations can be accomplished 
based on autocorrelation amplitudes and the brightness parameters η. Equation 19 
describes the magnitude of this effect depending on the parameters fi = ηi,F/ηi and fj = 
ηj,F/ηj comparing the emission properties of both fluorophores in the presence (ηι(j),F) and 
absence (ηi(j)) of FRET [46]. With the values determined above frsGFP =0.66 and fDsRed = 
1.2 was derived for this system.  
 

( )( )[ ])1()1()0( 00, −+−+=× jijiijijjiFRET fCCfCCCffG                     (19) 
 
Figure 24 visualizes the general 
effect of different theoretical 
cases of FRET (expressed in 
terms of fDsRed and fGFP) to the 
relative cross-correlation 
amplitudes Gx,FRET(0)/ 
Gx,noFRET(0). The experimental 
conditions for the GFP/DsRed 
assay described here are 
highlighted. When the simulated 
curve falls below the 1/1 line 
FRET effectuates a magni-
fication of changes in the regime 
of high relative concentrations of 
double labeled species. As for the 
autocorrelation amplitudes, a slight 
effect induced by FRET can also be 
observed, as indicated by the inset of 
figure 24. However, for the combination 
frsGFP =0.66 and fDsRed = 1.2 as derived 
for our assay, no significant changes 
(less than 5% for rsGFP, less than 1% 
for DsRed) can be expected. The effect 
is too small to be visible beyond the 
noise on the correlation functions in 
figure 22, which explains their apparent 
constancy.  
 

Cross-correlation analysis in the presence of FRET 
For a quantitative determination of enzymatic cleavage, STEV cleavage reactions were 
carried out at 69, 118, 236 and 437 nM rTEV concentrations and 110 nM STEV-ST, 
nearly 3 orders of magnitude below the KM=69 µM proposed by Parks [86] .G×(0) values 
were obtained at a rate of 2 and 3 measurements per minute during a 6 to 10 minutes 
reaction. Absolute substrate concentrations at any time (figure 25) can be determined 
according to equations  16-18 and 19. 
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Figure 24: Effect of FRET on relative 
cross-correlation amplitudes  
‘GCC, Fret /GCC, NoFRET’ 
The relative cross-correlation amplitude, 
determing the effect of FRET on dcFCCS  
analysis, changes in the time course of a 
digest depending on the ratio f of particle 
brightness in the presence and absence of 
FRET. 
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Different enzyme concentrations varying 
by less than a factor two could be readily distinguished from the reaction time courses, 
and more quantitatively from initial reaction rates (inset, figure 25). No decrease of the 
cross-correlation signal was detected for a negative control sample during a 10 minutes 
measurement.  
As to be seen in figure 23, the amplitude of the cross-correlation function did even for 
longer reaction times not decrease much below ~20% of its initial value, indicating that a 
residual amount of cross-correlating substrate is not affected by the cleavage process. 
Since the peptide linker between the two tags is rather short, it could well be that the 
cleavage site is not fully accessible in this residual fraction.  
Due to the complete overlap of detection volumes and minimal spectral cross-talk of less 
than 10%, the experimental error for absolute substrate concentration is solely determined 
by the uncertainty of labeling efficiency (i.e.: Are all intact protein fusions also dually 
colored?) and was estimated to be less than 5% for the sample analysed in this reaction. 
 

4.2.3 Discussion 
An enzymatic assay suitable for dual-colour, two-photon excited cross-correlation 
spectroscopy was introduced. The assay was performed on a single molecule scale and 
was based exclusively on genetically encoded tags. With the specifically designed fusion 
protein substrate rsGFP-peptide-DsRed comprising a cleavage site for rTEV protease, the 
decay of cross-correlation as well as FRET between the dyes during the enzymatic 
cleavage could be monitored in real time, discriminating different enzyme concentrations 
within the nanomolar range. FRET efficiency of the substrate could be simultaneously 
observed during the protease digest, by recording the molecular photon yield per second.  
Although in theory, a FRET efficiency of 100% would seriously hamper cross-correlation 
analysis, transfer efficiencies around 30-40% could well be tolerated experimentally and 
were corrected for in the data analysis. A remarkable constancy of both the amplitudes 
(particle numbers) and the particle diffusion times τdiff of the autocorrelation functions 
could be observed throughout the proteolytic cleavage process over more than 10 
minutes. This demonstrated that there is basically no loss of fluorescent molecules due to 
absorption or photodegradation.  
As one of its most important implications, this constancy of the autocorrelation functions 
allowed to exclude the occurrence of significant oligomerization of fusion proteins. If the 
DsRed-peptide-GFP substrate would have been oligomerized by DsRed2 (compare 
introduction to fluorescent proteins), proteolytic cleavage would have increased the 
number of GFP particles released from oligomers. This might be due to the partly 
positively charged C-terminal Strep-TagII which might impede fluorophore aggregation 
[62]. The only alternative explanation for this phenomenon assumes that DsRed 
fluorophores within intact fusion proteins bound free excess DsRed molecules, resulting
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Figure 25: Kinetics of proteolysis at 
different enzyme concentrations 
Proteolytic reactions were carried out at 
different enzyme concentrations. Initial 
reaction rates (Inset) could be readily 
distinguished. 
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in GFP-DsRed(DsRed)3 particles.  Although these experiments were performed in vitro, 
the endogenous expression and analysis of analogous reporter constructs in vivo is well 
conceivable and will be demonstrated later on in this study.  

4.3 In vivo analysis of fusion proteins after exogenous delivery   
4.3.1 A preliminary experimental system 
In order to gain experience in performing FCS on dual coloured fluorescent fusion 
proteins within cells, a simple cell loading strategy was selected for initial experiments. 
The applied ‘Influx Pinocytic Cell-Loading Reagent’ (Molecular Probes) simultaneously 
loaded a large number of cells. The Casp-3 sensitive fusion protein #1, ‘rsGFP-linker24-
DsRed2’, was selected for exogenous delivery. Cross-correlation was determined within 
loaded cells and the range of relative cross-correlation analysed along with the diffusional 
properties of loaded proteins.  
The loading approach allowed for immediate analysis following delivery, while 
intracellular expression of DsRed2 would have required at least 40h of incubation time 
inside cells. Preliminary experiments based on delivery avoided these long incubation 
times inside cells and related problems, like intracellular protein degradation and 
extensive aggregation [12,67].  
 

4.3.2 Realization of protein delivery and subequent dcFCCS analysis 
4.3.2.1 Delivery 
Fusion protein #1 was purified from E. coli BL21 (DE) as described. The protein 
substrate was further concentrated up to ~80µM concentration in Amicon 30.000MW 
spin concentrators by centrifugation at 2000g and 4°C. 5µl of the concentrate were 
incubated at 37°C for 12h with 1µl of Caspase-3 in order to produce a digested protein 
sample. This digest served as a negative control for determining the offset in cross-
correlation inside cells compared to an in vitro measurement after dilution with buffer 
W150. Delivery to cells was performed as described (chapter 3.4).  
Within the region covered by the ‘hyperload’-protein droplet approximately 60% to 90% 
of all cells left on the coverslip were loaded with protein as visualized by fluorescence 
microscopy. Up to 50% of all cells initially present were detached in the course of 
individual delivery procedures. The typical appearance of a cell after delivery of intact 
fusion proteins is depicted in the LSM-image in figure 26, produced at the Zeiss LSM 
510 confocal microscope. Normally cytosol and nucleus could be readily distinguished 
due to a difference in the fluorescence staining by fusion proteins, since the nucleus takes 
up less fluorophores. 
Brightly fluorescent 
vesicles or granules were 
visible in most cells after 
delivery and were stable 
for hours. Both cells 
showing brightly 
fluorescent aggregates or 
vesicles and also evenly 
distributed fluorescence 
could be detected after 
delivery. 
 
 
 

    A                               B                                C 

Figure 26: Delivery of fusion # 1 to ER293 cells  
LSM-images of 3 different cells after protein uptake are 
presented. While most cells showed bright aggregates (A 
& B), some cells were devoid of visible granules (C). 
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4.3.2.2 FCS measurements after protein delivery to cells 

Measurement routine   
FCS measurements were performed in 15s to 30s intervals within cells. The cytosol and 
cell nucleus could be clearly distinguished, and FCS measurements were usually 
performed within the cytosol. FCS measurements performed within cells are presented in 
figure 27, where ‘maximum-‘/’minimum-‘cross-correlation measurements are compared 
and representative cross-correlation amplitudes are shown. 

Effective range in cross-correlation  
The dynamic range in relative cross-correlation obtained after the delivery of intact and 
digested fusion protein samples reached from minimum values of 12% (figure 26 B) to 
maximum values of 50-60% (figure 27 A), respectively. Remarkably, also a wide 
distribution of relative cross-correlation values from 15% to 59% was observed after 
delivery of intact fusion proteins (figure 27 C). 
In figure 27 correlation curves from representative measurements were normalized by 
multiplication with the particle number corresponding to the lower autocorrelation curve 
(compare chapter 2.1.2). Thus, the amplitude of normalized cross-correlation functions in 
figure 27 directly corresponds to the percentage of GFP fluorophores belonging to intact 
fusion proteins (Eq.18). All measurements of intact fusion proteins required fit models 
including a second diffusing component and in part a second exponential decay term for 
dark states (fit models #4 and #5). Only measurements performed at high excitation 
intensities after delivery of digested fusion proteins could be fitted with one-component 
fits.  
 

The presented measurements are characterized in table 9, where the excitation intensity, 
the average particle brightness and approximate intracellular particle concentrations are 
indicated. Obtained fit parameters are provided in table III (Appendix). 

Figure 27: Intracellular cross-correlation analysis within ER293 cells after 
delivery of fusion #1 protein  
A) A representative normalized measurement of intracellular fusion #1 with a high 
cross-correlation amplitude (black) of 52% is shown. GFP and DsRed autocorrelation 
curves are printed in green and red, respectively, and also fit functions have been 
included.    
B) As a negative control, delivery of digested fusion protein #1 resulted in a low cross-
correlation amplitude of 12%. 
C) Multiple normalized cross-correlation functions from different cells loaded with 
intact and digested (NK1 & 2) fusion protein #1 are presented and cover a wide range. 
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Table 9: Essential measurement parameters  
 
Performance of the delivery system compared to in vitro sitiuations 
The performance of the delivery system is defined in table 10: The minimum relative 
cross-correlation determined after delivery of digested fusion proteins ranged between 
12% and 18%, whereas the same protein sample showed 3%-4% relative cross-
correlation after dilution in vitro. At the same time 80% to 90% of the values obtained for 
fusion proteins in vitro (65%-75%) prior to delivery could be reproduced inside live cells.  

Table 10:  Experimental range of the delivery system 
 
Diffusion behaviour of delivered protein fluorophores Additionally the diffusion 
behaviour of fluorophores after delivery of intact fusion proteins has been quantified as 
diffusion coefficients, Di, presented in table 11. At least two different diffusing species 
could be identified in all cells although large standard deviations for Di were obtained. 
The fast diffusing components featured values for Di that were similar to or at least 
within the same order of magnitude as values obtained for intracellular expression of 
protein fluorophores. The second component moved at least one order of magnitude 
slower. 

Data: 
single 15s to 30s measurements.  
Fits (for fusion proteins): 
Gcc :  two components, no triplet fraction. 
Ggreen:  two components, triplet fraction: 20-30 µs, 13-33%; 
Gred:  two components, strong blinking: 21-90µs, 29 -43%;   
Excitation Intensities:  
sample 488nm 

[kW/cm2] 
543nm 

[kW/cm2] 
pos. ctr. cell1 
neg. ctr. cell2 

1.5 
100 

7.3 
67 

Particle Brightness*: 
sample cpm [kHz] 

green 
cpm [kHz] 

red 
pos. ctr. cell1 
neg. ctr. cell2 

5   ±0.03 
14 ±0.4 

3.5  ±0.02 
10   ±0.3 

Intracellular Particle Concentrations**: 
sample C(green) 

[nM] 
C(red) 
[nM] 

pos. ctr. cell1 
neg. ctr. cell2 

35 
2 

31 
7 

 

* fit-errors considered for error-estimates 

** estimated error ≤10%, resulting from fit-errors of calibration and intracellular measurements and chromatic 
effects within cells 

Applied intensity-range ( for 22cells): 
 488nm: 1.2-33.2kW/cm2 

  543nm: 2.1-22.1kW/cm2; 
 
 
Particle brightness in cpm [kHz] ( for 22cells): 

 rsGFP: 7.8 average   (3.2-18.0) 
 DsRed2: 5.4 average   (3.4-6.8) 

 
 
Intracellular concentration-range ( for 22cells): 

 rsGFP:  10-94nM 
 DsRed2:  6-43nM 

 
sample digested 

fusion protein
diluted in W150 

 

fusion protein
 

diluted in 
W150 

digested 
fusion 

protein after 
delivery to 

cells 

fusion protein after 
delivery in cells 

relative cross-
correlation 3-4% 65-75% 12-18% 15% - 59% 
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Table 11: Diffusional properties of fusion proteins delivered to ER293 cells 
 

4.3.3 Benefits and limitations of exogenous delivery based on pinocytosis  
Experimental range   
Intracellular measurements following exogenous protein delivery to cells proved the 
successful performance of the dual colour cross-correlation setup on fluorescent proteins 
within living cells. Relative cross-correlation amplitudes from intracellular measurements 
reached 80% to 90% of analogous in vitro measurements. The minimum values obtained 
for relative cross-correlation inside cells in the presence of rsGFP and DsRed2 stayed 
below 20% and are only ~8% larger than analogous values for intracellularly expressed 
proteins (Chapter 4.5 & 4.6). Thus, the delivery procedure did not significantly increase 
the offset for intracellular cross-correlation analysis compared to systems based upon 
cellular expression.   
The wide distribution observed in relative cross-correlation values (15% to 59%) after the 
delivery of fusion proteins is most likely to result from the heterogenity of the protein 
sample (compare Chapter 4.1.3). This heterogeneity might possibly result in a variable 
composition of pinocytotic delivery vesicles to individual cells. A variable and rapid 
proteolytic degradation of fusion proteins following cellular uptake is less likely 
regarding the short time intervals (starting with only 30min) between delivery and first 
measurements but cannot be completely excluded. Consequently the presented data did 
not allow for any interpretations regarding the linker stability of the applied fusion 
protein #1. Tracking the stability of delivered protein inside cells over time would either 
have to be performed on the single cell level or based on very large numbers of individual 
cells. Neither approach was intended for these proof of principle experiments.

Limitations of the applied delivery system  
In reverse the performed measurements also pointed to the limitations of the applied 
influx assay in the context of FCS analysis.  
The fitting procedures always required the inclusion of a second diffusing component 
diffusing one order of magnitude slower. Only the diffusion times observed for negative 
controls as presented in figure 27 were significantly smaller than for fusion proteins. This 
observation might be due to high excitation powers resulting in increased bleaching rates 
and apparent shortening of diffusion times. 
Regarding the large fraction of ~ 40% slow component after fusion protein delivery 
significant aggregation of fluorophores inside cells has to be assumed. The two-
component diffusion model probably presents only a rough approximation since 
aggregation normally results in a wide spectrum of differently sized particles. Either 
sucrose and PEG included in ‘hyperload’ medium might have acted as a ’molecular glue’ 
for proteins, or very small pinocytotic vesicles survived the hypo-osmolar shock. Both 

sample fluorophore Di (average) 
[cm2/s] 

sd (yEr±) 
[cm2/s] 

Average 
portion of 
slow 
component 
 

N 

rsGFP_fast component 1.9*10-7  3.9*10-8 

RsGFP_slow component 1.2*10-8 2.3*10-8 
 
37% 
 

DR2_fast component  2.2*10-7 3.9*10-7 

fusion protein 
#2 delivery 
 

DR2_slow component 1.6*10-8 3.1*10-8 
 
43% 

22 
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  mRFP        tdimer2(12)  DsRed1 DsRed2-ST
2µg  10µg    11µg  38µg      2µg       1.5µg 

explanations would account for aggregation or codiffusion of multiple fluorophores. 
Accordingly, LMS images of loaded cells in part  showed brightly fluorescent vesicles of 
different sizes present even several hours after delivery. The correct explanation for the 
observed aggregation/codiffusion might be much more complex, since both a ‘molecular 
glue’ or small vesicles should have created a significantly higher cross-correlation offset 
(i.e. minimal value) upon delivery of negative controls. 

Summary 
A wide range of cross-correlation amplitudes could immediately be observed inside live 
cells with the home-built dual-colour FCS setup relying on excitation with a 488nm and 
543nm laser line. High values for relative cross-correlation of up to 60% were obtained in 
vivo. No information about protein stability could be gained from these initial 
experiments. 
The pinocytosis delivery system proved to be particularly suited for preliminary 
experiments intending to gain experience on new experimental systems and technical 
setups. A major limitation is presented by the detected aggregation of fluorescent probes 
in the course of delivery, resulting in heterogenous particle populations inside cells that 
produce difficulties and uncertainties in data interpretation. Moreover the impact of the 
hyperload mixture on protein function cannot be easily predicted. 
 

4.4 Comparison of DsRed-mutants in intracellular FCS applications 
4.4.1 Several red candidate fluorophores might be suited for FCS 
As has been pointed out, all red fluorescent proteins known to date show major 
drawbacks for their application in sensitive photophysical applications and thus require 
compromises to be taken into account for experimental designs. Particularly mRFP1 and 
tdimer2(12) were of high interest because of their accelerated chromophore maturation 
and reduced aggregation tendency [73]. So far, only DsRed had been subjected to 
extensive FCS analysis in vitro and no systematic comparison had been performed for 
multiple RFPs in vivo [42,80]. Consequently, 4 red fluorescent proteins, HcRed, DsRed2 
and its mutants mRFP1 and tdimer2(12) were analysed both in vitro and within ER293 
cells. A profound photophysical analysis of RFPs would have been beyond the scope of 
this study. Consequently, a more pragmatic procedure primarily concerned about 
experimental handling and data interpretation (separating diffusion from intramolecular 
photodynamic processes) was pursued. 

4.4.2 Characterization of RFPs both in vitro and inside live cells  

4.4.2.1 Native page analysis 
Aggregation of DsRed-mutants was analysed in native 
8% page gels, run at 4°C in order to stabilize 
aggregation intermediates and detect oligomerization. 
Proteins were loaded at different quantities into 
adjacent lanes in order to make less abundant species 
visible. Fluorescence imaging on a UV-screen 
confirmed variable oligomerization tendencies as 
shown in Figure 28. 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 28: Native 
page analysis of 
DsRed mutants 
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While four different protein bands were detected for native DsRed1 (two strong and two 
faint bands) only 2 bands were visible for mRFP1 and 3 bands for tdimer2(12) (one very 
faint). Curiously only one band was obtained for DsRed2.  
 

4.4.2.2 In vitro FCS analysis of mRFP1 and tdimer2(12) in comparison to DsRed2 
DsRed-mutants mRFP1 and 
tdimer2(12) proved to be 
compatible with FCS analysis 
under the conditions applied and 
allowed for precise data analysis. 
Proteins were diluted in buffer 
W150, and measurements were 
performed at the commercial FCS 
setup ‘ConfoCor2’ (Zeiss, Jena) 
applying 543nm excitation and a 
BP560-615nm emission filter. 
Figure 29 presents the 
autocorrelation curves (A) along 
with relative molecular brightness 
values (C). Fitting parameters 
obtained after curve fits are listed 
in table IV (Appendix). For 3.6 
and 5.5 kW/cm2 excitation 
intensity mRFP1 autocorrelation 
curves were too noisy to obtain 
reliable fits and distinguish 
diffusion from blinking. 
tdimer2(12) performed as the 
brightest fluorophore while 
mRFP1 was by far dimmer than 
DsRed2 and tdimer2(12). Similar 
diffusion coefficients Di ranging from 3.8 to 4.2*10-6cm2/s were obtained for all three 
proteins: 
Di_DsRed2 ≈ 3.8(±0.3)⋅10-7 cm2/s.   
Di_mRFP1 ≈ 4.2(±0.8)⋅10-7 cm2/s; 
Di_tdimer2(12) ≈ 4.1(±0.2)⋅10-7 cm2/s; 
 

4.4.2.3 In vivo FCS analysis of mRFP1, tdimer2(12), DsRed2 and HcRed 
Intracellular transient expression of RFPs within ER293 cells was performed over night 
(~16h) as described in chapter 3.4. FCS measurements were performed as single 15s to 
30s measurements at the dual colour FCS setup at different excitation intensities within 
the cytosol. Autocorrelation curves were normalized to N=1 and superimposed for each 
fluorophore, respectively (figure 30 A to D). Fit models #2 and #3 (one component, one 
or two exponential decay terms for dark states) were applied to describe intracellular 
diffusion and blinking of fluorophores. Fitting parameters and molecular brightness 
values η along with the applied laser intensities are indicated next to the plots. Dotted 
lines represent measurements that already showed fluorophore bleaching due to elevated 
excitation intensities, as could be told from decreasing countrates and offsets in 
autocorrelation curves. To allow for a direct visual comparison of the analysed 
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Figure 29: FCS-based comparison of DsRed-
mutants in vitro 
A) Autocorrelation curves of all tested DsRed 
mutants show strong blinking. B) A comparison of 
molecular brightness relative to DsRed2 was 
generated from FCS data. 
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Figure 30: Comparison of intracellular diffusion of DsRed-mutants mRFP1, 
tdimer2(12), DsRed2 and HcRed 
A) Normalized diffusion curves recorded at increasing excitation intensities along with  
fitting parameters are displayed. Increasing dark fractions of fluorophores are indicated 
by vertical errors. B) Autocorrelation curves from different DsRed-mutants were 
superimposed to allow for visual comparison of intracellular fluorophore diffusion 
behaviour. 

 

diffusional behaviour of fluorophores diffusion curves of different RFPs were plotted in a 
superimposed manner in figure 30 E).  
All fluorophores showed the same trend described in detail by Malvezzi et al [42]: the 
percentage of blinking molecules increased with excitation intensity, while the blinking 
time τdark decreased. Fits to the autocorrelation curves of tdimer2(12) could be improved 
by adding a second short photodynamic process. Blinking decay times ranged within 
75µs to 330µs observed with 41% to 61% of all molecules. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
According to the autocorrelation curve shape for τ>0.5ms and the presented diffusion 
times τdiff, the four fluorophores tested could be roughly divided into 3 groups: 1) fast 
diffusion: mRFP1, 2) intermediate diffusion: DsRed2 and tdimer2(12) and 3) slow 
diffusion: HcRed. Table 12 presents the average diffusion coefficients inclusive tested 
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green flurophores and obtained standard deviations. mRFP1 showed the fastest 
intracellular diffusion and diffused nearly as rapidly as EGFP and rsGFP.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 11:  Intracellular diffusion coefficients Di of protein fluorophores  
within ER293 cells 
 

4.4.3 Evaluation of different red protein fluorophores for FCS 
Red fluorescent proteins in vitro  
Native page analysis confirmed the improvement on mRFP1 and tdimer2(12) relative to 
DsRed1 in terms of aggregation tendencies: mRFP1 only showed one strong and a faint 
band while DsRed1 showed at least 4 different bands. 
Curiously only one band was visible for DsRed2-ST; this might be due the StrepTag on 
the C-terminal end including positive charges that might interfere with tetramerization 
[62]. Thus DsRed2-ST might have been present as a stable tetramer in this 
electrophoresis and FCS in vitro experiments. 
Initial in vitro FCS analysis of DsRed2, mRFP1 and tdimer2(12) revealed that all three 
DsRed mutants featured molecular blinking. For the conditions applied blinking with 
dark states of 28µs to 58µs length and a blinking molecule fraction of 40% to 67% were 
observed at 16kW/cm2 excitation intensity. Although a tendency to oligomerization could 
be demonstrated in PAGE experiments, no extensive aggregation could be observed for 
the fluorophore concentrations (60-220 nM) applied in these measurements, otherwise a 
one component fit model would not have been sufficient for proper curve fitting. The in 
vitro Di values obtained for DsRed2, mRFP1 and tdimer2(12) are very similar to values 
reported for DsRed1 (Di=3.7*10-7cm2/s; [42]) and about twofold smaller than for EGFP 
(8.7*10-7cm2/s; [87]). Thus mRFP1 and tdimer2(12) just like DsRed2 showed 
significantly slower diffusion in vitro than would be expected for a truly monomeric 
protein fluorophore like EGFP. Consequently, further experiments would be necessary to 
confirm or contradict the monomeric nature of mRFP1 while freely diffusing in solution.  
For the conditions applied, mRFP1 was significantly dimmer than DsRed2 and 
tdimer2(12). Due to the applied emission filter BP560-615nm approximately only half of 
the photons emitted by the red-shifted mRFP1 were collected in these experiments 
(compare emission spectra, figure 6). Nevertheless the relative brightness determined by 
Campbell et al. [73] could be confirmed after excitation with 543nm: tdimer2(12) > 
DsRed2 > mRFP1. Regarding this brightness relation, a more red shifted emission filter, 
HQ600-660nm, was chosen for in vivo FCS measurements of DsRed2, mRFP1 or 
tdimer2(12), since mRFP1 shows a significantly lower quantum yield than the other 
proteins and also less efficient excitation with 543nm compared to DsRed2 and 
tdimer2(12) [73]. 
 
 
 

 
Sample 

 
Fluorophore 

 
Di (average) 
[cm2/s] 

 
sd (yEr±) 
[cm2/s] 

 
N 
(cells) 

EGFP 4.5*10-7 1.1*10-7 3 

RsGFP 3.4*10-7 3.6*10-8 4 

DR2  1.6*10-7 1.8*10-8 4 

mRFP1 3.2*10-7 5.2*10-8 5 

tdimer2(12) 2.0*10-7 5.2*10-8 5 

Expression of single 
fluorophores 

HcRed 1.1*10-7 2.3*10-8 4 
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Strategy 
Preparations 

a) fusion proteins in cell lysates  
b) cellular autofluorescence  
c) fittting procedures                                     

‘in vivo’ measurements 
a) representative measurements  
b) dynamic range  
c) resolution 

trends in experimental data 
a) diffusion behaviour  
b) comparison of different fusion proteins 

                                  
  

 
Choice of fusion proteins for online monitoring 

within single cells 

Molecular brightness in vivo   
The choice of filter HQ600-660nm for in vivo experiments proved to be a good 
compromise that allowed for analyzing all three proteins without changing the 
measurement setup (compare filter and fluorophore spectra in figure 6, chapter 2.2). As a 
consequence of the selected emission filter HQ600-660nm mRFP1 and tdimer2(12) 
yielded a comparable particle brightness for similar excitation intensities while DsRed2 
was darker. The diffusion coefficients determined for cytosolic diffusion featured mRFP1 
as the fastest fluorophore diffusing nearly as rapidly as EGFP or rsGFP while HcRed and 
DsRed2 showed significantly slower diffusion. Moreover the Di values obtained for 
cytosolic diffusion of mRFP1, tdimer2(12) and EGFP/rsGFP were similar to values 
reported for EGFP [38,48,87,88].  

Conclusions  
The comparison of DsRed2, mRFP1 and tdimer2(12) yielded 4 decisive conclusions for 
the experiments to follow: 
1. Probably all DsRed mutants show excitation depending blinking on a wide range of 

time scales. 
2. Although initially presented as a fluorophore rather too weak for most applications, 

mRFP1 could be applied for intracellular FCS measurements and allowed for precise 
evaluation of particle parameters. 

3. The intracellular diffusion of mRFP1 showed large similarity to the monomeric 
fluorophores EGFP and rsGFP and was clearly distinguished from the other tested red 
fluorescent proteins. 

4. mRFP1 and tdimer2(12) were considered the most promising candidate proteins for 
intracellular applications due to their diffusion behaviour and molecular brightness, 
respectively. 

 

4.5 Dual-colour cross-correlation analysis of fluorescent fusion 
proteins expressed inside live cells 

4.5.1 A strategy for evaluating a truly endogenous system 
Primary goal of the experiments described in this section was to characterize the 
performance of the dual-colour setup for truly intracellular substrates and compare 
different fusion proteins according to their modular composition.  

In order to obtain preliminary data about 
intracellular fusion protein stability and 
relative cross-correlation values, cell 
lysates were prepared after the 
overexpression of fusion proteins. 
Additionally, the induction of cellular 
apoptosis and consecutive protein 
degradation should be analysed within 
lysates generated after the induction of 
apoptosis.  
Contributions of cellular auto-
fluorescence to intracellular measure-
ments were examined within empty 
ER293 cells. Strongly correlating 
fluorescent signals can originate from 
cellular components such as flavins and 

affect both auto- and cross-correlation curves of fusion proteins (compare chapter 3.1.4). 
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In parallel errors and uncertainties in relative cross-correlation values resulting from data 
fitting procedures were discussed. Particular attention was paid to the correct distinction 
of particle diffusion and intramolecular photodynamic processes. Based on a 
consideration of different error contributions a maximum resolution for changes in 
intracellular cross-correlation values was proposed. 
Based on the dataset obtained from numerous individual measurements the stability of 
different fusion proteins was compared and evaluated. The dynamic range of this analysis 
was determined from minimal and maximal values obtained for relative cross-correlation 
inside cells. The experiments described here resulted in the choice of particular fusion 
proteins to observe within individual cells in an online fashion.  
    

4.5.2 Realisation and evaluation of an endogenous system  
4.5.2.1 FCS analysis of cellular lysates 

Sample preparation 
Cell lysis was performed with ER293 cells grown to ~90% confluence after 16-18h 
protein overexpression. Overexpression of fusion proteins #1 to #9 was induced with 5µg 
Pon-A /1ml. Additionally rsGFP and tdimer2(12) were expressed simultaneously after 
cotransfection of ER293 cells with the pEGSH-rsGFP and pEGSH-tdimer2(12) plasmids. 
Transfection efficiencies of 5-15% were sufficient to yield lysates containing 0.4-7.7nM 
protein fluorophores, as determined by FCS analysis. Laser intensities of 2.5-28kW/cm2 

for 543nm and 55-168kW/cm2 for 488nm were applied.  

Dynamic range of FCS analysis 
Relative cross-correlation values of fusion proteins ranged from 34% to 63%, 
significantly above the tested negative controls (14% to 18%) (Figure 31, A-F, G-H). 
Measurements were normalized and fluorescence traces were plotted next to each graph 
(1x15s for A to F, and 2x15s and 3x15s for G) and H), respectively). 
The total dynamic range was 14% to 63% relative cross-correlation and up to 1-2nM 
intact substrate molecules were present in lysates. Consequently, fusion proteins in part 
displayed a high stability inside cells under the conditions applied.  
 
Induction of apoptosis  
Cross-correlation analysis of cell lysates generated after the induction of apoptosis were 
performed as preliminary tests: low sample numbers (N=10) were analysed in order to 
test for dramatic effects on the stability of fusion protein # 6 and #9. Apoptosis was 
induced after adding staurosporine to the growth medium (final concentration 5µM). 
Lysis was performed 4 to 16h after addition of staurosporine and CCrel values were 
compared to negative controls not treated with staurosporine.  
The data presented in table 12 documents that staurosporine-induction performed under 
the chosen conditions did not exert the dramatic effect expected within the wide dynamic 
experimental range determined above. Though changes in cell morphology and visual 
contrast could be observed upon staurosporine treatment. The number of fragmented 
nuclei, an early morphological apoptotic marker, were estimated after Hoechst 33258 
staining and constituted 20-50% of all nuclei after 15h of staurosporine-treatment. 
Though, comparatively small values for CCrel were also obtained for the inert fusion #9 
pointing to unspecific protein degradation within time ranges of ~15h of staurosporine 
treatment. 
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 sample CCrel [%] Staurosporine treatment 

time [h]          concentration 
fusion #6   (1st run) 38 

44 
38 
42 

0   
0 
4 
4 

0 
0 
3.5µM 
3.5µM 

fusion #6   (2nd run) 37 
33 
29 
29 

0 
7.5 
15 
15 

0 
3.5µM 
1.2 µM  
4.3 µM  

fusion #9          
              

33 
28 

15 
15 

1.2µM  
4.3 µM  

 
Table 12: Staurosporine treatment followed by dcFCCS analysis  
after lysis 

 

Figure 31: Analysis of cellular 
lysates containing fusion proteins 

The upper row of measurements (A to 
C) presents typical cross-correlation 
values for fusion constructs that are 
sensitive to Casp-3 cleavage (34% to 
54%). The lower row (D to F) 
presents typical values for fusion 
constructs without Casp-3 cleavage 
sites (51% to 63%). Measurements 
presented in G) and H) present the 
offset for negative controls, obtained 
after cell lysis and subsequent FCS 
analysis, which ranged between 14 to 
18% relative cross-correlation. Insets 
show the intensity of fluorescence 
[kHz] along the time axis [s]. 
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4.5.2.2 Monitoring cellular autofluorescence 
Cellular autofluorescence was examined for ER293 cells applying typical excitation 
intensities of 0.4-0.8kW/cm2 (488nm) and 2.5-18kW/cm2 (543nm). Cells were positioned 
applying fluorescence microscopy or bright-field illumination. Cellular autofluorescence 
and its contributions to FCS measurements varies with the intracellular position of the 
measurement spot and the appearance of a cell in fluorescence microscopy. In part cells 
showed brightly fluorescent granules and vacuoles but also rather homogenous and dark 
cytosolic regions. Accordingly, figure 32 presents several FCS measurements inside 
empty cells.  

‘Dark’ cells & cellular regions  
Most untreated cells (50-90%) showed no or only few fluorescent granules in 
fluorescence microscopy and two representative FCS measurements are presented in 
figure 32 A and B. Only a very weakly correlating background signal could be obtained 
in the cytosol of these untreated ER293 cells for the applied laser intensities. The cellular 
fluorescence background signal ranged between 1- 6 kHz in the red and 0.3 - 3 kHz in the 
green channel and was found to 
be larger for red than green 
background signals for applied 
conditions defined by emission 
filters and excitation. Moving 
the laser foci through the upper 
cellular membrane produced 
fluorescence signals of >10kHz 
in both detection channels. 

Bright cellular regions and 
cells with granules 
In the presence of numerous 
autofluorescent granules/ 
vacuoles typically strongly 
correlating background signals 
were obtained (figure 31 C and 
E). A brightly fluorescent, 
~0.2cpm [kHz], and slowly 
diffusing (ms-range) cellular 
component could preferably be 
observed near the plasma 
membrane (Figure E).  
The cell shown in D) was 
treated with SP for 4h and 
stained with Hoechst 33258 
prior to the measurement 
presented in figure E). SP- 
treatment increased cellular 
autofluorescence within several 
hours. The position of the 
measurement spot is indicated 
in the image, where also 
fluorescent granules within the 
cytosol are visible. The 
Hoechst 33258 stain (right 
image in D, excitation/emission 
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Figure 32: Cellular autofluorescence and FCS 
FCS detected variable autofluorescence background 
contributions within empty cells. In general 
background signals were dark and correlated weakly 
(A & B), but also bright and slowly moving 
background fluorescence was detected in some cells, 
especially near membranes.. 
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maxima: 350/455nm) helped to discriminate the cytosol from the nucleus.  

4.5.2.3 Fitting procedures and error estimates for CCrel    
As mentioned above, fit models for interpreting FCS datasets frequently present rather 
pragmatic compromises and do not necessarily account for all particle species possibly 
present within an analysed solution or cell. Therefore a rough error estimate based on 
representative diffusion curves will be presented. Autocorrelation curves of intracellular 
fusion proteins were fitted with different fit models (Figure 33). Fit parameters and fit 
residuals (a plot of the deviations between fit and original data) were compared to each 
other to allow for a discussion of the most suitable fit-model, particularly with regard to 
whether and how many exponential decay terms for dark states should be included. 
Deviations in G(0) values and  particle numbers N between different fit models along 
with inherent fit errors served to estimate the error in relative cross-correlation values 
possibly resulting from an inappropriate choice of fit models and noise in FCS curves. 

Fitting diffusion of GFP  
An intensity dependent dark state could optionally be fitted to some EGFP curves (Figure 
33 A & B). Many autocorrelation curves obtained for EGFP and also rsGFP showed a 
decrease in the curve amplitude for τ<10-5s (Figure 33 B). The error in particle numbers 
N typically resulting from this kind of diffusion curve for displayed measurements was 
±1.5-2 for 50 to 70 particles within Veff.  

Fitting diffusion of DsRed-mutants   
The complex intramolecular photodynamic behaviour of DsRed-mutants always required 
the inclusion of at least one intra-molecular photophysical process. Figure 33 C and D 
present mRFP1 and tdimer2(12) diffusion curves that were alternatively fitted with fit 
models #2 and #5. In addition fit residuals were plotted below the autocorrelation curves 
and confirmed that the more complex fit model #6 provided the mathematically more 
accurate fit (smaller fit residuals). The error for particle numbers N resulting from 
applying different fit models including fit errors was ±3. The complex fits (#5) fits 
always required the fixation of several fit parameters in order to yield fit results. 

Fitting cross-correlation curves  
Another source of fit errors were fit functions of cross-correlation curves. Curve fits 
frequently showed deviations from cross-correlation curves that most likely resulted from 
not perfectly overlapping red and green detection volumes. Moreover noisy cross-
correlation curves resulted from comparatively dark fluorophores with brightness values 
of ~0.5cpm [kHz]. Fit routines produced maximum errors up to ±2-3% of the indicated 
cross-correlation amplitudes.  

Error estimate for relative cross-correlation  
The error in relative cross-correlation, CCrel, resulting out of errors in autocorrelation 
curve fits and assumed application of a wrong fit model (among 2-3 choices) was 
estimated based on the representative examples examined above:  
CCrel= Gcc(τ)/Ggreen(red)(τ); with Ggreen(red)(τ)=1/Nall; 
Assuming an average CCrel = 50% and a fit uncertainty of Nerror, the maximum error 
range for CCrel was estimated as:    
 CCrel= 50% ± (Nerror x 50%)/N 
Table 13 presents some examples for errors in relative cross-correlation depending on the 
relation of Nerror to N and the ratio of Gcc(0) to Gauto(0) as determined from fit results. 

The estimated errors for the lowest and average EGFP particle number observed within 
Veff in 44 measurements, N=24 and N=100, did not exceed ±2% in the discussed 
scenario. Analogously for ~100 red particles within Veff the error in relative cross-
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correlation is unlikely to exceed ±2% as a consequence of applying the less suitable of 
both tested fit models. Additionally including maximum fitting errors from cross-
correlation curves resulted in a maximum error estimate of ±5% relative cross-correlation 
for in vivo measurements.  
 

  
N Nerror ± CCrel error 

for CCrel= 50% 
[%] 

± CCrel error  
for CCrel=35% 
[%] 

± CCrel error 
for CCrel =20% 
[%] 

100 1 0.5 0.3 0.2 
 2 1 0.7 0.4 
 4 2 1 0.8 
24 1 2 1 0.8 
 2 4 3 2 
 4 7 6 3 

Table 13: Error estimate for relative cross-correlation 
CCrel -error estimates for a given particle concentration depend on 
fit errors for N (Nerror) and CCrel as determined from fit results.   

 

Figure 33: Error estimate for applied fitting procedures  
Representative autocorrelation functions from intracellular measurements of fusion 
proteins were fitted with different fit models (#1: one component; #2: one component 
with one dark state; #5: two components with two dark states). For mRFP1 and 
tdimer2(12) (C & D) fit residual for both fits were plotted below and showed how fits 
improved upon including a 2nd component and a 2nd dark state. Fit errors for rsGFP, 
tdimer2(12) and mRFP1 obtained from simple and more complex fit models were 
applied to determine the resolution of intracellular dcFCCS. 
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F it m o d e l # 2
N 5 7 .9 8            ± 0 .9 0 2 8
T A U D IF F 0 .0 0 2 3 1 2 ± 1 .1 1 4 E -4
T R IP 0 .6 7 9 9 ± 0 .0 0 4 7 8
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N             3 3 .5      ± 2 .6
K O M P 2 0 .1
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D A R K       0 .1 9 ± 0 .1
T A U D A R K 0 .0 0 0 3 2 ± 0 .0 0 0 4

A)                                             B)

C)                                             D)
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4.5.2.4 Analysis of fusion constructs after intracellular expression  

Intracellular expression  
Fusion constructs #2 and #4 to #9 were analysed in ER293 cells after weak induction for 
14-16h (0.5 to 0.75 µg PonA/ml) or strong induction for 3-5h (2.5 o 5 µg PonA/ml). In 
part, cells were treated with the apoptosis inhibitor zVAD-fmk during transfection or 
induction with PonA, since transfection procedures were reported to induce apoptosis 
[12]. Analogously to the negative control applied in lysis experiments, rsGFP and 
tdimer2(12) were co-expressed over night.  

Representative measurements  
Successful FCS measurements of all constructs could be performed after overnight 
expression and also after induction for 3-5h. Only fusion #2, including DsRed2, required 
>40h of incubation prior to FCS analysis.  
Maximum CCrel values of at least ~30% could be obtained for each construct tested, 
although significantly lower values were obtained for some constructs in the majority of 
measurements. Figure 34 displays one representative measurement for each construct 
including fluorescent traces. Fit parameters are listed in table V (Appendix).  

The dynamic range of intracellular measurements   
The dynamic range of relative cross-correlation after intracellular expression of fusion 
constructs and negative controls was 11% to 50% CCrel (Figure 35).  
The minimum relative cross-correlation in cells was determined in cells coexpressing 
tdimer2(12) and rsGFP as negative controls and represented the offset of this intracellular 
cross-correlation assay. Figure 35 A shows two representative measurements of negative 
controls: all three correlation functions are displayed after normalization with the lower 
autocorrelation function amplitude. The resulting offset of 11% relative cross-correlation 
defined the value to be expected for complete digestion of fusion proteins into seperate 
fluorophores.  
Figure 35 B analogously shows representative measurements after fusion protein 
expression with CCrel minimum and maximum values, 13% and 50%, respectively. 
Normalized pairs of cross-correlation functions along with the lower autocorrelation 
functions were plotted. Supplementary data about presented measurements is provided in 
table 14, fit parameters are listed in table VI (Appendix).  
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Figure 34: Intracellular dcFCCS after endogenous expression of fusion proteins 
Cross-correlation measurements are presented for fusion proteins #2 and #4-9 (Color 
code: Fit functions, cross-correlation, autocorrelation ’GFP’, autocorrelation ‘DsRed-
mutant’) All tested constructs showed significant cross-correlation amplitudes ≥23% 
CCrel. FCS analysis of fusions with inert linkers is shown in the left column (A-D), while 
measurements of Casp-3 sensitive linkers are shown in E to G (right column). Duration 
of measurement intervals along with particle brightness and CCrel are listed in boxes. 
Fluorescent traces were superimposed to visualize slight changes in fluorescence 
intensity (vertical arrows). Intracellular protein fluorophore concentrations ranged from 
14 to 137nM concentrations (EGFP: 59-137nM; rsGFP: 67-130nM; tdimer2(12): 14-
74nM; mRFP1:23-81nM; DsRed2: 26nM). Excitation intensities ranged between 0.6-1.7 
kW/cm2  x  488nm  and 2.0-12.7 kW/cm2  x  543nm.   
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Table14: Particle brightness, excitation intensities and concentrations as determined 
in measurements presented in figure 35 
 
 
Comparison of protein stability  
The intracellular stability of applied fusion proteins after 14 h to 16 h protein expression 
was analysed based on a large dataset of analogous measurements. Figure 36 visualizes 
CCrel values and presents histograms of the CCrel distributions. Both measurements 
performed after or no z-VAD-fmk treatment during plasmid transfection are considered.  

• Measurements of the fusion constructs #7 and #9 showed high cross-correlation 
amplitudes of up to ~50% and could be reproduced most reliably.  
High cross-correlation values of >40% were obtained in >40% of all evaluated 
cells expressing fusion #7 and #9. (Fusion #8 showed comparable stability to 
fusion #9 but was not included in this comparison). 
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Figure 35: Determination 
of the effective 
experimental range 
Measurements displaying 
maximum and minimum cross-
correlation values are 
featured in normalized curves. 
Negative controls (A, complete 
measurements) and fusion 
proteins (B, pairs of cross- 
and autocorrelation curves) 
were analysedd for the lower 
and upper boundaries in 
relative cross-correlation. 

                                                                                                                                      particle          
                                             particle brightness*        excitation intensity           concentration** 
sample cpm 

[kHz] 
green 

cpm 
[kHz] 
red 

488nm 
[kW/cm

2] 

543nm 
[kW/cm2] 

C(gr) 
[nM] 

C(r) 
[nM] 

tdimer2(12) & rsGFP  cell1 
 cell2 
fusion #9 cell1 
  cell2 
fusion #6  cell3 
 cell4 

4.0 ±0.1 
1.7 ±0.1 
1.0 ±0.01 
0.6 ±0.02 
1.2 ±0.01 
0.7 ±0.01 

2.0 ±0.1 
1.4 ±0.1 
1.8 ±0.02 
1.0 ±0.02 
3.3 ±0.05 
0.8 ±0.03 

3.0 
1.0 
0.3 
0.8 
n.d. 
0.2 

6.1 
6.1 
6.1 
5 

n.d. 
1.7 

12 
27 

137 
63 
95 
71 

18 
9 

14 
41 
21 
68 

Data: 
Averaged from 3 to 5 x 10s or 2 x 30s measurements.  
Fits: 
Gcc :  no triplett fraction  
Ggreen: without /with triplett fraction (21-30 µs, 10-14%) 
Gred:  strong blinking (62-83µs, 39-64%)   
 
* fit-errors considered for error estimation 
** estimated error ≤10%, resulting from fit-errors of calibration and intracellular measurements and chromatic 
effects within cells 

A)                                                   B) 
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• In contrast the relative cross-correlation determined for fusions #4 and #5 never 

surpassed ~35%. Linker ‘Inert30’ apparently showed only low intracellular stability 
(not shown in figure 36). 

• Fusion construct #6 (linker48) showed intermediate stability and a wide range of 
cross-correlation amplitudes. 
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  Figure 36: Protein stability after overnight expression 
CCrel values obtained from single cells after (red) and without (white) zVAD-fmk 
treatment are summarized in histograms for each construct analyzed. Also CCrel 
average values along with standard deviations (in brackets) are displayed. In part 
Casp-3 inhibitor z-VAD-fmk had been included in transient expression procedures  
and lead to an increase in fusion protein stability, in particular for fusion proteins 
including ‘inert23’ and ‘linker24mu’, showing superior stability to ‘linker48’.    

 
Fusion #2 was not included into this comparison due to obvious disadvantages of DsRed2: 
Fluorophore maturation had to proceed for at least 40h to allow for intracellular 
measurements. Only a small fraction of green fluorescent cells (~20%) showed also red 
fluorescence and was subsequently analysed by FCS. Though high cross-correlation 
amplitudes could be observed within some of these cells (Figure 34 G). 

Diffusion of expressed fusion proteins 
To gain information about the diffusional properties of fusion proteins, or more generally 
speaking, the protein fluorophores expressed as fusion proteins, average diffusion coefficients 
were derived from the dataset presented above. Table 15 summarizes and compares the 
diffusional characteristics of different protein fluorophores inside the cytosol of living cells as 
observed after protein delivery and expression of both single protein fluorophores and fusion 
constructs.  
Protein fluorophores that were expressed as fusion proteins seem to diffuse slightly slower 
than free protein fluorophores, which is in accordance with the theory predicting a 1.3 fold 
slower diffusion for a particle of twice the molecular weight and size and also accounts for the 
observed oligomerization behaviour of applied fluorophores. The fast diffusing component 
after protein delivery of fusion proteins showed diffusion behaviour similar to protein 
fluorophores expressed as fusions.  
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sample Fluorophore Di (average) 

[cm2/s] 
sd (yEr±) 
[cm2/s] 

N Comments 

rsGFP_fast component 1.9*10-7  3.9*10-8 22 
RsGFP_slow component 1.2*10-8 2.3*10-8  
DR2_fast component  2.2*10-7 3.9*10-7  

fusion #2 
delivery 
 

DR2_slow component 1.6*10-8 3.1*10-8  

Two-component fits were 
necessary for proper curve 
fitting.  
 

EGFP 4.5*10-7 1.1*10-7 4 
DR2 1.6*10-7 1.8*10-8 4 
mRFP1 3.2*10-7 5.2*10-8 5 
tdimer2(12) 2.0*10-7 5.2*10-8 5 

expression of 
single 
fluorophores 

HcRed 1.1*10-7 2.3*10-8 4 

One-component fits were 
sufficient. 
EGFP and mRFP1 showed 
fastest diffusional 
behaviour. 

Tdimer2(12) 1.0*10-7 2.6*10-8 22 expression of  
fusion #9 EGFP 1.1*10-7 2.5*10-8  

mMRFP1 1.2*10-7 3.7*10-8 19 expression of  
fusion #7 EGFP 1.7*10-7 4.1*10-8  

tdimer2(12) 1.2*10-7 3.6*10-8 7 expression of  
fusion #6 rsGFP 1.6*10-7 3.2*10-8  

tdimer2(12) 1.9*10-7 7.0*10-8 4 expression of  
tdimer2(12) and  
rsGFP as a 
negative control 

RsGFP 3.4*10-7 3.6*10-8  

One-component fits were 
sufficient. 
 
Values of “red” and “green” 
Di’s obtained for the 
negative control are 
significantly different from 
the fusion proteins. 

 
Table 15: Diffusional properties of fluorescent proteins inside cells 
  

4.5.3 Discussion of measurements after endogenous expression 
4.5.3.1 Autofluorescence 

…to consider or not consider?  
As was already expected from fluorescence microscopy, cellular autofluorescence can 
deliver variable contributions to intracellular FCS analysis. Therefore, preferably cells 
showing a homogeneous cytosol were selected along with cytosolic measurement 
positions away from granular structures. The focus was positioned completely within 
cells, as assured by moving the cell up and down prior to measurements. Weakly 
correlating background signals from dark ‘background’ particles (Figure 32 A and B) 
were not considered for fitting procedures: For low molecular brightness values one order 
of magnitude below protein fluorophores these background signals only produce 
insignificant errors for particle number (overestimation) and brightness values 
(underestimation). Schwille et al. proposed not to consider non-correlating background 
signals in data interpretation unless they made up more than 10% of the total fluorescent 
signal. Most intracellular measurements of fusion proteins fell into this range showing 
fluorescence intensities of 40-100 kHz [24]. 

Variability of autofluorescence  
Factors contributing to a variance in autofluorescent background signals are the position 
of the focus inside cells particularly with regard to membranes and the physiological state 
of the cell [47]. This makes any inclusion of fluorescence background signals into data 
evaluation subject to significant uncertainty and errors – the cellular background 
contribution can only be assumed from comparable cells or a systematic analysis, but not 
determined within the cell assayed. Thus, not including cellular autofluorescent signals 
into data evaluation but producing large datasets of FCS measurements along with 
negative controls might be as well suited to cope with the problem of cellular 
autofluorescence. Realization of analogous TPE approaches efficiently circumvent this 
problem [24].  
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4.5.3.2 Fitting procedures and resolution 
Background fluorescence was excluded from the discussion of fitting errors for the 
reasons presented above.  

Complex or simple fitting models?   
Reliable fits were obtained applying fitting models based on free 3D diffusion. No fitting 
models based on anomalous diffusion had to be applied. Fit residuals could be minimized 
by applying more complex fit models, e.g. adding a 2nd intra-molecular photodynamic 
process and a 2nd diffusing component. Though, more complex fitting models required 
the fixation of various parameters prior to the fit procedure. Determination of various 
particle fit parameters in suited calibration measurements prior to sample analysis 
presents a reliable strategy for in vitro measurements since equivalent conditions can be 
readily reproduced. Unfortunately, this strategy runs into limits for intracellular 
applications, since measurement conditions  can be heterogeneous, depending on the 
measurement position and cellular metabolic activity. If not handled with caution, 
fixation of crucial particle fit parameters might lead to a misinterpretation of diffusion 
curves in spite of improved fit residuals. Therefore, diffusion curves were preferably 
fitted with the simplest fitting model possible and fit parameters compared to more 
complex fit models.  

EGFP-fits were more reliable than DsRed-fits  
Correlation function amplitudes and a distinction of particle diffusion from intra-
molecular dynamics are decisive for calculating correct relative cross-correlation values. 
Thus, correct fitting was more critical for the red fluorophores showing strong blinking 
while EGFP and rsGFP typically showed no or only very small triplet fractions. At the 
same time, the green protein fluorophores presented the more abundant fluorophore 
species in ~95% of all cells and thus produced the lower autocorrelation function decisive 
for determining relative cross-correlation. As indicated, correlation curves frequently 
showed a decrease in amplitude for τ<10-5s making a correct fit for processes within this 
time range impossible. This decrease is most likely to result from low particle brightness 
and not from the  dynamic behaviour of the applied correlator for small τ. 

Quantification of setup performance   
This error discussion has to be extended when experimental data obtained from different 
measurement sessions is compared to each other. Analogously to the errors discussed 
above, in vitro calibration measurements resulted in only small errors for relative cross-
correlation of up to ±1-2%. Unfortunately, the applied positive controls pc1 and pc2 
sometimes produced contradictory results. These deviations had to be multiplied with 
fitting errors, respectively, and in part resulted in large errors (> ±5%). Contradictory 
results might have resulted from slight variations in handling, e.g. sample reusage or 
dilution prior to measurements. Since DNA and protein probes are very sensitive to 
degradation resulting from contamination with enzymes and also can show unexpected 
behaviour like absorption to surfaces, a standardized protocol for handling of positive 
controls is advisable:     

1. Annealing protocols (DNA) and purification steps (protein) have to be 
optimized in order to obtain the highest cross-correlation possible and at best 
equal particle concentrations for both colours (e.g. applying double tags for 
fusion proteins and a second purification step after maturation). Protease and 
DNAse inhibitors have to be added during sample preparation and after 
dilution.  

2. The samples have to be diluted down to concentrations that can readily be 
analysed at laser intensities typically used for intracellular measurements. Its 
advisable to include weak and non or only weakly fluorescent detergents like 
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0.05% Triton-X 100. These dilutions should be aliquoted into small droplets of 
20-30µl. Special vials with particularly inert walls (e.g. coated with silicon) 
should be used for storage to avoid absorption phenomena (storage at –80°C). 

3. Samples must not be reused for calibration.  
4. New dilutions of samples should be prepared from the stock solutions every 

month. 

Resolution 
The proposed ±5% error in relative cross-correlation represents a maximum error 
estimate while most measurements evaluated in this study showed smaller errors. 
Accordingly, it can be concluded that changes and differences in relative cross-
correlation of merely 5% can be accurately resolved for measurements featuring: 

- a sufficient particle brightess (>0.8-1 cpm (kHz]) 
- steady fluorescence traces without burst or long term fluctuations 
- data averaged from at least 3x 10s measurement intervals. 
(-   consistent calibration measurements) 

 

4.5.3.3 Intracellular FCS 

Particle brightness  
The fitted data normally resulted from averaging multiple short intervals (10-15s), 
typically covering 20 to 60s of integration time altogether. Even for relatively low 
molecular brightness (0.5<η<1cpm [kHz]), like for fusion #8 in Figure 34,  FCS curves 
allowed for reliable fits, as discussed above. Upon detecting brighter particles, correlation 
curves got significantly smoother showing less noise (compare fusion #6 and #8 in Figure 
34) which normally leads to better fit results.  
The maximum particle brightness ηmax in general depends on the quality of setup 
adjustment, the applied excitation intensity, dye photostability and also particle 
concentration. 
With the intracellular measurements performed η was limited by the photostability of the 
red protein fluorophores. Due to low quantum yields like for mRFP1 or a compromise in 
filter choice for tdimer2(12) (compare 5.3) high excitation intensities (543nm) had to be 
applied to ensure ηred≥ ηgreen: hereby artifacts in cross-correlation amplitudes resulting 
from spectral crosstalk from green dyes into the red detection channel could be 
minimized to insignificant values (crosstalk: ~5% for A488, <3% for EGFP). For ~95% 
of all intracellular measurements, η ranged from 0.5 to 4.0 cpm [kHz]. No reliable data 
analysis was possible for η<0.5 cpm [kHz].  

DsRed2  
Although high cross-correlation values could be obtained for fusion constructs containing 
DsRed2 (Figure 34), the red fluorophore was not applied any further. In contrast to 
DsRed2, both mRFP1 and tdimer2(12) allowed for FCS analysis within several hours (3-
5h) of protein expression and could be detected in >90% of all cells showing green 
fluorescence.  

Test for apoptotic protein degradation   
No dramatic effect in relative cross-correlation values could be detected after the 
induction of apoptosis with staurosporine. A more thorough examination would have 
required a high number of lysates to be tested. The data presented here thus indicates that: 

1) conditions to induce apoptosis within the ER293 cells should be further optimized 
(alternative reagents or protocols for induction of apoptosis). 

2) The ER293 cell line might show a slowed down response in Casp-3 activation 
following induction of apoptosis with SP. 
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3) Fusion constructs might be further sensitized for proteolytic degradation by Casp-
3, introducing multiple cleavage sites [12]. 

4) Further cell lines might be tested for a stronger response upon staurosporine 
treatment. 

Detection range  
A wide detection range for monitoring intracellular reactions was determined for this 
intracellular assay: decreases in relative cross-correlation of up to ~40% can be detected 
at high resolution. Since the lower boundary of the cross-correlation range was not only 
obtained for negative controls but also expressed fusion proteins (Figure 35) the depicted 
range can be considered an ‘effective’ range.      
The absolute range in relative cross-correlation detected within cellular lysates is very 
similar to in vivo situations. The higher maximum values obtained from some lysates 
might be due to the advantages of in vitro measurements (e.g. no membranes present, 
different optical diffraction index than within cells) or a result of protein overexpression 
(titration of protease background activities).  
Similar offset values (14%-18% relative cross-correlation) were obtained for negative 
controls  within cells and cellular lysates. In comparison values obtained for digested 
fusion proteins in vitro were as low as 3%-5%. One possible explanation for this 
observation might be that protein fluorophores stick to diffusible cellular components 
creating dually coloured particles. The proposed mechanism would also explain why the 
introduction of a 2nd slowly diffusing component frequently improves fit results. 

FRET: not considered for intracellular analysis  
FRET effects on cross-correlation amplitudes (chapter 4.2) were not considered in the 
evaluation of intracellular measurements although this would have been theoretically 
possible. Since the linker length of constructs #6 to #9 was similar to STEV-ST also 
similar FRET rates were assumed for these constructs. As a consequence of FRET, the 
maximum range of relative cross-correlation (11% to ~50%) was underestimated by a 
factor of ~0.9 ( 11% to ~57%). For decreases in CCrel of ≤20%, FRET resulted in an 
underestimation of CCrel-decreases for aproximately <4% throughout the effective 
detection range. This effect on dynamic changes in cross-correlation amplitudes was 
within the determined resolution limit (±5%) and in reverse had a negligible effect on the 
maximum resolution possible.  Neglecting FRET did not alter relative comparisons of 
linker stability and was taken into account for the first intracellular online analysis of this 
protein system. 

4.5.3.4 Conclusions 
The high relative cross-correlation values obtained for the fusion proteins #6 to #9 proved 
their high stability and persistence within cells. Variations in cross-correlation values 
(Figure 36) obtained from different cells for the same constructs might be most likely due 
to partial degradation of fusion proteins resulting in separation of fused fluorophores. 
Apparently, fusion constructs could be degraded by cellular proteases although apoptosis 
had not been induced. Cells probably showed variable proteolytic background activities 
degrading both Casp-3 sensitive and insensitive fusion proteins. Such background 
activities have also been reported by apoptosis researchers [12,89]. Moreover different 
concentrations of z-VAD-fmk might still be tested to assure complete inhibition of 
apoptosis during transfection. Also a possible degradation of fluorophores might have 
contributed to the observed effects and is extensively discussed in chapter 4.6. 
Based on numerous intracellular measurements, a trend for increasing fusion protein 
stability could be derived for fusion constructs (#4, #5), #6, #7 and #9, respectively. 
Interestingly, these relative stabilities correlate with the presence/absence of particular 
protein motifs at the boundaries of fluorophore and linker sequences (compare figure 14) 
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and also with linker length. Fusion #9 showed no charged aminoacids near linker 
boundaries at all while fusions #6 showed ‘QDP’  (N-terminal) and ‘SPV’ (C-terminal) 
joint sequences. This constellation will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 4.6. 
Ironically, all fusion constructs showed apparent sensitivity to intracellular protein 
degradation, though no dramatic effect on cross-correlation values could be observed 
upon apoptotic stimulation.  
A wide effective range of ~40% relative cross-correlation and a maximum resolution of 
±3-5% were found to be characteristic for the experimental system described. 
Consequently, it is well suited for monitoring intracellular degradation events in multiple 
steps at high resolution.  
Based on these specifications, the stability of fusion proteins #6, #7 and #9 was 
monitored by repeated measurements within individual cells in time intervals of up to 
23h, while fusions #4 and #5 were not considered for further analysis. 
 

4.6 Degradation of fusion proteins monitored online within individual 
cells  

4.6.1 Experimental goal and strategy 
In the previous section, the applied experimental system was characterized with regard to 
its effective range and resolution, and the relative stability of various fusion constructs 
was successfully analysed. Consequently, observing protein stability within individual 
cells over time was considered the final step towards an intracellular protease assay. Two 
practical key questions to this proof of principle experiment had to be addressed:  

1) Do cells and intracellular protein fluorophores allow for multiple measurements 
placed hours apart?  

2) Can selected cells be readily relocated for repeated analysis?  
From the trend analysis presented above, it was concluded that both constant cross-
correlation values and also protein degradation could be expected as possible outcomes of 
single cell monitoring. No chemical stimulus like staurosporine was applied in these 
experiments. Monitored changes in cross-correlation values were assigned to specific 
(Casp-3 background) or unspecific protease reactions and allowed for a further 
characterization of fusion protein and protein linker persistence in living cells.  
At first, persistence and dynamic changes of substrate stability will be primarily 
addressed in terms of relative cross-correlation, i.e. based on relative comparisons. The 
issue of absolute substrate concentrations and their changes will be addressed separately: 
this single cell analysis additionally produced valuable and precise information about the 
intracellular behaviour and stability of protein fluorophores themselves.       
 

4.6.2 Online-monitoring inside individual cells based on dcFCCS  
4.6.2.1 Application of a standardized measurement procedure: 

Preparing cells   
Experimental procedures were applied analogously to the previous section. Fusion 
proteins #6, #7 and #9 were weakly induced in ER293 cells over night with PonA at 
0.5µg/ml (1µM). All transfections were done in the presence of zVAD-fmk. At the end of 
single measurement sets of up to 1.5-2 h duration, the cell buffer HPPS used for 
measurements was exchanged for pre-warmed growth medium and the cells were put 
back into the incubator. For the next measurement set with the same cells, cells were 
covered with HPPS again. 
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Relocating cells  
Microscope stage positions corresponding to individual cells within the ocular’s cross-
hair (  position of focus) were stored in the software (Märzhäuser) and could be 
precisely reproduced even after temporally removing the cell culture dish (or chamber) 
from the stage: Bubbles within the glue of the applied cell chambers served as the center 
of a coordinate system to reproduce (relative) cell positions (accuracy ± 2µm). Following 
each measurement, a digital image of the analysed cell was produced with a mounted 
CCD camera in order to facilitate relocation. For imaging, an EGFP filter set (AHF) was 
applied, thus only green fluorescence contributed to the black & white images produced. 
Camera settings were adapted to the brightness of cells, consequently, relative light 
intensity of images does not correlate to fluorophore concentration. Measurement 
positions within cells were indicated by black lines. 

About 30% to 50% of cells analysed 
in the first measurement sets could 
not be reliably identified again. Cells 
showed a dynamic behaviour, 
dividing and changing their relative 
positions and shape. In part, cells also 
detached probably due to cell death. 
Figure 37 presents some examples of 
successfully relocated and also ‘lost’ 
cells, to provide an impression of this 
practical limitation. Figure 37 A) to 
C) shows the successful relocation of 
cells after 5h to 6h in spite of changes 
in shape, displacement and cell 
division. In figure 37 D) and E) no 
relocation was possible after 18-21h 
hours due to rearrangement and cell 
detachment. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Quantification of setup performance  

Relative cross-correlation values obtained for positive controls in different measurement  
sets (t=0h, 5-6h and 18-21h) and sessions were divided by each other to produce 
correction factors for the comparison of values for revisited cells. Fit errors of both the 
positive controls and the cell samples were included into the maximum error estimate. 
Positive controls were thawed just before usage and either dumped or immediately frozen 
again. 

5-6h

A)                     B)                      C)

? ?

5-6h

18-21h

D)                     E)

5-6h

A)                     B)                      C)

? ?

5-6h

18-21h

D)                     E)

Figure 36: Relocating cells based on 
digital images 
Relocating cells was complicated by dynamic 
cellular behaviour, since cells changed their 
shape and relative positions and in part also 
detached. 
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4.6.2.2 Intracellular analysis 

For all three constructs, protein stability and degradation could be quantitatively 
monitored in 2 to 3 measurements within 5h to 23h time intervals. 

Cell Analysis   
Out of a total of 20 cells that were successfully relocated, analysed by FCS and 
thoroughly evaluated, five representative cells are shown here. For clarity this 
presentation features a quite uniform layout of experimental data. Since this is the first 
published analysis of the outlined system, measurements and evaluation procedures are 
precisely documented. 

A) Complete FCS measurements or pairs of auto-and cross-correlation curves are 
presented along with images of the analysed cells. Since measurements have 
been normalized, cross-correlation amplitudes correspond to the percentage of 
the less abundant fluorophore belonging to fusion proteins (=relative cross-
correlation, Eq. 18). Where possible different measurements have been 
graphically aligned for better visual comparison. Cross-correlation values 
presented next to measurements directly refer to the illustrated graphs, no 
correction for setup performance has been included yet. 

B) After correction for setup performance and determination of maximum errors, 
relative cross-correlation values were plotted over time to visualize the degree of 
protein degradation. Correction factors were indicated next to the plots. 

C) Crucial measurement parameters are provided next to measurements (tables 16 
& 17): number and length of measurement intervals, fit models, the range of 
blinking for DsRed-mutants, excitation intensities, particle brightness, 
intracellular particle concentrations. All fit parameters obtained for the presented 
curves are listed in the Appendix of this study (Appendix). 

 

Fusion proteins without the Casp-3 target site   
The highest intracellular stability was observed for fusion protein #9 (EGFP-inert23-
tdimer2(12)). For only 2 out of 9 observed cells, CCrel decreased by more than 10% 
within 6h, starting at high initial values above 40%. For 4 out of 4 cells observed for ~ 
20h, CCrel decreased by only 9% to 15%. Two measurements of fusion #9, one with 
nearly steady cross-correlation and one with a stronger decrease will be featured.  
Figure 38 A presents a representative row of measurements: in 3 separate FCS 
measurements during 21h of observation the relative cross-correlation apparently stayed 
constant. Inclusion of setup performance showed a slight decrease in CCrel from 48% to 
46% to 42% as visualized in figure 38 D (cell #1).  For the first two measurements 
performed within 5h within cell #1, nearly no change in relative cross-correlation was 
obtained. The detected decrease (–2%) was within the range of errors. The third 
measurement indicates a slight decrease in relative cross-correlation (42%) although a 
large error had to be introduced due to contradictory calibration measurements. 
Fluorescent traces included into figure 38 B demonstrate that stable average fluorescent 
signals without bursts could be observed in each set of measurements. High fluorophore 
concentrations of ~100nM (table 16) were present within the monitored cell after the last 
measurement and would have allowed for further measurements. 
An example for a larger decrease in CCrel of nearly –10% (from 43% to 33%) within 
22.5h is shown in figure 38 C, where pairs of normalized cross- and autocorrelation 
curves are displayed. Figure 38 D displays the time course for protein stability in cell #2. 
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Fusion proteins featuring a Casp-3 target-site   
Both Casp-3 sensitive fusion constructs tested within single cells showed strong 
decreases in relative cross-correlation.  
4 of 5 cells expressing fusion # 7 (EGFP-linker24mu-mRFP1) showed decreases of ≥13% 
relative cross-correlation within 6h. For fusion #6 (rsGFP-linker48-tdimer2(12)) the 
largest decrease in CCrel was dectect among all analysed cells. Three typical examples are 
presented in figure 39:  

• For fusion #6, a decrease from 34% to 17% relative cross-correlation during 21h 
is presented. 

• For fusion #7, two typical measurements with changes from 46% to 27%  and 
44% to 30% within 5h are outlined. 

In part, the errors obtained were comparatively small and one order of magnitude below 
the change in cross-correlation: protein degradation corresponding to -14% to -19% 
relative cross-correlation, not including errors, was observed within these cells.  

 

Parameters for all curve fits included in figures 38 and 39 are listed in tables VII and VIII 
(Appendix), respectively. Supplementary data on individual measurements is provided in 
tabl es 16 and 17. 

Amplitude of changes 
Presented measurements covered changes in relative cross-correlation of -10% to ~-20% . 
Small changes like a decrease of 2%  (Figure38 A) were below the resolution limit. 
Though, from the errors determined for some of the presented measurements (compare 
figure 39) a resolution of ±2.5%, as proposed for consistent calibration measurements in 
the previous chapter, could be confirmed.   
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Figure 37: Monitoring the persistence of fusion #9 inside individual ER293 cells  
Two series of 3 (2) normalized dcFCCS measurements performed within two single cells 
(#1 & #2) within ~23h were plotted in A) and C), respectively. After including fitting 
errors and corrections according to calibration measurements, CCrel time courses  were 
generated (D). While fusion protein #9 featured a high persistance in cell #1 (A), a 
stronger decrease of ≥10%  CCrel could be detected in cell #2 (C). 

 

                Excitation:          Brightness*                      Concentration** 
sample 488nm/543nm 

[kW/cm2] 
cpm [kHz] 
green               red 

C(gr) 
[nM] 

C(r) 
[nM] 

Cell #1 
0h 
5h 
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0.7 
0.5 
0.6 
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4.2 

 
1.5 ±0.02 
0.8 ±0.01 
0.8 ±0.02 

 
1.3 ±0.04 
1.1 ±0.05 
1.3 ±0.02 
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112 

 
41 
58 
105 

Cell #2 
0h 
22.5h 

 
0.8 
0.6 

 
6.1 
4.2 

 
1.1 ±0.03 
1.6 ±0.03 

 
1.5 ±0.01 
3.3 ±0.03 

 
274 
70 

 
20 
56 

* fit-errors considered 
** estimated error ≤10%, resulting from fit-errors of calibration and intracellular 
measurements and chromatic effects within cells 
 
Table 16: Measurement parameters (figure 38) 

Data: 
Averaged from 3 to 5 10s  
measurements.  
Fits: 
Gcc :  no triplet fraction. 
Ggreen: no triplet fraction 
Gred:  strong blinking  
          (90-160µs, 35-46%)   
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Figure 38: Monitoring intracellular degradation of Casp-3 sensitive fusion 
proteins #6 and #7 
Three series of 2 normalized dcFCCS measurements performed inside cells #1, #2 
& #3 within 6h to 21h were plotted in A) to C), respectively. Note that the 2nd 
measurement within cell #1 was normalized with ‘1/Nred’.  After including fitting 
errors and corrections according to setup calibration, CCrel time courses  were 
generated (D). Decreases of ~10%-~20% CCrel could be detected for both fusion 
proteins #6 and #7. 

 

                 excitation          brightness*                     concentrations** 
sample 488nm/543nm 

     [kW/cm2] 
cpm [kHz] 
green red 

C(green) 
[nM] 

C(red) 
[nM] 

cell #1 
0h 
21h 

 
0.6 
0.5 

 
4.2 
3.0 

 
0.8 ±0.02 
0.7 ±0.01 
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41 
52 
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0h 
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1.2 ±0.1 

 
291 
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Cell #3 
0h 
5h 
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4.2 

 
1.2 ±0.02 
0.6 ±0.01 

 
2.0 ±0.05 
0.7 ±0.1 
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85 

 
31 
29 

* fit-errors considered 
** estimated error ≤10%, resulting from fit-errors of calibration and intracellular 
measurements and chromatic effects within cells 
 
Table 17: Measurement parameters (Figure 39) 

Data: 
Averaged from 3 to 5 10s  
measurements.  
Fits: 
Gcc :   no triplett fraction. 
Ggreen:  fits with/without 
            triplett fraction 
Gred:    strong blinking  
           (60-240µs, 43-68%)   
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Comparison of fusions #6, #7 & #9 
On the basis of all successful single cell measurements performed, the typical stability of 
fusion proteins inside cells was summerized in Table 18. Fractions of cells showing a 
particular decrease in cross-correlation during a defined preiod of time are presented. 
Also on the single cell level, fusion #9 showed superior stability to fusion #7, providing 
valuable information for further optimization of protein linker sequences.  

Table 18: Fusion protein persistence assayed in 20 individual cells 
 
Experimental parameters  
Experimental parameters displayed in tables 16 and 17 specified the most efficient 
experimental combinations applied within this study. The excitation intensity of 
successful tracking sessions ranged within 0.2-0.8kW/cm2 (488nm) and 1.6-5.1kW/cm2 

(543nm). Resulting brightness values ranged from 0.5-3cpm [kHz] with an average of 
~1.2 cpm. Red fluorescent fluorophores were present at 29-320nM, green fluorescent 
fluorophores at 70-506 nM concentrations. 

Fluorophore numbers 
Another important property of fusion proteins endogenously expressed within cells was 
detected: The absolute and relative particle numbers within cells changed dramatically 
over time, which is presented in more detail in figure 40. Accordingly, a strong decrease 

in green to red particle 
ratios within several 
hours could be observed.  
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Figure 39:  
Online monitoring of 
green and red particle 
numbers within single 
cells 
Protein fluorohore particle 
numbers from single cell 
dcFCCS analysis were 
plotted over time (A, B) and 
‘green to red’  ratios 
determined (C). A significant 
decrease in green to red 
particle ratios could be 
observed within all cells. As 
a negative control the inset 
(C) shows decreasing ratios 
after ~15h determined within 
different cells (no revisiting).  
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The data presented in figure 40 was exclusively derived from measurements of fusion 
construct #9.  
Instead of particle concentrations, particle numbers N within Veff were applied for 
calculating particle ratios, since only relative changes should be analysed and inclusion of 
Veff for calculating concentrations would have introduced additional errors. Particle ratios 
from different measurement sets or sessions were corrected for deviations in particle 
ratios of the applied positive controls. Analogously to the procedure described above, fit 
errors and calibration errors were included into data evaluation.  
The time courses of red and green fluorophore numbers within 8 cells were plotted in 
Figure 40 A and B (the data was split into two figures for better visualization). 2 cells 
monitored for 18-21h and 6 cells monitored for 5-6h are presented.  
The initial particle number for EGFP was ~4-fold higher in average than for tdimer2(12). 
Except for cell ‘G’ the number of red particles increased at least by a factor of ~1.5 
within 5-6h. Simultaneously the number of green fluorophores decreased by an average 
factor of 0.53 resulting from decreases of –7% to –57% of initial particle numbers (5-6h). 
Consequently, changes in red and green particle numbers didn’t correlate for most cells. 
In part, the decrease obtained for intracellular EGFP concentrations was up to an order of 
magnitude larger than the increase observed for tdimer2(12) concentrations.  
In summary, green to red particle ratios within individual cells decreased from 2.7-5.5 
down to 0.8-1.8 within 5-6 hours as visualized in Figure 40 C.  
In addition, single measurements in different cells (no repeats) expressing fusions #8 and 
#9 were analysed for green to red particle ratios. The inset in figure 40 C presents the 
decrease in average ratios derived from 13 cells for different incubation times (#8: 3+3; 
#9: 3+4). In spite of large errors resulting from low sample numbers, the trends 
documented above could be confirmed from averaging independent measurements.  
 

4.6.3 Interpretation of presented online measurements  
The presented data addresses the stability of fusion proteins within single cells for 
defined time intervals. Experiments could be successfully reproduced and provided data 
about proteolytic background activities inside living cells. A close analysis provided 
valuable information about the resolution and range of cross-correlation values.  
Before interpreting the results addressing protein stability inside single cells in more 
detail a possible impact of changing particle numbers/concentrations on cross-correlation 
analysis shall be briefly addressed. 

4.6.3.1 Particle numbers and ratios 

Introduction to the problem     
The changes observed in particle ratios evoked two major questions: 

1. How can this effect be explained? 
2. Did any of the underlying processes affect cross-correlation amplitudes? 

It seems likely that principally different events contributed simultaneously to the 
phenomenon described above.  
Fluorophore bleaching could largely be excluded from all possible reasons. Particle 
numbers for red fluorophores increased, while EGFP is well known as a photo-resistant 
fluorophore and was excited at low intensities. 
Background expression of fusion protein due to remaining mRNAs and inductor PonA 
apparently cannot be completely excluded but appear rather unlikely: this would have 
lead to an increase in both green and red particle numbers and probably not have shown 
such a uniform effect among different individual cells. Moreover, cells were induced at 
low PonA concentrations and partly seemed to have already stopped de novo fluorophore 
synthesis (compare table 19).  
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Delayed maturation and fluorophore degradation  
At least part of the increase in red fluorophore numbers can be explained by delayed 
fluorophore maturation. As has been mentioned above, DsRed and its mutants show 
green fluorescent immature intermediate states. However no thorough photophysical 
analysis of tdimer2(12) has been presented to date. Moreover, no report had indicated 
accelerated chromophore maturation upon exposure to excitation light which fits the data 
presented in figure 40 C (inset), indicating changing particle ratios over time without 
prior measurements.  
When examing the effect of delayed tdimer2(12) maturation on relative cross-correlation,  
two cases can be distinguished (assuming that no other impact on proteins is present): 

A) Ngreen >> Nred (standard measurement situation) 
B) Ngreen ≤ Nred  (observed only after 18-21h, rare case)  

Immature tdimer2(12) fluorophores should be evenly distributed among fusion proteins 
and free tdimer2(12) fluorophores (resulting from protein degredation). Consequently, 
the ratio between fused and free tdimer2(12) fluorophores fluorescing red stays constant 
while their absolute number increases during delayed maturation.  

A) For Ngreen >> Nred, the ratio defining relative cross-correlation reads:  
Gred-green(0)/Ggreen(0) = Nred-green/Nred  (compare equation 18)  

 No change in relative cross-correlation will be generated. The amplitude of 
both the cross-correlation and ‘green’ autocorrelation function increase.  

B) Analogously, the ratio defining the relative cross-correlation for Ngreen ≤ Nred 
reads:  
Gred-green(0)/Gred(0) = Nred-green/Ngreen  (compare equation 18) 

 Values for relative cross-correlation increase during tdimer2(12) maturation. 
The amplitude of Gred-green(0) increases while the amplitude of Gred(0) decreases.  
For the maximum values obtained in this study (~50% CC rel), delayed 
maturation of red fluorophores would result in a significant increase in relative 
cross-correlation (>10%) for  particle ratios of Ngreen/Nred<0.8. Particle ratios 
according to case ‘B)’ have hardly been observed in this study (2-5% of cells after 
at least 18h incubation) and presented measurements showed particle ratios of 
0.8<[Ngreen/Nred]≤1. 

 
As mentioned above, delayed maturation alone did not completely account for the change 
in particle ratios. Therefore, an additional mechanism degrading  EGFP might be active. 
Several reports indicated that EGFP exerted cytotoxic effects after overexpression within 
cells, e.g. via oxidative stress [90-93]. Apparently intracellular longevity of fluorescent 
proteins seems to be related to cytotoxic effects. Whether cytotoxicity resulted in directed 
fluorophore degradation has not been finally verified so far but cannot be excluded. 
Selective degradation of singular EGFP but not EGFP within fusion proteins or a 
proteolytic background activity acting upon EGFP but not tdimer2(12) would be an 
attractive hypothesis to explain the experimental data presented on particle numbers. 
Unfortunately, no detailed reports on such activities could be found, studies concerned 
about toxic effects of protein fluorophors were primarily based on cell morphological and 
physiological analysis. There are practically no alternative techniques that might have 
detected changes in particle numbers and ratios in a comparatively precise and absolute 
manner.  
Analogously to the reasoning presented for delayed fluorophore maturation, a selective 
degradation of EGFP would result in decreasing cross-correlation values (for 
Ngreen>>Nred). The experimental data obtained for tdimer-B8-EGFP in part rather 
contradicts this interpretation since a comparatively stable relative cross-correlation could 
be observed in spite of changing particle numbers. A much larger body of experimental 
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data and specifically suited experiments will be necessary to address this question 
systematically, which was not intended here and way beyond the scope of this work. 
Apparently, dual-colour FCS also offers a uniquely precise tool to study the intracellular 
behaviour of protein fluorophores themselves. 

Not concentration, but relative cross-correlation 
The discussion above shows why protein degradation within cells is more adequately 
described in terms of relative cross-correlation than absolute concentrations (compare in 
vitro experiments in chapter 4.2): absolute concentrations of detected fusion proteins 
might vary in time due to delayed fluorophore maturation, other unknown processes or 
simply variations in intracellular measurement spots and cellular organelle arrangement. 
In contrast, the relative stability of fusion constructs captures all processes that separate 
fluorophores of intact substrate molecules and presents a real measure of fusion protein 
stability.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
For comparison, table 19 summarizes the development of absolute fusion protein 
concentrations during up to 23h of incubation time along with observed CCrel. 
Concentrations were determined from correlation function amplitudes and calibrations 
measurements (compare Eqs. 16 & 17). 
Two thirds of the examined 15 cells showed increases in fusion protein concentrations 
but steady and decreasing values for relative cross-correlation. This fits the concept of 
delayed fluorophore maturation, while de novo synthesis can be excluded regarding green 
particle numbers.  

Conclusion   
In conclusion delayed fluorophore maturation apparently was monitored in single cells 
but of little significance to the experiments presented here. The concept of relative cross-
correlation proved to be superior to analyzing intracellular substrate concentrations. No 
final explanation based on the experimental data could be found for the observed 
decrease in EGFP fluorophore numbers. The effects discussed showed a wide variation 
among the cells examined, which is an indirect evidence for multiple possible factors 
acting:     
1. delayed maturation (independent of variations in cellular behaviour) 
2. degradation of complete fusion proteins and EGFP (cytotoxiticy) 
3. selective EGFP degradation (proteolytic susceptibility?)  
 

 
Development of c(fusion)  decrease number   
in time (up to ~23h),   in CC rel of cells 
(endpoint/starting point)     
 [%]   
C(fusion) ↑↑ 122-470, ∅214  <5%  7  
C(fusion) ↑ 122-160   5-10%  2 
C(fusion) ↑ 152   >10%  1 
C(fusion) ↓ 51-90  >10%  3 
C(fusion) ↓↓  12-25  <5%  2 
 
Table 19: Development of intact fusion protein 
concentration within single cells (taken from 15 cells) 
Development of fusion protein concentration is indicated by 
arrows (↑ ) and has been quantified in ‘% of initial’ values 
by dividing endpoint with starting point concentrations. 
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Reasons 2 and 3 heavily depend on variations in cellular behaviour and thus have to be 
analysed on basis of large datasets. 
 

4.6.3.2 Quantifying protein stability within single cells 

Resolution  
In accordance to the experimental resolution deduced in chapter 4.5 the experiments 
presented here would have allowed for a detection of fusion protein degredation in steps 
of ~5% relative cross-correlation. For most measurements, changes were either smaller 
than this resolution limit or accounted at least 10%. Thus, shorter measurement intervals 
of 1-2h with only slight changes in relative cross-correlation values can readily be 
accomplished in the presented measurement system. 
The critical limitation to resolution was introduced by contradictory results of calibration 
measurements performed after setup adjustment or after time intervals larger than 3h. A 
promising strategy to minimize this limitation has been presented in Chapter 4.5 .  

Linker stability 
The relative stability of different protein linkers could be successfully compared based on 
multiple measurements within individual cells (table 18):  
EGFP-inert23-tdimer2(12) > EGFP-linker24mu-mRFP1 > rsGFP-linker48-tdimer2(12) 
(fusion #9 > #7 >#6). 

‘EGFP-linker24mu-mRFP1’ (#7) in contrast to ‘EGFP-inert23-tdimer’ (#9) features one 
Casp-3 target site and different linker-fluorophore joint sequences. This points towards 
either a Casp-3 related protease background activity or a protease acting upon or near the 
‘L-P-V’-motif at the 3’ linker-fluorophore joint sequence of fusion # 7. All other linker 
regions included inert and well described protein sequences that are unlikely to be 
protease substrates.  
Interestingly, ‘EGFP-linker24mu-mRFP1’(#7) showed a higher stability than ‘rsGFP-
linker48-tdimer2(12)’(#6): fusion #6 includes a ‘Q-D-P’- and ‘S-P-V’- motif at the 3’ and 
5’ linker-fluorophore joint sequences, respectively, and presents a linker twice as long. 
Both joint sequences and linker length could account for increased proteolytic sensitivity. 
The correlation of stability and linker composition allows for several interpretations: 

• Linker-fluorophore joint sequences of fusions #6 and #7 showed susceptibility to 
intracellular proteases. 

• Longer linkers might improve the accessability of Casp-3 target sites for Casp-3 
(specific background activity).  

A Casp-3 sensitive substrate based on the linker ‘inert23’ was not yet available but would 
have presented an optimized version of a Casp-3 sensitive linker and shed more light on 
the question discussed above. 
Proteolytic background activities have to be taken into account for the highly quantitative 
analysis introduced in this study. Moreover, protein linkers to be applied intracellularly 
can be compared and improved based on this very sensitive approach. 

4.6.3.3 Summary 
Protein persistence and also degradation were successfully monitored for up to 23h based 
on 2 to 3 distinct measurement sets within individual cells. This analysis could be 
performed at high resolution allowing for the detection of changes as small as 5% relative 
cross-correlation. Decreases of up to ~20% CCrel were monitored online. Experiments 
were found to be readily reproducible and revealed proteolytic background activities 
upon fusions constructs inside living cells along with significant differences in fusion 
protein stability. Changes in the intracellular concentrations of green and red 
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fluorophores were detected and their relevance to cross-correlation analysis discussed in 
detail. 
 

5. Summary and Conclusions 
A protease assay suitable for FCS was developed, based solely on genetically encoded 
tags. A family of fusion proteins consisting of GFP- and DsRed-mutants connected by 
short 23-48 aa peptide linkers with or without specific protease cleavage sites was 
generated. Individual constructs were either purified for in vitro model systems or 
analysed intracellularly after expression.  
Protease reactions were successfully monitored in a highly quantitative manner both in 
vitro and in vivo. Dual-colour excitation was realized alternatively applying TPE (in 
vitro) and excitation with two laser lines (in vivo).  

In vitro proof of principles  
The combination of TPE, FCS and FRET coupled with an all-protein assay for 
monitoring proteolytic degradation resulted in an extremely sensitive and selective real 
time method for following dynamic processes under physiological conditions. For the 
first time simultaneous TPE at 940nm of the protein fluorophores rsGFP and DsRed1 was 
applied to FCS analysis. The system allowed for a highly accurate online analysis of a 
proteolytic digest starting at ~100nM substrate concentrations down to ~10nM 
concentrations. A temporal resolution of 10s to 20s measurement intervals and a very 
stable experimental system easily resolved different reaction rates at various enzyme 
concentrations. FRET could successfully be combined with FCS analysis and was 
formally included into FCS theory.   

In vivo applications   
For the first time, protein persistence and also degradation were successfully monitored 
within individual cells applying FCS after endogenous expression of protease substrates. 
Single cells were repeatedly analysed after 6h to 23h and separation of protein 
fluorophores from fusion proteins due to proteolytic digestion was monitored. The system 
achieved sufficient resolution for changes as small as 5% relative cross-correlation and a 
wide effective range of up to ~40% relative cross-correlation. Experiments were designed 
to prepare FCS studies of cellular apoptosis based on assaying Casp-3 activity.    
To allow for rapid and flexible fine tuning to different fusion constructs and fluorophores, 
dual-color excitation (not TPE) was performed with a 488nm and 543nm laser line. The 
combination of EGFP with red fluorophores mRFP1 and tdimer2(12) performed 
successfully in intracellular dcFCCS analysis, showing sufficient brightness and 
photostability for sensitive  intracellular applications. 
Fusion protein stabilities were monitored online and could be compared based on their 
relative cross-correlation amplitudes at different time points following expression. In 
intracellular online measurements, proteolytic background activities on fusion constructs 
along with significant differences in protein linker stability were detected at high 
resolution. In part, protein stability correlated with the presence of particular protein 
motifs at fluorophore-linker joint sequences, linker length and the presence of Casp-3 
target sites. An ‘A-G-S’-based 23aa protein linker without the Casp-3 target site readily 
gave rise to ~50% relative cross-correlation and also showed high stability inside 
individual cells. In contrast a 48aa ‘A-G-S’ linker sensitive to Casp-3 showed decreased 
stability in online analysis and resulted in a wide range of relative cross-correlation 
amplitudes (17%-41%) within different cells. 
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The cloning strategy applied for creating fusion #9 (3-piece ligation) proved to be 
superior to the modular system (linker exchange by 2-piece ligation) in terms of free 
sequence design. 
Monitoring intracellular reactions proved that FCS can accommodate for the 
heterogeneous intracellular environment simultaneously monitoring several molecular 
parameters, especially particle numbers and cross-correlation amplitudes. The principle 
of relative cross-correlation was preferred over presenting absolute concentrations of 
intact substrate molecules since not only cross-correlation amplitudes but also absolute 
red and green fluorophore numbers and particle ratios changed significantly during 
several hours of observation. This unfortunate characteristic of many protein 
fluorophores particularly affects bulk FRET analysis and requires introduction  of 
suitable positive controls.  
Consequently creating fluorophore fusions and assaying them by cross-correlation 
analysis also resulted in a uniquely efficient system to monitor and quantify intracellular 
fluorophore behaviour and their persistence to degradation. 
The heterogeneity of cellular behaviour within a cell population sets lower limits for the 
number of cells that have to be analysed in parallel and at the same time also limits the 
analysis of long term reactions (>30h), unless automated measurement devices increase 
the number of assayed cells by several orders of magnitude. In reverse, the presented 
method will perform superior for fast intracellular reactions within time ranges of up to 
6h.  

Cellular heterogeneity requires particular care when performing intracellular high 
throughput screening assays or cell biological research. Highly sensitive technologies 
simultaneously ought to collect multiple parameters to exclude artifacts. As was proven 
in this study, FCS is among the first choice of technologies to accommodate to these 
challenging requirements.  
 

6. Outlook 
Ironically, the closer the look at intracellular processes, the more new questions 
frequently appear, along with justified doubts about experimental data based on 
measurement systems showing a much smaller sensitivity and resolution. As one of its 
most important conclusions for intracellular assays in general, the presented work has 
emphasized the importance of accessing a maximum number of parameters for particles’ 
action and behaviour in parallel in order to exclude artefacts and misinterpretations.  
The presented experiments shed light on various exciting future applications and 
improvements in the field of fluorescence-based intracellular assays: 

A) Next to describing FCS performance in a truly endogenous cellular system, the 
presented study promises a bright future to analogous FCS studies, e.g. in the context 
of cellular apoptosis based on assaying Caspase activity. Protein linker design and the 
amplitude of cellular responses to apoptotic stimuli proved to be critical to such 
studies. A further optimization of protein linkers and intracellular Casp-3 activation 
should transform the presented experimental system with its wide effective range and 
precise resolution into a powerful tool of apoptosis research, e.g. for drug 
development based on a highly sensitive read-out of caspase-inhibition. Protein 
linkers can be sensitized for Casp-3 by including tandem repeats of Casp-3 target 
sites while simultaneously increasing their stability against unwanted degradation by 
new fluorophore-linker joint sequences. Alternative cell lines can readily be subjected 
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to a comparison of apoptosis induction with different inducers also including 
commercially available bulk assays for apoptosis induction. 

B) Permanent research on fluorescent proteins leads to a continuous improvement of 
fluorescent reporter molecules for intracellular applications. In reverse, FCS analysis 
in analogy to the presented system will also allow for critical feedback on highly 
dynamic intracellular protein characteristics of new candidate proteins. Especially, 
delayed fluorophore maturation and aggregation seems to be a critical issue for red 
protein fluorophores but has already been significantly reduced for mRFP1 and 
tdimer2(12) compared to DsRed2 or DsRed-Express, as also shown in this work. 
Cellular cytotoxiticy of protein fluorophores is hard to quantitate but definetely 
affects fluorophore longevity inside cells. Newly discovered or mutated fluorophores 
exhibit ever decreasing cytotoxiticy. This rapid development holds big promise to 
reduce disadvantageous features of protein fluorophore to a minimum in the near 
future and will make truly endogenous fluorescent reporter systems even more 
powerful. 

C) This thorough study of intracellular protein-based FCS application suggests extension 
of the technique to reversible association-dissociation reactions. Online readout of 
association reactions with a reduced conformational stringency as compared to FRET 
analysis will allow for studying protein function at a yet unprecedented precision and 
temporal resolution. Moreover, cellular association-dissociation reactions in part take 
place on shorter more favourable time scales than proteolytic degradation reactions. 
They present the more challenging system since the experimental range might be 
smaller or more difficult to elucidate than for dually coloured fusion proteins. 
Nevertheless, first cross-correlation analysis of reversible protein-binding kinetics in 
heterogeneous systems have been presented recently. In parallel it was shown in this 
study that FCS tolerates for the highly dynamic behaviour (maturation, degradation) 
of protein fluorophores based on simultaneously assessing multiple particle 
parameters. 

 
  
There exists a tremendous need for universally applicable systems for measuring 
intracellular molecular interactions and determining reaction kinetics of proteins and 
enzymes, particularly with regard to the elucidation of protein function and HTS 
applications. This need along with the proofs of principles presented here will favour the 
application of fluorescent protein-based FCS technology to diagnostics, screening 
applications and cell biological research. 
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Abbrevations 
 
FCS fluorescence correlation spectroscopy 
dcFCCS dual colour fluorescence cross-correlation analysis 
FRET Fluorescence Resonance Energy Transfer 
CCrel relative cross-correlation 
TPCCS two-photon cross-correlation spectroscopy  
mRFP1  monomeric red fluorescent protein 1 
RFP  red fluorescent protein 
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Appendix 
 
Primer sequences (5’-3’ direction) Name 
ATCATGAGCCGGCGGTTCTGGCTCTAGCGGTTCTGGCAGCTCTGGCATGGCCTCCTCCGAG Evo-mMRFP1-f 
TATCGATGCCGGCCGCACCGGCGGCGGCACCTGCCGCACCACCCTTGTACAGCTCGTCCATG Evo-EGFP-r 
AGCACTAGCCGGCGGTTCTGGCTCTAGCGGTTCTGGCAGCTCTGGCATGGTGGCCTCCTCC Evo-tdimer2(12)-f 
CGGGGTACCACCATGGTGAGCAAGGGC EGFP-f  
CAGCGCTGGATCCTTGTACAGCTCGTCCATG EGFP-r 
GCATGCAAGGCCGCGGTATGGCTAGCAAAGGAGAAGAAC Shit-f 
GTCTCAGCGCTCTGCAGAAGGAACAGATGGTGGCG Shit-r 
TCTCAGCGCTCTCGAGCAGGAACAGGTGGTGGC Shit2-r 
AGCAGGATCCATCACCGGTAATGGCCTCCTCCGAGAAC DR2alt-f 
GGTGGCTACCGGTGATGGATCCTGGTTGTACAGTTCATCCATGCCATG rsGFP2-r 
CGGGGTACCA CCATGGCTAG CAAAGGAG pEGSH-f 
CCGCTCGAGCTACAGGAACAGGTGGTGG pEGSH-r 
CCGCTCGAGCTACAGGAACAGGTGG pEGSH_2-r 
CCGCTCGAGGTACAGGAACAGGTGGTG pEGSH_3-r 
CGGGGATCCA CCATGGTGGC CTCCTC       tdimer2(12)-f 
GGTTCACCGG TAATGGTGGC CTCCTC         Tdimer2(12)_2-f 
CGGGGATCCA CCATGGCCTC CTCCGAG      mRFP1-f 
GGTTCACCGG TAATGGCCTC CTCCGAG               mRFP1_2-f 
CCGCTCGAGCTAGGC GCCGGTGGAG mRFP1-r 
CCGCTCGAGGGCGCCGGTGGAG MRFP1_2-r 
CGGGGTACCA CCATGGCCTC CTCCGAG    DR2_2-f 
CTAGTCTAGA CTCGAGCTAC AGGAACAGGT GGTGG Transfer-r 
CCGC TCGAGTCTAG TTGTACAGTT CATCCATG- rsGFP3-r 
GACTGGATC CGGCTGCAGG TGGCGCAGCG GCTGGTGCGG CAGGCGGTTC TGGC       Li1-f  (inert30) 
CTGGAACC GGTGAACCGC TGCCACCGCT GCCAGAACCG CTAGAGCCAG AACCGCCTGC Li1-r  (inert 30) 
GACTGGATCC GGGTGGTAC Casp3-f 
CTGGATCCCG GGAGGC   Casp3-r 
GACGGTACCC GGGTGAGATC TATGGTGAGC AAGGGCG    rsGFPKL 
CATGGCATGGATGAACTGTACAACGGATCCATCGCT rsGFP-r 

Table I: Primer sequences 
 

Table II: Composition of PCR/ligation reactions 
p: plasmid 
f: forward 
r: reverse 
transfer of pASK3-based gene fusions to pEGSH resulting in 
pEGSH-(#X) based on primers: 

1) #2:  pEGSH-f, pEGSH-r 
2) #4:  pEGSH-f, mRFP1-r 
3) #5:  pEGSH-f, pEGSH_2-r 

generation of inserts for ligations 
PCR-templates ‘green’ Primers ‘green’  

 
(fusion) construct 

 
nomenclature 

 
vectors (in ligation) 

PCR-templates ‘red’ Primers ‘red’ 
Shit-f STEV-ST - pASK3 pSTEV 
Shit-r 

pQBI63 Shit-f/rsGFP_2-r rsGFP-MCS-DsRed2 - pASK3 
pDsRed2  DsRed2_alt-f/Shit_2-r 

rsGFP-linker24-DsRed2       Fusion #1 p(rsGFP-MCS-DsRed2) = 
pASK3-(#1); 

exchange of linker 

linker: annealing of oligomers 
(figure 13) 

rsGFP-linker48-DsRed21  #2 p(rsGFP-MCS-DsRed2); 
exchange of linker 

linker48-oligomer  
(table 13) 

Casp3-f/Casp3-r 

rsGFP-inert30-DsRed2  #3 p(rsGFP-MCS-DsRed2); 
exchange of linker 

annealing and fill-up PCR based on 
Li1-f  (inert30) & Li1-r  (inert30) 
- - rsGFP-inert30-mRFP12  #4 p(rsGFP-MCS-DsRed2); 

1st  exchange of fluorophore, 
2nd exchange of linker 

pPRSETB-mRFP1 mRFP1_2-f/  
mRFP1_2-r 

- - rsGFP-inert30-tdimer2(12)3  #5 p(rsGFP-MCS-DsRed2); 
1st  exchange of fluorophore, 

2nd exchange of linker 
pPRSETB-tdimer2(12) tdimer2(12)_2-f/ 

pEGSH_3-r 
rsGFP-linker48-tdimer2(12)  #6 pEGSH-(#5)3; 

exchange of linker 
linker48-oligomer  

(table 13) 
Casp3-f/Casp3-r 

linker annealing (figure 13) EGFP-linker24mu-mRFP1  #7 pEGSH-(#4)2; 
1st  exchange of linker, 

2nd exchange of fluorophore 
pEGFP EGFP-f/ EGFP-r 

pEGFP EGFP-f/ Evo-EGFP-r EGFP-inert23-mRFP1  #8 pEGSH 
pPRSETB-mRFP1 Evo-mRFP1-f/ mRFP1-r 

pEGFP EGFP-f/ Evo-EGFP-r EGFP-inert23-tdimer2(12)  #9 pEGSH 
pPRSETB-tdimer2(12) evo-tdimer2(12)-f/ 

pEGSH_2-r 
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Table III 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table IV 
 
 
 
 
 

 EGFP Tdimer2(12) crosscorrelation 

cell1: 
positive 
control 

Model #1   
    
N     0.452 ±0.0023 
TAUDIFF1    0.002  
TAUDIFF2     0.02  
KOMP2     0.53  
TRIP     0.075    ±0.0112 
TAUTRIP     0.00003  
DARK     0.148   ±0.0197 
TAUDARK     2E-6  

    
 
1.00115 ±0.0053 
0.0018  
0.02467  
0.56  
0.32253  
0.00015  
0.14626 ±0.017 
2E-6  

Model #3    
   
1/Gcc(0)=1.946  ±0.026 
0.0032  ±0.1123 
0.02  ±0.096 
 

cell2: 
negative 
control 

Model: #2 
    
N   0.343     ±0.0088 
TAUDIFF1   0.00058     ±0.00003 
TRIP   0.306     ±0.0169 
TAUTRIP   0.00004     ±6.475E-6 
DARK   0.24274     ±0.014 
TAUDARK  3.1813E-6     ±4.812E-7 

   
 
1 
0.00168 ±0.00003 
0.3192 ±0.01193 
0.00004 ±3.330E-6 
0.3084 ±0.01079 
4.535E-6 ±3.54E-7 

 
   
1/Gcc(0)=8.453 ±0.4010 
2.185E-4      ±4.6E-5 
 

tdimer2(12) mRfP1 DsRed2 
 
Model #2  
 
N 0.9997 ±0.02295 
TAUDIFF 0.2251 ±0.00978 
TRIP 0.6734 ±0.00710 
TAUTRIP 0.03145 ±4.356E-4 
 

 
 
 
0.9995 ±0.1375 
0.2210 ±0.0477 
0.3969 ±0.0803 
0.0582 ±0.01002 
 

 
 
  
1.000 ±0.02416 
0.2478 ±0.01205 
0.5818 ±0.00944 
0.02815 ±7.621E-4 
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TableV  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Sample EGFP 
 (model #1 & #2) 

Tdimer2(12)/mRFP1/DsRed2 
(model #2) 

crosscorrelation 
(model #1) 

 
A 

   
N 43.96 ±0.396 
TAUDIFF 0.002124 ±9.39E-5 
TRIP 0.0500  
TAUTRIP 2E-5  

    
32.98 ±1.694 
0.00381 ±5.111E-4 
0.5688 0.02136 
1.899E-4 ±1.513E-5 

 
1/G(0)=118.5     ±2.60 
0.003039 ±3.50E-4 

B  
N            48.6     ±0.18 
TAUDIFF 0.00175     ±2E-5 
TRIP                 -              
TAUTRIP       -  

 
38.3 ±0.65 
0.0029        ±1.4E-4 
0.37            ±0.010 
1.0E-5        ±7.4E-6 

 
1/G(0)=113.1± 0.79 
0.002 ± 8E-5 
 

C   
N 92.76 ±10.0 
TAUDIFF 0.00344 ±6.97E-4 
TRIP 0.3701 ±0.07 
TAUTRIP 5.25E-4 ±1.1E-4 

 
113.71025 ±1.96336 
0.00487 ±0.00024 
0.57886 ±0.00689 
0.00017 ±5.6329E-6 

 
1/G(0)=387.5 ±11.55 
0.002722 ±4.583E-4 

D  
N 49.62635 0.49952 
TAUDIFF 0.00131 ±0.00004 
TRIP 0.10468 ±0.02869 
TAUTRIP 0.00002 ±0.00001 

 
38.27137 ±0.45829 
0.00234 ±0.00008 
0.56521 ±0.00492 
0.00007 ±2.1106E-6 

 
214.22981 ±2.55083 
0.00224 ±0.00014 

E  
N 55.2 ±0.43
TAUDIFF 0.00179 ±7.29E-5 
TRIP - 
TAUTRIP - 

 
25.860 ±0.498 
0.00273 ±0.00016 
0.63692 ±0.0067 
0.00008 ±2.234E-6 

 
1/G(0)=187.4        ± 4.63 
0.00655 ±7.973E-4 
  
  

F  
N       66.8 ±0.57 
TAUDIFF 0.00126 ±4.5E-5 
TRIP - 
TAUTRIP - 

 
56.1 ±5.2 
0.00307 ±6E.4 
0.52 ±0.044 
0.00034 ±4E-5 

 
1/G(0)=169.1        ±3.42 
0.00275 ±2.6E-4 
 

G  
N 96.70 ±1.331 
TAUDIFF 0.001664 ±9.03E-5 
TRIP 0.05 ±0.02212 
TAUTRIP 3E-5  

 
35.56 2.018 
0.00559 ±9.226E-4 
0.3718 ±0.0347 
1.916E-4 ±4.422E-5 

 
1/G(0)=172.3        ± 6.288 
0.002982 ±6.437E-4 
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Table VI 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 EGFP 
(model #1 & #2) 

Tdimer2(12) 
(model #2) 

crosscorrelation 
(model #1) 

 
tdimer2(12) 

& 
RsGFP 
Cell1 

 
 

    
Chi^2/DoF = 3.5651E-6 
R^2 =  0.99823 
 
N 9.14 ±0.070 
TAUDIFF 7.98E-4 ±1.81E-5 
TRIP 0.14 ±0.011 
TAUTRIP 2.14E-5 ±0.99E-6 

 
  Chi^2/DoF = 1.1665E-6 
R^2 =  0.99773 
 
26.13 ±0.390 
0.001921 ±7.79E-5 
0.4231 ±0.0081 
7.553E-5 ±3.75E-6 

 
  Chi^2/DoF = 8.6553E-7 
R^2 =  0.69505 
 
1/Gcc(τ)=234.2 ±12.94 
4.997E-4 ±1.095E-4 
 

tdimer2(12) 
& 

rsGFP 
Cell1 

 

Chi^2/DoF = 1.6049E-6 
R^2 =  0.99561   
 
N 20.52 ±0.109 
TAUDIFF 7.83E-4 ±0.88E-5 
TRIP 0.10  
TAUTRIP 3E-5  
 

 Chi^2/DoF = 7.9467E-6 
R^2 =  0.99635 
 
12.31 ±0.24 
0.001414 ±7.42E-5 
0.4366 ±0.01050 
6.252E-5 ±3.99E-6 

Chi^2/DoF = 3.8614E-6 
R^2 =  0.47366   
 
1/Gcc(τ)=200.3 ±15.01 
8.182E-4 ±2.90E-4 
  
  
 

range 
cell1 

Chi^2/DoF = 2.459E-7 
R^2 =  0.9882   
 
N 90.50  ±0.670 
TAUDIFF 0.00261 ±1.00E-4 
TRIP 0.1000  
TAUTRIP 3E-5  
 

Chi^2/DoF = 2.6058E-6 
R^2 =  0.99631 
 
23.90 ±0.34 
0.00343 ±1.597E-4 
0.4594 ±0.00767 
7.46E-5 ±3.829E-6 
 

Chi^2/DoF = 2.8131E-7 
R^2 =  0.94952   
 
1/Gcc(τ)=180.5 ±2.73 
0.00364 ±2.97E-4 
 

range 
cell2 

Chi^2/DoF = 8.4891E-7 
R^2 =  0.98718 
 
 N 49.01 ±0.713 
TAUDIFF 0.00217 ±1.097E-4 
TRIP 0.1141 ±0.1652 
TAUTRIP 2.46E-5 ±3.291E-5 
 

Chi^2/DoF = 1.632E-6 
R^2 =  0.99496 
 
31.55 ±0.520 
0.003125 ±1.60E-4 
0.3937 ±0.010 
8.255E-5 ±6.27E-6 
 

Chi^2/DoF = 1.0551E-6 
R^2 =  0.94281 
  
1/Gcc(τ)=100.4 ±2.20 
0.00363 ±3.51E-4 
 

range 
cell3 

Chi^2/DoF = 2.597E-7 
R^2 =  0.992 
   
N 70.91 ±0.48 
TAUDIFF 0.00198 ±0.00006 
TRIP 0.1  
TAUTRIP 3E-5  
 

Chi^2/DoF = 1.7043E-6 
R^2 =  0.9979 
 
29.98 ±0.44 
0.00352 ±0.00017 
0.643 ±0.00503 
8E-5  ±2.047E-6 
 

Chi^2/DoF = 5.5195E-7 
R^2 =  0.659 
 
1/Gcc(τ)=416.78  ±19.80 
0.00315 ±0.00083 
  

range 
cell4 

Chi^2/DoF = 2.0526E-6 
R^2 =  0.96633 
   
N 53.19 ±0.752 
TAUDIFF 0.002229 ±1.52E-4 
TRIP 0  
TAUTRIP 0  
 

Chi^2/DoF = 4.2107E-7 
R^2 =  0.98729 
   
96.42 ±3.123 
0.002125 ±1.9E-4 
0.4201 ±0.01791 
8.282E-5 ±1.048E-5 
 

Chi^2/DoF = 3.0549E-7 
R^2 =  0.2995 
   
1/Gcc(τ)=950.9 ±85.24 
0.00558 ±0.002550 
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 EGFP 
(model #1 & #2) 

Tdimer2(12) 
(model #2) 

crosscorrelation 
(model #1) 

 
Cell #1 

0h 
 
 

 
 
Chi^2/DoF = 4.47E-8 
R^2 =  0.987 
  
N 219.24 ±1.72 
TAUDIFF 0.00243 ±0.0001 
TRIP 0  
TAUTRIP 0 

 
 
Chi^2/DoF = 6.428E-7 
R^2 =  0.993 
 
63.18275 ±1.58 
0.387 ± 0.00027 
0.45617 ±0.01292 
0.00014 ±0.00001 

 
 
Chi^2/DoF = 4.836E-8 
R^2 =  0.9466   
 
460.42 ±7.29 
0.00377 ±0.00032 
0 
0 

 
5h 

 
A3D1KT  
Chi^2/DoF = 1.5925E-7 
R^2 =  0.986 
 
N 115.40 ±1.090 
TAUDIFF 0.00209 ±0.00009 
TRIP 0 
TAUTRIP 0 

 
A3D1KT  
Chi^2/DoF = 5.870E-7 
R^2 =  0.986   
 
89.96958 ±3.59 
0.00331 ±0.00035 
0.34911 ±0.02493 
0.00016 ±0.00003 

 
A3D1K    
Chi^2/DoF = 2.25E-7 
R^2 =  0.9231 
 
248.10 ±5.17 
0.00291 ±0.0003 
0  
0 

 
23h 

 
A3D1KT  
Chi^2/DoF = 5.343E-7 
R^2 =  0.961   
 
N 117.24 ±1.55 
TAUDIFF 0.00194 ±0.00014 
TRIP 0 
TAUTRIP 0 
 

 
A3D1KT  
Chi^2/DoF = 7.297E-8 
R^2 =  0.996 
   
141.1149 ±2.15 
0.00375 ±0.00018 
0.40078 ±0.00901 
0.00009 ±6.5E-6 
 

 
A3D1K  
Chi^2/DoF = 1.577E-7 
R^2 =  0.924 
 
307.75 ±5.72 
0.00336 ±0.00035 
0  
0 
 

Cell #2 
0h 

 
Chi^2/DoF =0.00484 
R^2 = 0.97188 
   
N 1.000 ±0.01160 
TAUDIFF 0.002718 ±1.634E-4 
TRIP 0  
TAUTRIP 0 
 

  
Chi^2/DoF = 0.00553 
R^2 =  0.77842 
   
1/Gcc(τ=0)=3.144  ±0.0895 
0.00503 ±9.387E-4 
 

22.55h  
 
 
 
N  
TAUDIFF  
TRIP  
TAUTRIP 

 
Chi^2/DoF = 0.00219 
R^2 =  0.99372 
   
1.016 ±0.01775 
0.00608 ±3.449E-4 
0.3652 ±0.01098 
1.329E-4 ±1.144E-5 
 

 
Chi^2/DoF = 0.04135 
R^2 =  0.49938 
   
1/Gcc(τ=0) 2.178 ±0
TAUDIFF 0.00346 ±0
TRIP 0  
TAUTRIP 0 
 

 
Table VII  (1st online analysis: no Casp-3 sensitivity) 
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Table VIII  (2nd online analysis: Casp-3 sensitive linkers) 
 
 

Sample EGFP 
(model #1 & #2) 

Tdimer2(12)/mRFP1/DsRed2 
(model #2) 

crosscorrelation 
(model #1) 

Cell #1 
0h 

 
Chi^2/DoF=0.00324 
R^2=0.98067 
   
N   
TAUDIFF 0.00194 ±9.78E-5 
  

 
Chi^2/DoF=0.00497 
R^2=0.99626 
 
0.55 ±0.017655E-4 
0.00278 ±1.96E-4   
0.473 ±0.015 
2.0E-4 ±1.36E-5 

 
Chi^2/DoF=0.01505 
R^2=0.61782 
   
1/Gcc(0)=2.8 ±0.13 
0.00315 ±8.8E-4 
  

21h  
Chi^2/DoF=0.00616 
R^2=0.96922 
   
N 1.01  ±0.0192 
TAUDIFF 0.00164 ±1.27E-4 
TRIP 0.06 ±0.040 
TAUTRIP 3E-5  

 
Chi^2/DoF=0.00474 
R^2= 0.99192 
   
0.93 ±0.050 
0.00314 ±3.80E-4 
0.5342 ±0.023 
2.42E-4 ±2.10E-5 

    
Chi^2/DoF=0.01663 
R^2=0.25007 
   
1/Gcc(0)=5.73±0.67 
0.00243 ±0.0015 
 

Cell#2 
0h 

 
Chi^2/DoF=0.00151 
R^2=0.99041 
   
N   
TAUDIFF 0.00165 ±5.81E-5 
  

 
Chi^2/DoF=0.01129 
R^2=0.99913 
   
0.281 ±0.0034 
0.00227 ±8.512E-5 
0.6798 ±0.0037 
5.96E-5 ±9.51E-7 

 
Chi^2/DoF=0.0024 
R^2=0.93628 
   
1/Gcc(0)=2.170 ±0.040 
0.00344 ±3.19E-4 
 

6h  
Chi^2/DoF=0.00205 
R^2= 0.98629 
   
N   
TAUDIFF 0.00122 ±6.3E-5 
TRIP 0.0240 ±0.034 
TAUTRIP 3E-5  

 
Chi^2/DoF=0.03426 
R^2=0.98817 
   
0.54 ±0.044 
0.00232 ±4.31E-4 
0.590 ±0.033 
1.85E-4 ±1.72E-5 

 
Chi^2/DoF=0.00495 
R^2=0.76976 
  
1/Gcc(0)= 2.98±0.129 
0.00156 ±3.03E-4 
 

Cell#3 
0h 

 
Chi^2/DoF =0.00487 
R^2 = 0.97331 
   
1.004 ±0.01060 
0.001526 ±8.977E-5 
 
 

  
Chi^2/DoF = 0.0054 
R^2 =  0.86073 
   
1/Gcc(0)=2.311±0.0567 
0.00330 ±4.659E-4 
 
 

5h  
Chi^2/DoF = 0.01071 
R^2 =  0.94414 
   
0.9995 ±0.01551 
0.002045 ±1.774E-4 
 

 Chi^2/DoF = 0.00477 
R^2 =  0.68913 
   
1/Gcc(0)=4.115±0.1957 
0.00408 ±0.001003 
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Zusammenfassung 
 
Die vorliegende Arbeit beschreibt die erfolgreiche Entwicklung eines neuartigen Systems 
zur Analyse von Protease-Reaktionen sowohl in vitro als auch in vivo. Dabei beruht die 
vorgestellte Methode ausschließlich auf der Verwendung fluoreszenter Proteine und der 
zwei-Farben Kreuzkorrelations Analyse (dcFCCS). Die zwei-Farben 
Kreuzkorrelationsanalyse stellt eine spezielle Form der Fluoreszenz Korrelations 
Spektroskopie (FCS) dar und erlaubt die Beobachtung von Bindungs- und 
Dissoziationsreaktionen unterschiedlich fluoreszent markierter Teilchen bei pico- bis 
micro-molaren Konzentrationen. Varianten der jeweils grün und rot fluoreszierenden 
Proteine GFP und DsRed wurden zu diesem Zweck in Fusionsproteinen kombiniert und 
sowohl durch Protease-sensitive als auch resistente Verbindungssequenzen verbunden. 
Da die fluoreszenten Proteine und ihre Fusionen in Zellen exprimiert und dort mittels 
FCS auf nicht invasive Art und Weise analysiert wurden, stellt das beschriebene 
Modellsystem ein rein endogenes intrazelluläres Verfahren dar, dass prinzipiell auch auf 
Protein-Protein Wechselwirkungen übertragen werden kann (Kapitel 1).  
 
Das Messprinzip der zwei-Farben Kreuzkorrelationsanalyse (Kapitel 2) beruht auf der 
spektral spezifischen Detektion einzelner Moleküle bei ihrer Diffusion durch einen Laser 
Focus. Während zweifarbig fluoreszente Moleküle dabei synchrone Signale in zwei 
spektral getrennten Detektionskanälen erzeugen, führt der proteolytische Verdau zu 
unabhängig diffundierenden roten und grünen Teilchen und damit der Verringerung 
synchroner Fluktuationen in verschiedenen Detektionskanälen. Die 
Kreuzkorrelationsanalyse quantifiziert diese synchronen Fluktuationen und ermöglicht 
die präzise Angabe aller Teilchenkonzentrationen in einem Reaktionsgemisch. Im 
Gegensatz zur Messung des Fluoreszenz Resonanz Energie Transfers (FRET) zwischen 
eng benachbart gebundenen Fluorophoren arbeitet die FCS Analyse frei von solchen 
sterischen Anforderungen und stellt damit das flexiblere und vielseitigere Messverfahren 
dar. Darüber hinaus zeigte sich vor allem bei den hier präsentierten intrazellularen 
Messungen, wie wichtig die gleichzeitige Erfassung mehrer Teilchenparamter, u.a. 
Konzentration und Diffusion, für die interne Kalibrierung des Messsystems und bei der 
Vermeidung von Artefakten ist.     
 
Die entstandenen Fusionsproteine wurden mittels der zwei-Farben 
Kreuzkorrelationsanalyse analysiert und ermöglichten darüberhinaus aber auch die 
parallele Anwendung von FRET Analysen. 
 
Die in vitro durchgeführten Analysen beruhten auf dem Fusionprotein „STEV-ST“ der 
Fluorophore rsGFP and DsRed1. Der verwendete Protein-Linker besitzt eine Schnittstelle 
für die (rekombinante) TEV (Tobacco Etch Virus) Protease. Für intrazellulare Messungen 
wurden Fusionen der grünen Fluorophore rsGFP oder EGFP mit den DsRed-Derivaten 
mRFP1 oder tdimer2(12) verwendet, die auf proteolytisch resistenten oder Caspase-3 
sensitiven Protein Linkern beruhten (Kapitel 4.1). Dementsprechend wurden die 
intrazellularen Experimente in den Kontext zellulärer Apoptose gestellt: Caspasen sind 
stringent kontrollierte Schlüsselenzyme des programmierten Zelltodes und Gegenstand 
intensiver Forschung. Daher wurde versucht ein besonders empfindliches 
Detektionssystem der Caspase-Aktivität mit Hilfe der zwei Farben 
Kreuzkorrelationsanalyse zu etablieren.      
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In proteolytischen in vitro Reaktionen wurden in Echtzeit und bei hoher Auflösung schon 
kleinste Veränderungen der Substratkonzentration detektiert und erstmals FRET und FCS 
erfolgreich miteinander kombiniert (Kapitel 4.2). Ausgehend von einer ~100nM  
Substratkonzentration wurden Abbaureaktion bis zu einer ~10nM Konzentration verfolgt 
und dabei auch unterschiedliche Enzymkonzentrationen anhand unterschiedlicher 
Reaktionsgeschwindigkeiten differenziert. Gleichzeitig wurde die simultane Anregung 
roter und grüner Proteinfluorophore durch Zwei-Photonen-Anregung (TPE) mit nur einer 
Infrarot-Laser Linie realisiert und damit gezeigt, dass die bekannten Vorteile der Zwei-
Photonen-Anregung für intrazelluläre Systeme prinzipiell auch für die in vivo 
Kreuzkorrelationsanalyse von Proteinfluorophoren genutzt werden können.    
 
Der Transfer dieses Reaktionssystems auf intrazellulare Anwendungen wurde unter  
Zuhilfenahme von Zwischenschritten vollzogen: Die exogene Bestückung von Zellen mit 
aufgereinigten Fusionsproteinen erlaubte erste richtungsweisende Kreuzkorrelationsmes-
sungen in Zellen und ermöglichte eine vorläufige Einschätzung des verwendeten 
experimentellen Aufbaus sowie des zu erwartenden Spielraumes zwischen miminalen 
und maximalen Kreuzkorrelationswerten (Kapitel 4.3). Gleichzeitig wurden verschiedene 
rot fluoreszierende Proteine in Hinblick auf Aggregationsverhalten, molekulare 
Helligkeit und intrazellulares Verhalten untersucht und verglichen, um die am besten für 
Fusionskonstrukte geeigneten Kandidaten zu identifizieren. Die Wahl viel dabei auf die 
DsRed-Derivate mRFP1 und tdimer2(12), die sich jeweils durch ihre hohe intrazellulare 
Mobilität und große molekulare Helligkeit auszeichneten (Kapitel 4.4).   
 
Die Stabilität von intrazellulär exprimierten Fusionsproteinen wurde zunächst mit 
zahlreichen verschiedenen Konstrukten analysiert und an den jeweils typischen 
Kreuzkorrelationsamplituden bemessen. Erwartungsgemäß zeigten Konstrukte ohne 
Caspase-3 Schnittstelle die größte intrazellulare Stabilität, und die relativen Stabilitäten 
verschiedener Konstrukte konnten erfolgreich mit den jeweils vorhandenen Protein-
Linker-Sequenzen korreliert werden (Kapitel 4.5). Darüber hinaus wurde, ohne Apoptose 
ausgelöst zu haben die Existenz einer zellulären proteolytischen Hintergrundaktivität 
nachgewiesen.  
Sowohl die Beständigkeit als auch der Abbau von Fusionsproteinen konnte „online“ in 
einzelnen Zellen beobachtet werden: nach 5 bis 23 h wurden wiederholt FCS Messungen 
in bestimmten Zellen durchgeführt und der Verdau von Fusionsproteinen quantifiziert 
(Kapitel 4.6). Hierbei zeigte sich, dass die zwei-Farben Kreuzkorrelationsanalyse trotz 
der heterogenen intrazellulären Umgebung eine erstaunlich hohe Auflösung kleiner 
Veränderungen bewerkstelligte und ebenfalls die ungünstigen Eigenschaften der 
verwendeten Proteinfluorophore, wie z. Bsp. starke intramolekulare Photodynamiken, 
toleriert hat. 
 
Die präsentierten Experimente belegen die erfolgreiche Entwicklung eines hoch 
sensitiven Protease Testsystems sowohl für in vitro als auch in vivo Anwendungen 
(Kapitel 5 und 6). Die vorgestellte Kombination aus zwei-Farben Kreuzkorrelations-
analyse und Protein-basierten Substrat Molekülen ermöglichte ein rein intrazelluläre 
Messsystem, dass sich in analogen Experimenten auch auf die Untersuchung reversibler 
Protein-Protein Bindungen anwenden lassen sollte. Damit wurde gezeigt, dass die hier 
präsentierte Untersuchungmethode mit ihren technischen sowie biologischen Aspekten 
ein vielversprechendes Mittel zur Untersuchung von Proteinfunktionen in der 
Grundlagenforschung und im Hoch-Durchsatz-Screening (HTS) darstellt. 
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